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allowed to flow
through them,
and when
electric belts
were worn by
patients
suffering from a
variety of
ailments. In the
1890s Tesla
discovered that
bombarding
tissue with a
high frequency
alternating
current of a
wavelength
somewhat
longer than the
longest radio
wave would
heat living
tissue.
Nagelschmidt
coined the term
diathermy which
means heating through
treatment between two
condenser plates when
passing a continuous short
wave through them, warming
the tissue and increasing
metabolism and circulation to
the area. Radio waves can also
burn and destroy tissue."

Kilocycle Ken listened
sympathetically. He knew
about diathermy because
some old machines operating
on 27MHz caused interference
to land mobile radiotelephone
services. The machines
wandered in frequency, they
had harmonics, so
consequently he knew every
old diathermy in hospitals and
private physiotherapist's
rooms, and in doctors' rooms.
Their harsh rasping note was a
pain to him although they
might be curing somebody's
pain elsewhere.

Mr Smith said, "Until the
late 1960s the idea that the
bodily functions on a cellular
level are electromagnetic in
origin had been dismissed as
little more than a figment of a
few rather eccentric
imaginations, even NASA now
know that the body's cells are
indeed electrically charged.
Many scientists now believe
that electromagnetic energy is
the organising force behind
cell structure and function.
Although the normal charge
varies from one kind of cell to
another, scientists using a
micro pipette inserted directly
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into a single cell have shown
that a healthy cell has an
electrical charge of around 90
microvolts, damaged or
malfunctioning cells
considerably less."

"I see," Kilocycle Kensaid
thoughtfully. "But how can we
help you. Has your problem
become worse lately?"

"It has worsened because
the radio spectrum has
become increasingly crowded,
more and more transmitters
on all frequencies, more
energy fields." He was
shouting.

"I suggest you direct your
complaint to the Minister of
Science, we only deal with
interference to radio and
television reception, your
probelm is not really our
field."

Mr Smith looked sadly at
them. "They are all fools. I

thought you would
understand. You are radio
people. You control the radio
spectrum. You could shut
down all radio transmitters."

"Very difficult," Kilocycle
Ken said with a shake of his
head. Young Golly said, "You
could build yourself a house
totally enclosed by anti radio
wave material, block out all
the electromagnetic
spectrum."

"I might have to do that."
"What about air?" Kilocycle

Ken asked.
"Air conditioning and

filtration."
They departed.
"A screwball," Young Golly

said.
"There is something in

what he says."
Young Golly laughed. "If

he's so knowledgeable, why
call the Radio Inspectors in?
He's a nutter."

"Not entirely," Kilocycle
Ken said firmly. "Most of us
older Radio Inspectors were
radio operators in our younger
days, that's the way we were
recruited, and we worked
around radio transmitters. I
remember once we did a
count of the children born to
ex -radio operators and most
of them were girls, far too
many girls to be a
coincidence. You could almost
predict that if a radio
inspector's wife was pregnant
it would be a girl."

"And you think it is radio
waves?"

"Once I was a radio
operator on a ship which
visited the South Pacific
kingdom of Tonga and I was
taken to see the old French
Bishop of Tonga. He was
retired and when he was told
that I was a radio operator he
warned me about the danger
of working with radio waves.
Never forgotten it, although it

was decades
ago. It was
eerie, you know,
bright sunshine
outside, tropical
hot, and here I
was in this dim
presbytery
room with
pictures of
saints staring
down at me
from the walls,
plaster statues
of the Virgin
Mary, rosary
beads, religious
books, and this

2 incredibly old
man, he must
have been over
90, in a very
worn black
soutane, some

of the fabric
covered buttons

missing, whispering to me
about radio energy."

"Why would he say
something like that?"

"I don't know. But I think
he was right. There's the
Russian and American over
the horizon radar which runs
thorugh the spectrum,
enormous power, blanketing
the earth. Who can say what
effect it has on a human being.
Scientists don't really know."

"What that guy needs is
shock treatment in a mental
hospital."

Kilocycle Ken sighed. "He
probably is unbalanced, we
get a few complainants like
him every year."

"Eat drink and be merry,"
Young Golly said. He leaned
forward and switched on the
car radio. "Parliament, that
would drive any man barmy."
He punched a button and
Madonna sang.

"You write up the
complaint for the record."
Kilocycle Ken ordered.
"Perhaps we are lucky that we
don't have time to worry
about the effects of radio
waves on our bodies."

"And brains." Young Golly
laughed, rather inanely,
started to write on the
clipboard.

Kilocycle Ken crashed the
gears of the old Hillman car,
as usual.

"My pen jumps off the
paper as I write!" Young Golly
cried.
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COMMUNICATIONS
& MONITOR
RECEIVERS

THREE HAMSTORES TO CHOOSE FROM!
Pop along to or telephone one of the terrific Radio Hamstores and

feast your eyes (and ears) on our wide range of top brand receivers
Wideband Receivers:
R9000 100kHz-2GHz All -mode
R100 100kHz-1856MHz AM/FM
RI 100kHz-1300MHz AM/FM
AR3000A 100kHz-2036MHz All -mode
ARI500 500kHz-1399MHz All -mode
AR2000 500kHz-1300MHz AM/FM
MVT7000 8MHz-1300MHz AM/FM
MVT8000 8MHz-1300MHz AM/FM
DJX1 500kHz-1300MHz AM/FM
HF Receivers:
R5000 100kHz-30MHz All -mode (VHF OPT)
R71 100kHz-30MHz All -mode (FM OPT)
R72 30kHz-30MHz All -mode (FM OPT)
NRD535 100kHz - 30MHz All -mode
HF225 30kHz-30MHz All -mode (FM OPT)
HF150 30kHz-30MHz All -mode

O
ICOM

We also stock items by AEA, AKD, Alinco, AOR,
Barenco, Comet, Cushcraft, Davis, Dee Comm,
Diamond, Icom, JRC, Kenwood, Lowe, Microset, MFJ,
RSGB Publications, Sony, Toyo, Yaesu, Yupiteru etc.
Second-hand & ex -demo equipment is also available.

Port -exchanges & payment by Access, Visa and
Switch welcomed. Finance arranged (subject to
status). Interest free credit on selected new ICOM
products. If you cannot visit an ICOM HAMSTORE in
person, why not use our efficient Mail Order Service.

Stock items
JUNCTION 2

LONDON
11 Watford Way,

Hendon,
London NW4 3JL.
Tel: 081 202 0073
Fax: 081 202 8873

normally
dispatched
within 24Hrs.
We give full
warranty on all
ICOM
products
bought from
authorized
ICOM UK
dealers.

VHF/UHF Receivers;
R7100 25MHz-2GHz All -mode
FRG9600 60MHz-905MHz All -mode
Airband Receivers:
R535 Signal airband receiver
VT225 108MHz-142.1MHz, 149.5-160MHz,

222-391 MHz AM/FM
VT125 108MHz-142MHz AM
Receiving Accessories:
D707 Diamond wideband 500kHz-

1500MHz active base antenna
D505 Diamond wideband 500kHz-

1500MHz active mobile antenna
MLB Magnetic long wire balun
MLB Mkl Longwire HF antenna

fitted with magnetic balun

In some cases the equipment will
be replaced if the fault is deemed
beyond speedy and satisfactory repair.
Any ICOM equipment purchased from
an unauthorized dealer is not covered
by ICOM warranty.

Gordon G3LEQ & John G8VIQ at
Birmingham, Chris G8GKC at Herne Bay
and Doug GOLUH & Paul G7MNI in
London are
all looking
forward to
your visit.

AOR
AR3000A
Monitor
Receiver

HERNE BAY
Unit 8, Herne Bay West

Industrial Estate, Sea Street,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.

Tel: 0227 741555
Fax: 0227 741742

Yupiteru VT -225 Receiver
and MVT-7000

Scanner

BIRMINGHAM
HAMSTORE

BIRMINGHAM
International House,

963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury,
West Midlands B69 4RJ

Tel: 021 552 0073
Fax: 021 552 0051

ALL STORES OPEN TUESDAYS TO FRIDAYS 09:00 - 17:00 & 09:00 - 16:00 SATURDAYS. N.B. Herne Bay closed for lunch 1300-1400
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The 'New -Look'

RadioLineJanuary 9
sees the
first edition
of the 'new -

look'
RadioLine
from Short
Wave
Magazine

Professionally produced, it will
include News, Views, Station (dents
and Signature Tunes, Big Prize
Write-in Competitions and a
monthly Technical Feature on
various aspects of short wave
listening

Updated every Saturday -
and that's guaranteed!
Subscribers - listen -in for the Prize Subscriber number - if it's
your's, let us know and a prize will be on its way to you.

The prizes for the January Competition will range from a radio to
the 1993 World Radio & Television Handbook.

Make a note of the
RadioLine number

0891 654676
Calls charged at 36p per minute cheap rate, 48p per minute at all other times.

"LTV VIT-
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by Ron Ham
Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4HE

When possible, I try to
piece together reports in order
to demonstrate the cause and
effect of a particular
disturbance. This time I have

given pride of place to the
groups of sunspots observed
by Ford White (Portland) on
October 24 & 26 and drawn by
Patrick Moore, Fig. 1, at his
observatory in Selsey at 1020
on the 28th.

There is no doubt in my mind
that some form of solar
eruption, associated with these
sunspots, was responsible for
the report from Tony Hopwood
(Upton -on -Severn) that the
earth's magneticfieldwas 'very
disturbed' on the 26th and
'disturbed' on the 27th. Tony
also heard auroral reflected
radio signals on the h.f. bands
around 2200 on the 26th. The
idea is for you to compare your
own logs with any of the
'special' periods that I mention
to see if it explains anything
unusual that you noted at the
time.
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Looking back to the end of September,
Ron Livesey (Edinburgh) using a 2.5in
refractor telescope with a 4.0in
projection screen, located 3 active
areas on the sun's disc on the 29th and
7 on the 30th.

The daily relationship between solar
activity, measured in flux units, and the
variations in the earth's magnetic field
for September are shown in the
computer print, Fig. 2, kindly sent by
Neil Clarke (Doncaster). Neil points out
that the magnetic index reached storm
levels on the 29th & 30th and that the
average solar flux and magnetic 'A'
index for the month was 116.9 and 20
respectively.

The radio telescopes operated by
Cmdr Henry Hatfield (Sevenoaks)
recorded small bursts of solar noise at
136 & 1297MHz on October 2 & 5. It is
most likely that these bursts were
associated with the 'spread' of
sunspots,Fig.3, drawn by Patrick Moore
on his projection screen, at 1300 on the
1st. Despite poor weather conditions in
October, Ford White managed to check
the sun on the 23rd, 24th & 26th and
located one,three &two sunspot areas
respectively. In Bristol, Ted Waring
counted 14 sunspots on October 1 and
12 on the 19th.

Auroral

The auroral co-ordinator for the British
Astronomical Association, Ron Livesey,
received reports of 'unspecified aurora'
for the overnight period on September
27/28, 'all sky' on 28/29, 'a ctive pulsating
& flaming' on 29/30 & 30/01, from

observers in North Dakota. The events
on the 29th & 30th were also seen from
Southern Ireland & Lerwick
respectively.

Magnetic

The various magnetometers used by
Tony Hopwood, Karl Lewis (Saltash),
Ron Livesey, David Pettitt (Carlisle)
and Tom Rackham (Goostrey),
between them, detected magnetic
'storm' conditions on September 28,
29 & 30. Tony also recorded magnetic
disturbance on October 1, 2, 3 & 12.
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Propagation Beacons

First, my thanks are due to
Gordon Foote (Didcot), Henry
Hatfield, Ted Owen (Maldon),
Ted Waring and Ford White for
their 28MHz beacon logswhich,
after combining their efforts,
enabled me to prepare this
months chart, Fig. 4, of the
beacons heard in the UK.

A couple of new ones this
time, VE3TWO was copied by
Ford White and KB9DJA was
heard by Ford and Ted Waring.
Maybe the increased solar
activity in late September and
October is the reason for more
American and Australian
beacons appearing this time.

Tropospheric

Details of the tropospheric
disturbance on October 7 & 8
and the daily changes in
atmospheric pressure for the
period September 26 to October
25 can be seen in my Television
column elsewhere in this issue.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.
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EUROPE

Peter Shore

European international radio
certainly has its ups and downs these
days. As one station expands its
operations, others are threatened with
reductions or closure. In the last
European edition of 'Bandscan', I

reported that Radio Luxembourg's
English service is carried in stereo on
a sub carrier on the Astra satellite.

But your last chance to hear this
station will be on the penultimate day
of 1992, as the English satellite stream
will be axed that night. It seems that it
is not attracting a large enough
audience to keep advertisers happy
and without advertisers, the show
cannot go on. Perhaps one of the
station's biggest problems has been
the lack of advertising supporting the
satellite service, a problem faced by
several of the stations operating, or
thinking about using, Astra for radio to
Europe.

Many people simply do not realise
the numbers of stations able to be
received via satellite in high quality.
Another casualty in recent weeks has
been the Zurich based classical music
station, Opus Radio. It ceased in late
October, shortly after another Zurich
station, Radio E Viva! started. The new
station,operating onAstra transponder
9, (the same one that carries Swiss
Radio International), features the
interesting mixture of Swiss folk music
and good or country and western
music.

UK Gold

Keep an ear on audio sub carriers of
the UK Gold transponder (number 23):
BBC Radio Four and World Service in
English may soon be there.
Negotiations were reportedly
underway asthis column wentto press
in mid -November. The use of Astra by
Radio Four would alleviate some of the
complaints from listeners on the
continentinthe daytime coverage area
of the long wave transmitter on 198kHz
in Droitwich, earmarked for the new
rolling news service (labelled Scud
FM during the Gulf War) that will start
in April 1994.

Another station that bitthe dust not
so very long ago was BRT International
in Brussels. But Belgium's overseas
voice did not disappear as the station
was relaunched with the perhaps
rather parochial identity of Radio
Vlaanderen International. At an
immense launch party in September at
the veteranWavre transmitting station
outside Brussels, the new logo, jingle
and name were unveiled.

The aim, according to the station's
director, Jaqcues Vandersichel, is to
promote the identity of Flemish-
speaking Belgium abroad and not to
compete with the 'big boys' in
international radio in providing world
news and current affairs. And one of
the station's aims? To secure a satellite
audio channel!

38

Antennas at the Wavre
transmitting site of Radio
Vlaanderen International.
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Neighbouring Holland, however, is
currently reviewing its external
broadcaster, Radio Netherlands. The
Dutch Media Council published a
report on the future of the station in
October noting thatwhilstthe station's
budget has increased by leaps and
boundsto the current USS44 million, its
mission statement has not been
updated since the 1950s. Is it
worthwhile to maintain the station's
role in the current political climate?,
the report asked. Or should the station
collaborate closely with, say, the
Belgians to promote the region
throughout Europe and beyond?

And further north, in Norway, the
English service is under threat. With
output doubled to two days a week not
so long ago following an increase in
funding from the Norwegian Foreign
Ministry,the government now believes
that there may be better ways of
promoting Norway abroad. Since the
announcement that funding was to be
withdrawn (the Norwegian service is
funded by the domestic licence fee),
many listeners have been writing to
the station, and to Norwegian
embassies around the world,
protesting the decision.

Could all this interest in
international radio by satellite rekindle
the idea of something like the World
Radio Network? Regular readers may
recall that this was a venture set up by
some BBC domestic radio staff in their
spare time in the early part of 1992. An

audio sub carrier on the Astra satellite
carried the English services of a
number of disparate stations from
Radio Australia to YLE Radio Finland,
the Voice of America to Swiss Radio
International. World Radio Network ran
for a few weeks as a test, but since
then no more has been heard.
However, radio stations in Europe may
be about to capitalise on the concept.
Deutsche Welle and Deutschlandfunk
staff are interested in launching a
composite international radio channel
on satellite, with proper continuity
between station's output. Could this
be the way forward for international
radio in the developed world? We'll
have to wait and see what transpires
in the course of 1993.

Albania

Backon conventional steam radio, BBC
World Service has now started to use
a medium wave transmitter in Albania
to carry some of its programmes in the
Serbian and Croatian languages. At
2200, the transmitter in Lushnje on
1.458MHz is on the airwith Bush House
output for thirty minutes. Albanian
transmitters are also being used by
Trans World Radio for some of its
output. At 2030 there is an hour long
transmission on 1.395MHz.

Staying in the Balkans, Radio
Bosnia -Hercegovina is still heard on
short wave on a variable frequency
around 7.238MHz.

Short

QSL card from Radio
Nederlands

A summary of English language
services from European stations:

YLE Radio Finland, Helsinki
0530-0550 on 15.44, 11.755 &

6.12MHz (Sunday only)
0745-0800 on 11.755,9.56 &6.12MHz
1930-2000 on 11.755,9.73,6.12MHz,

963 & 558kHz
2215-2245 on 11.81,11.74,9.73MHz,

963 & 558kHz
Radio France International, Paris
1230-1300 on 21.645, 15.365, 15.195,

15.155, 11.67 & 9.805MHz
1400-1500 on 17.65, 15.405 &

11.91MHz (via China)
1600-1700 on 17.85, 17.795, 17.62,

15.53,12.015 (via Africa No 11,11.705 &
6.175MHz

Radio Budapest, Hungary
0300-0400 on 11.91, 9.585 &

5.975MHz
2200-2300 on 11.91,9.835 &6.11MHz
Radio Netherlands, Hilversum
0730-1025 via Bonaire on 11.865,

9.72 (0930-1025)&9.63MHz (0730-0830)
1130-1325 via Flevo to Europe on

5.955MHz
1300-1625 via Flevoto Asia on 17.61,

13.77 and via Madagascar on 15.15 &
9.896MHz (1430-1625)

1730-2125 via Bonaire to Africa on
21.59,21.515(to 19301,17.605 (from 1930)
& via Madagascar on 9.605 & 6.02MHz
(both to 1930)

2330-0125 via Bonaire on 11.835
(from 0030), 6.165 (to 0030) & via Flevo
on 6.02MHz (until 0030)

Radio Yugoslavia, Belgrade
0100-0130 on 9.58MHz
1230-1300 on 21.605 & 17.74MHz
1930-2000 on 7.20 & 6.10MHz
2200-2230 on 9.505, 7.20 & 6.10MHz
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street,
Romsey, Hants S051 8FB

There's currently available on the
surplus market large quantities of BSB
equipment, receivers, 'Squarials' and
conventional BSB 350mm off set dishes.
Prices - considering the technology
that can be purchased - are a gift!
Andrew Howlett G1HBE from
Dukinfield has kindly passed on
modification details relating to the
Ferguson 'Squarial' that will allow the
unit with its inbuilt LNB tune into the
Telecom satellite band - 12.5-12.7GHz.

Despite the antenna being
designed for left-hand circular
reception and most Telecom band
signals being plane polarised (that is
vertical or horizontal), signal levels,
particularly from the French Telecom
satellites, are very high and good
reception will be obtained, especially
in the south UK. The 'Squarial' has a
wider beam -width than, say, the Astra
dish and there is the chance of co -
channel interference from adjacent
slotted satellites. However, the
relatively simple modification does
allow good use of an otherwise useless
antenna, so it's worth doing! I will
summarise the modification data as
supplied by Andrew for the Ferguson
'Squarial'.

1: Disconnect the F plug antenna
feeder, peel off the serial number
sticker, which will reveal a screw that
holds the back cover in place - now
remove all 9 little screws (and spring
washers) that hold the converter back
plate and remove said plate.

2: Examine the internal layout and
note a square die cast block on the
right-hand side. Protruding from this
block is a locknut, which is the
frequency adjustmentforthe LNB local
oscillator. Now remove the locknut
assembly, which is in one piece.

3: Take one of the 9 little screws as
above but without the spring washer
and screw it completely into the now -
empty local oscillator hole. It will fit
exactly.

4: Replace the rear cover plate,
connect the F plug with down -feeder
and point the Squarial towards
Telecom 2a at 5°E. Tune the satellite
receiver, adjust the Squarial and you
will eventually find a signal, readjust
the antenna for optimum results.

Andrew reportsthat he can receive
ARTE, TF1, Ant 2 and Canal J and
relating radio channels. Thanks to
Andrew for advising of these simple
yet effective modifications.

Orbital Sightings

The American Presidential Election in
early November caused a flurry of
activity across the Clarke Belt with
many satellites carrying news reports,
2 -way interviews, comments and
assessment.The run-uptothe election
had been producing many news items
with the candidates on whistle-stop
tours - election day and evening
brought on-stage the experts with

evaluations of the voting and the
possible implications of the result.
IntelsatKat21°Whad been particularly
busy with feeds on the leased
Brightstar transponders - many in
European languages - as was the EBU
permanent lease on Intelsat 60127°W.

What is so interesting with the video
reports from the various parts of the
United States - usually provided by a
local TV station - is that often the news
item offered is preceded with their
local test card (usually colour bars +
ident), attimes local news programmes
are offered from which the client (the
European broadcasterlwill extractand
edit the required item, adding their
own introduction later.

Whilst discussing 'local
programming', Olympus, that oft
neglected satellite residing at 18.8°W,
has been seen carrying French CBC
news and programming ex Quebec at
12.52GHz left-hand circular.This signal
is noise free on my 1.5m dish in plane
polarisation - I cannot run circular.
Besttimeto look is mid evening around
203OUTC onwards - much original
programming and commercials are left
intact, though last night (November
11) video was cut and replaced with a
'CBC North' ident. The Transponder
bulletin reportsthatthis frequency has
also been seen used by the BBC SNG
unit 'UKI 23' with various news
programme inserts. (Transponder
bulletin - details PO Box 112, Crewe,
Cheshire CW2 7DS - include an s.a.e.
for details). I've monitored UKI 23 on
16°E recently for the record!

With all the main French
programmes now transferred to
Telecom 2a at 5'W, it'sthe hottest bird
in the sky in that direction, at least 7
channels have been monitored down -
linking at high levels, some scrambled
and the others in the clear, together
with a variety of sub -carrier radio
programmes.

R7 Tunisia is now down -linking
from Eutelsat II F3 16'1 (11.658GHz
vertical) with full programmes and test
card, mainly in Arabic though with a
few opt -out French offerings. TV7
currently airs on this bird for approx. 8
hours daily and with 2 sub -carrier radio
channels, again French and Arabic for
the Radio Tunis International service -
sub -carriers at 7.02 and 7.20MHz.

Country Music fans will rejoice at
'CMT-EUROPE', a new music channel
presented for cable operators by
United Artists which appeared mid
October via Intelsat 601 27°W at
11.51GHz vertical. Most of the videos
screened are of very recentproduction
and show an interesting backdrop of
American scenery. Meanwhile the
nearby 'Kano) Markets' test card on
601 is still present, origin suspected ex
Turkey, check out on 11.66GHz vertical.

HISPASAT, the new Spanish
satellite, is testing intermittently at
31°W, this essentially Ku band bird
carriestransponders for FSS, DBS and
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The distinctive test card as used by Middle East
Broadcasting over Eutelsat II Fl at 13°E.

Telecom bands and will eventually
offer spot beam coverage into the
Iberian peninsula, the Canaries and
across into the Americas. In early
November it has been testing at
12.30GHz.

The weekend of the 24th saw TVP
Poland down -linking from Eutelsat II
F3 16°E at 11.55GHz, not the start of
their projected regular service
(anticipated March '93) but a

celebration for the 40th anniversary of
Polish TV. Programming including
considerable input from veteran staff
of TVP and interestingly using PAL -
though Poland has used SECAM for
many years, shortly the country will
change to PAL throughout her
terrestrial network.

Hungary is now operating from
16°E, during mid October programmes
and test cards were carried for the
Budapest Europa Telecom exhibition
October 11-18. These transmissions
ceased, but in early November
transmissions returned - the test card
(PM5544) carrying the identification
'ANTENNA' and 'HUNGARIA'. Try
11.59GHz horizontal.

October 16 saw the Kilroy
programme originate from one of HM
Prison establishments. Forthis offering,
satellite linking was utilised for the
broadcast with the help of SISLink's
SNG truck UK129. Transmissions over
Eutelsat ll F4 at 7'E (10.98GHz vertical)
included partof the rig, rehearsals and
the actual transmission. Interesting to
see one of my old work colleagues
from TVS in shot during rehearsals
and now employed with a new
company!

Even with a small operational dish,
there is really lots to see throughout
the 24 hours.

Orbital News

Yet another new scrambling technique
is to be introduced - this time by Red
Hot Dutch - the UK's Continental TV
adult entertainment channel up -linked
from Holland to prevent the UK
authorities terminating the
transmissions (due to the nature of the
programming content!). 'Enigma' will
be used from early 1993 and will offer
improved security against piracy. The
system is decoder addressable over
air and does not rely on a customer
Smart Card, many levels of encryption

are available andthe companysuggest
that it is unhackable. It is said that the
decoder 'code book' has up to 4 billion
variations with a further plug-in back-
up code book to further increase
encryption levels and options. It's
claimed that Enigma is more secure
than Sky TV's Videocrypt, which
recently was hacked - though this has
been overcome by Sky with an
improved Smart Card.

GE Astro-Space Division, New
Jersey have won the order for
supplying AsiaSat 2 to the Hong
Kong based Asia Satellite
Telecommunications Ltd (AsiaSat 2),
which will slot at either 77 or 100E in
Autumn 1994 and with a further craft
available in 1995. On board loading will
include 24 x 55W C Band transponders
and 9 x 100W Ku band transponders.
Another satellite order is for
Luxembourg based SES Astra who
have awarded Hughes Aircraft with
the contractfor Astra 1E, again slotting
at 19.2°E with 18 x 85W transponders
plus 6 spares.

There is considerable discussion
inthe satellite industry over LEOs (Low
Earth Orbit) satellites, Italy, France and
Spain all have LEO projects in the
design stage with French company
Aerospatiale readywith a 4 -stage solid
fuel rocketto launch into a 500km orbit.
The French TAOS lightsat project will
feature communication platforms in
the 137-138 and 148-150MHz bands.
Even the Russian/Ukraine are
proposing to enterthe LEO marketwith
their Ariadne project.

Our Sri Lankan contact Bandula
Gunasekera has spoken the PTI office
at Colombo regarding the Indian Press
Association's attempts at using the
Russian Ekran u.h.f. satellite (714 or
754MHz)for programmetransmissions.
These were projected mid 1992 and to
date nothing has been seen! The PTI
advise that transmissions will go
ahead, but there have been licensing
problems in India over AsiaNet. This
latter service opened August 26 last
over a Gorizont bird with programming
0700-23000TC daily (1100-2100
Sundays) with Hindi films, shows and
light entertainment. I hope to be
advised shortly on the PTI opening so
I can make readers aware of the
situation and the interesting DXTV
challenge that the u.h.f. satellite will
present.
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rEiZZEffiW Roams
Ron Ham, Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington,
West Sussex RH2O 4HE

First, may I wish all of you and your
families, a very happy Christmas and
an active and prosperous new year.

Electronic Thermometer

Onthesubjectof Christmas,whatabout
a gift of an inside/outsidethermometer,
Fig.1, or a talking calculator, Fig. 2, for
the scientifically minded person who
seems to have everything? Although
intended for use in a car,the instrument
in Fig.'), is currently installed on a shelf
in my office. It's powered from a 1.5V
'button' cell, has a sensor on the front
(bottom leftlforinsidetemperature and
another on a lead to place in a
convenient position for outside
measurements.

My office is upsta irs, so I have taken
the lead (lower side left) up through
the ceiling andfixed itunder a roof -tile.
The the protectsthe sensorfrom direct
contact with wind and rain. The
internal/external detectors are
selected by a switch (lower right) and
a press of the long bar below the liquid
crystal screen reveals the time. These
are made in China for Ronimports Ltd.
(Ref. No. GW 239) and are available
from Half ords and no doubt other
accessory stockists for around £10.99.

Talking Calculator

The time came for me to replace my 20
year old desk calculator and, after a
good look around at the wide range
available, I chose Tandy's 'Talking
Calculator'. Apart from hearing the
result of my entries, its convenient size
(approximately 177 x 130 x 30mm) and
shape appealed to me, as did the 54 x
20mm liquid crystal display and the
relatively large keys. The instrument is
powered by two 'AA' batteries and the
unit is switched on and off by the
respective green buttons, at the lower
right. The speech from the 35 x 14mm
speaker grill, top right, is 'clean' and
distinct. The sound volume is controlled
by a three position switch just below
the display. Now for a working
example, if you press 9 x 3, the voice
reproduction says 'nine times three
equalstwenty seven'. Press 'AC' and it
says 'all clear', 'M+' and it responds
'memory plus' and so on.

There is yet another option, say an
answer to a sum is 538, it will say 'five
three eight' or, by changing a
command, 'five hundred thirty eight'.
When the symbols and 'A' are
pressed the machine replies 'plus',
'minus', 'point' and 'percent'
respectively. If required, there is a

useful 'REP' key, by the 'off' button, to
repeat the answer. This calculator
retails for £19.95 and is no doubt
available from your local Tandy store.

Company Station

Mythanksto Ian Hume (Bournemouth)
fortelling methatthetest-card, scribed

'HZ22TV Channel 3', seen in my
November column (Fig.4), received by
Lt. Col. Rana Roy (Meerut, India), "is
the callsign test card for ARAMCO
(Arabian American Oil Co.), Saudi
Arabia." The signal from its 5kW
transmitters in Dhahran is intended for
company employees over an area of
about 80km radius. "They were getting
out pretty good that day," said Ian.

Poor October Conditions

"I have looked around on most days,
but nowt!," wrote John Woodcock
(Basingstoke) about DXTV for the
month prior to October 23. Although
they did a bit better, similar comments
came from David Ashley (Norwich),
Bob Brooks (Great Sutton) and Simon
Hamer (New Radnor). Their locations
provide a cover for almost all of the UK
and their reports show only a few
outbreaks of Sporadic -E during the
month. However, there was some
compensation when a moderate
tropospheric opening occurred while
the atmospheric pressure was high on
the 7th and 8th.

Band I

The first of the winter 'F2' reports came
from Simon Hamer, who received
unidentified 'smeary' pictures in Band
I at 0730 and 1230 on October 27 & 29
respectively. He also logged pictures
from Iceland (RUV) on Ch. E4

(62.25MHz), Norway (NRK) on Ch. E2
(48.25MHz) and Sweden (SVT1) on Ch.
E3 (55.25MHz) during a short burst of
Sporadic -E at 1330 on the 5th. While
comparable openingswere in progress
during the mornings of the 14th, 15th &
30th, Bob Brooks saw programmes
and/or test -cards from Denmark (DR
Teletext), CIS, Hungary(MTVTeletext),
Italy (RAI) and Spain (TVE), plus a few
unidentified signals. Earlier in the year
Bob received the 'Dagger' logo from
Tallin, Fig. 3. During a late Sporadic -E,
in November 1991, Lt. Col. Rana Roy
(Meerut, India) logged Bangkok TV,
Fig. 4, on Ch. E3.

Satellite TV

"Another satellite channel on Astra
Transponder 23, UK GOLD," wrote
Simon Hamer just after a report came
from Peter de Jong (Leiden, Holland),
sent a photograph, Fig. 5, of its test -
transmissions. Peter received this on
October 17. He also sent a photograph
of ITN World News, from London Fig.
6, which he took as he received it from
Eutelsat 1 'F4' in December 1991.

Weather

The variations in atmospheric pressure
forthe period September 26to October
25 were recorded at my home in Sussex
and the readings, Fig. 13, were taken
daily from my barograph chart at noon

Fig. 2: Talking calculator.

Fig. 3: Tallin.

EST
UK !OLD
TRRNSM I SS I 0

Fig. 5: UK Gold.

and midnight. I recorded 3.24in of rain
in October, compared with 2.69in for
the same month last year. Hail and
thunder occurred overnight on the
19th/20th and again for most of the
evening of the 28th.

One violent flash of lightning, early
on the 20th, caused a 'click' to come
from the speaker of the Tandy
calculator that was sitting, switched
off, on a shelf. A marked change in
atmospheric pressure was clearly
drawn on my barograph chart, Fig. 13,
when gales, with rain squalls, crossed
Southern England on Sunday the 25th.
The lowest point of 997mb (29.5in) came
around 2000. Squalls can provide a lot
of rain in a short time and usually pass
through very quickly as did the one
that I photographed in May this year,
Fig. 8.

"Very bad weather herewith Force

Fig. 1: Inside/outside
thermometer.

Fig. 4: Bangkok.

Fig. 6: ITN World News.

10 gales," wrote Ford White from
Portland on October 27 and, "wet and
cold", was the way David Ashley
described the month's weather for the
Norwich area.

"Best October for skiing for 30
years, said the Grampian news
programme tonight," wrote David
Glenday (Arbroath) on November 2.
David added, "The hills here have been
covered with snow since early
October...the second half of the month
has seen lots of low pressure systems.
Last night we had gale warnings.
Around noontodaythe pressure dipped
below 29.0in (982mb)".

Tropospheric

Simon Hamer received pictures from
Denmark (DR) and Norway in Band III
and Belgium (BRT), Denmark (TV2),
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Fig. 7: Barograph chart.

Fig. 8: Squalls in May.
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Fig. 9: Demark.

Fig. 10: France.

Eire IRTEI, France and Holland in the
u.h.f. bands during a tropospheric
opening on October 8.

David Ashley noted some heavy
co -channel interference on the
normally strong Sandy Heath and
Sudbury transmitters early in the

ASSOCIAZIONE RADIOAMATORI ITALIAN,

4

Fig. 11: Sweden.

Fig. 12: Italian QSL card.
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Fig. 13.
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month. Bob Brooks logged good colour
pictures and sound, on Ch. EIO
(210.25MHz), from Denmark on the 7th
and 8th plus Ireland's 'RTE', on their
Ch. H (207.25MHz), all day on the 8th.

While this event was in progress,
David Glenday received pictures from
Denmark on Chs. E5 (175.25MHz), 7
(189.25MHz) and 10 and Germany
(ARD1) on Chs. E9 (203.25MHz) and 11
(217.25MHz). He also added Denmark
(TV2), Germany (ARD1, HR3, NDR3,
SAT1 & ZDF) and Holland (NED2 & 3)
on several spots in Bands IV and V.
"Tropospherics until 1630 [on the 8th]
when a cold front passed over," said
David.

During a telephone conversation
with Garry Smith (HS Publications,
Derby) at 1800 on the 7th, Andrew
Jackson(Birkenhead), learntaboutthe
opening and immediately checked the
television bands. Garry told him about
the strong signals coming from

Scandinavia but as he tuned through
the higher v.h.f. andthe u.h.f. channels
he found pictures from Belgium (BRT1
& RTBF1), France (CANAL+), Germany
(ARD1, MDR3, NDR3, RTL+ & ZDF) and
Holland (NOS2 & 3) and on the 8th,
Denmark, Holland and Germany.

Both Andrew and David Glenday
reported seeing many unidentified
stations from Germany and, during the
evening of the 7th, Andrew's DXing
was handicapped because Germany's
'ARD1' "took over Band III with very
strong signals."

SSTV

"I have justfitted the Lowe Electronics
long wire balun and it works very well,
quite a considerable difference, less
noise and a small boost on signals
received," wrote John Scott
(Glasgow).John reportsthatthe 14MHz
band came alive again in October [see

my Propagation column elsewhere in
this issue] and that the England Wales
slow scan television net, on 3.730MHz,
is active most nights.

During the month, John copied
strong colour pictures from the United
States stations K2EVY and WA3WZC
who were taking part in a slow scan
neton 14.230MHz. In addition he copied
'CQ'captionsfrom stations in Denmark,
Fig. 9 and France, Fig. 10 plus an
amusing cartoon transmission from
SM5EEP in Sweden, Fig. 11. Although
it can be "rather busy at times around
3.730MHz, with QRM and slow scan
signals," John managed to receive
pictures from DK2AN in Germany. I bet
that took some careful tuning John.

The well illustrated Italian QSL
card, Fig. 12, from Marino Tinelli
IOMKW acknowledged David
Glenday's report of the 14MHz FAX
signals that he received from Marino
on October 19.

Don't forget, if you have difficulty finding
Short Wave Magazine at you local outlet,

call the Editorial Office in Poole and we will
talk to our distributors to find out why!

You can always place a regular order with
your newsagent, fill in the form here to

avoid dissapointment.

Dear Newsagent, Distributed by Seymour

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Name
Address

Signed
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MARTIN LYNCH
Tomorrow's
Radio
Today....with
Nine months
to pay!!!
The price rises we all feared have finally arrived, due
to the devaluation of sterling, but I'm offering you a
deal TO INSTANTLY EASE YOUR POCKET. You'll still
get top trade in prices for your existing equipment
-which can be used as a deposit and then pay the
balance over nine whole months, WITHOUT ANY
INTEREST! - i.e. ZERO % APR!!!
FOR THOSE WITH WONGA (folding stuff)...i can offer
substantial savings on list price. I may even have some
stock at the old price -still maintaining the "peace of
mind" buying associated with MARTIN LYNCH - THE
U.K.'s NUMBER 1 Authorised Retailer!

qaale to 44411C10 R4.73.96 S.11GPP.9/11Q u the V.
Remember!... Buying Amateur Radio Equipment Is expensive & can be a risky
business, especially when using MAIL ORDER. You may well see better prices
advertised elsewhere, but when you get a quotation, BEFORE PARTING WITH
YOUR HARD EARNED CASH -ASK THE SUPPLIER THESE QUESTIONS FIRST: -

1. Is the equipment to full U.K. spec?
2. Has the equipment been tampered with In the U.K. to meet U.K.
spedficatIon, or Is it FACTORY FRESH SEALED FROM JAPAN?
3. Is the serial no. logged with the official U.K. distributor for possible
contact on updated mods? If so, ask WHAT IS THE SERIAL NO?
4. Is the supplier authorised by the OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS IN THE U.K.
TO SELL YOU THE EQUIPMENT, guaranteeing you spares, latest mods, and
full accessory back-up? THIS IS IMPORTANT -whatever you are told, there
are good reasons why retailers are not -appointed- to sell you U.K.
approved equipment. Contact the distributors for a full explanation.
5. Do you see an advertised price, phone to place an order, ONLY TO BE
TOLD THAT THE LAST ONE WENT THIS MORNING, but encouraged to
SEND A DEPOSIT, and you'll get it sometime In the future?
6. See an advertised price, go to place an order and told to ADD3.5%
HANDLING TO USE YOUR CREDIT CARD?
7. Visit the supplier to view your latest probable purchase, only to find NO
STOCK WHATSOEVER -oot even empty cardboard boxes!
8. Ask about accessories only to be told that "SUPPLY ISN'T AVAILABLE^.

The list is endless, use your discretion. There's nothing wrong with
shopping around, I do It. Who doesn't? Remember -THE BITTER TASTE
OF POOR SERVICE REMAINS LONG AFTER THE SWEET TASTE OF LOW
PRICE IS FORGOTTEN!...."

TEL.: 081 566 1120 FAX: 081 566 1207 . 24Hrs S

DEPOSIT £94.99 9 PAYMENTS E4S ZERO % APR
FRG 100- Fantastic new arrival from YAESU's stable, a 'no -frills'
high performer covering 50k-30mHz. Ultra stable 6. Ideal for
decoding data. It'll look and sound great in your shack!

;40;

7177611899

DEPOSIT £251 9 PAYMENTS El 12 ZERO %APR
ICR 7100HF The professional's choice...listen to everything with
ease. Ultra- sensitive front end makes searching out the weak
signals a delight! 50kHz-2GHz- with super ICOM conversion.

MIM

Deposit E119-9 Payments £60
FRG 8800 Still amazingly
popular high pert HF rx.
0.15-30mHz with optional vhf

-

:1
:1

Deposit f 129-9 Payments f70
ICR 72 Covering 100k-30MHz
plus all mode reception (FM
with board). 99 moms +scan.
Includes 10 db preamp.

Deposit E1185-9 Payments f90 Deposit £47 - Payments £28
DRAKE RISE Certainly no AOR 1500 500k- 1300MHZ,
'quack'..the best of US NFM,WFM,AM,SSII. Try it 6. fly
engineering. 100k-30 MHz. It. You'll love It!
Check out the reviews.

alr

::111114...r -
411  -

Deposit £119 - 9 Payments
£84 AOR 3000A Genuine
UK models in stock.
Multimode scanner receiver
100k-2036MHz all mode.

Deposit £43 - 9 Payments f34
YUPITER M 8000. Desktop
wicieband, Mobil* base
scanner. 8-1300MHz.
Exceptional readout and
sensitive at UHF.

Ntp,RTIN LYN MOcif 10am-6pm
N -SAT.

6-1FIKS
THE. AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Late nite
THURS!

SALES: 081 566 1120
286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London, W5 4UB
ales Hotline :0860 339 339 (after Hours only)
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llr'qT 11-loagEn'Eg
Peter Rouse, Barcroft, Rohais de Bas, St. Andrews, Guernsey.

Here we go into our third year of
this column...my how time flies. Along
the way I have been asked several
times to recommend receivers and
antennas and how to set up the best
station given a modest budget.

Obviously the most important item
is the receiver and a good second-
hand communications type receiver
will generally perform better and have
controlsthat are easierto operatethan
some of the very small but inexpensive
portables that are now available. If
you can afford to buy a new receiver
then, to my mind, the British built HF-
150 and HF-225 receivers from Lowe
offer the finest value for money
available (an opinion shared by several
leading reviewers).

Antennas are a difficult choice for
our hobby because we need to tune a
multitude of bands that are not
harmonically related. The G5RV dipole
is one option that has been covered
several times in the past and another
alternative is the simple long wire.

The third vital component in a good
station set-up is an antenna tuner
because the best way of ensuring that
the receiver is allowed to do its job
properly is by not blasting itwith strong
out -of -band signals.

Compact active antennas are ideal
for flat dwellers or those who cannot
mount external antennas. However,
you will need to invest in a good one
(Datong and Dressler are two
examples). Some of the cheaper
versions and kits now available can,
and do, suffer from the most appalling
overload problems. This largely
appears to be a result of omitting vital
filtering in order to achieve maximum
possible bandwidth (in some cases
from I.f. to 2000MHz). The kit from
Maplin is an exception because it is
fully tunable.

What You Say.

On to the logs and Paul H. reports that
the USAFs Air Combat Command
(formerlySAC) have now changedtheir

primariesto 6.738 & 8.967MHzfor nights
and 11.176, 11.243 & 17.975MHz during
the day. Paul adds that NORAD seems
unaffected by the changes and their
primaries are still 9.023, 11.214, 13.207
& 18.027MHz.

Paul also mentionsthat ARINC (Air
Radio Incorporated) in New York are
experimenting with compression/
expansion techniques on their 5kW
transmitters that are used to provide
long distance communications for
airlines. The 'Link Plus' system they
are trying out is supposed to increase
signal to noise ratios and make the
audio punchier. You can check-out
ARI NC on 6.640, 11.342, 17.925 &
21.964MHz.

Mr C. Farquhar of Cannich in
Inverneshire confirms that 'Quid' is a
USAF KC -135 air to air refueling tanker
based at Mildenhall and says it is on
temporary duty in Europe. Othertanker
callsigns to listen -out for are Blue,
White, Brown and Lager. Mr Farquhar
also casts light on the submarine
rescue heard on 5.680MHz by Philip
Murphey. He says this was part of a
major exercise involving forces from
NATO, Australia, Canada and New
Zealand mostly operating out of
Kinloss.

Ken Chilcott of Pontypridd queries
the callsigns Hilda, Raymond 7 and
Raymond 9 and the US Navy callsign
Estimate all heard working on
11.176MHz via Ascension. Hilda is Air
Mobility Command HG at Scott Air
Force Base in Illinois and as Raymond
10 is Langley Air Force Base in Virginia
I suspect Raymond 7 and 9 are aircraft
based there.

Graham Tanner has discovered
that 'Grove Control' is the callsign for
the Fleet Requirements and Air
Detection Unit (FRADU) who direct
Hunter and Canberra jets towards
Royal Navy ships for defence
exercises. FRADU is based atthe Navy
Air Station at Yeovilton in Somerset.
Graham's logs include two USAF EAM
broadcasts on peculiar frequencies.
Both 6.796 & 11.266MHz were used.

Lowe HF-225 communications
receiver.

The callsign Table -Lamp was heard
and Graham thinks at least one of the
broadcasts may have been a

retransmission by the US Navy.
On September 22 an RAF helicopter

ditched in the North Sea and Graham
monitored a lot of traffic relative to this
incident that readers may recall
attracted national television coverage.
He also monitored a rescue operation
in North Eastern Australia on 9.027MHz
with callsigns Wombat, SAR 727
(Sydney) and LSL. Graham believes
the latter is VH-LSL a SA.365 Dauphin
helicopter belonging to the Northern
Region Life Saving Association of
Australia.

Fritz Nusser is a regular reader
who lives in Obfelden in Switzerland
and he has been monitoring multi-
national UN operations on 5.310MHz.
These are the UN forces operating in
wartornYugoslavia and the net, which
appears to include ships and aircraft,
on this frequency reports shipping
approaching Yugoslavia. 3 digit
callsigns are the norm and the net is
run along similar lines to the USAF
ones. Fritz would be interested to hear
the observations of any other readers
who are regularly monitoring this net.

Keith Elgin has found several
frequencies for the proposed
Earthwinds project that will attempt to
circumnavigate the world on a two

The new Lowe HF-150
communications
receiver - as
reviewed in this
issue.

week trip using hot air balloons. The
project has already been postponed
several times, butthere are still hopes
that this project will go ahead in the
near future. Lift-off will be from Akron
in Ohio and reports will be sent three
times in each hour on any of the
following:3.347,13.993,14.6635,20.994
or 28.3045MHz. Note that all those
frequencies are US MARS allocations.

Submitting Logs

I am having some slight problems with
the logs that are submitted for this
column. First of all let me say that I

have no objection at all to you sending
me your entire month's log, either as a
photo -copy or computer print out just
as long as you do not expect me to use
all your entries. Naturally I pick -out
the unusual, the rare or the topical.
Some readers very kindly copy out
their logs in longhand for me and I

suggest they save themselves some
time and effort by concentrating on
their more interesting entries rather
than including run of the mill loggings
such as regular NATtrack and shipping
communications.

The other problem concerns the
substantial mail I get now and even
though my paperwork is filed fairly
carefully it is not unusual for logs to
get separated from their cover letters.
Can I ask you all to just jot your name
at the top of each log sheet so that I
have a double check on which log
belongs to which reader. I have one
excellent log at the moment that I

cannot use for the very reason that its
cover letter has gone missing in this
month's pile.

Finally

Next month I am going to have a recap
on some of thetopics we have covered
in a sort of ad hocway lately. Subjects
covered will include the Civil Air Patrol
Again and how some of the round the
world yacht racers are now using
Portishead for h.f. comunications. I

will also have details of a brand new
and inexpensive balun designed
specifically for use with our beloved
G5RV antenna.
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`ALL mode' - ALL the time...
Whether operating from home base, mobile or while out walking,

AOR have all mode receivers to suit... AR3000A - AR2800 - AR1500E
With the AR3000A your listening horizons are truly extended providing receive
coverage from 100 kHz all the way up to 2036 MHz without any gaps in the
range. The AR3000A offers the widest coverage on the market today with a high
level of performance and versatility from long wave through shortwave. VHF
and onward to the upper limits of UHF and SHE

Not only will the AR3000A cover this extremely wide range it will allow
listening on any mode: NFM, WFM, AM, USB, LSB AND CW. The high
level of performance is achieved by using 15 band pass filters before the
GaAsFET RF amplifiers unlike other receivers which may rely largely
on broad band amplifiers. This ensures high sensitivity through the
entire coverage with outstanding dynamic range and freedom form
inter -modulation effects.

The receiver features comprehensive search and scan facilities
providing speeds of up to 50 increments per second. An RS232 port is
provided enabling full remote control via most computers. A rear panel
switch changes control between the keypad and RS232 port.

The AR3000A is powered from 13.8V DC, a suitable mains power supply
is provided with the receiver. Other accessories include a telescopic whip,
DC lead and comprehensive operating manual. RRP £875.00 including VAT.

COMPUTER CONTROL
Two AOR software packages are available - AORSC Spectrum Coordinator and ACEPAC3A. Both software packages offer extensive

memory, search and scan facilities plus much more. Note: Scan and search speeds are slower under remote control than offered by the
receivers in 'real mode' . P&P on software £2.00

AORSC is a powerful program for the IBM PC (and 100% compatible) computer which allows control of the AR3000A, AR3000 or AR2500
receivers via the computer's RS232 serial port. A text display is used to present information regarding operation of the software. The status of
the receiver and software is shown above a list of memory channel contents. The bottom line of the screen contains a menu giving a list of
options representing the main facilities which the software offers.

The keyboard of the computer may be used to select the frequency and mode using dual VFOs, it is possible to switch instantaneously between
the two VFOs with a single key press. A fixed VFO offset may be entered into the system and the VFOs locked together using the "tracking"
facility so that a fixed offset is maintained while tuning across the receivers spectrum.

Three thousand mode sensitive memory channels are provided in each memory file, each with dual VFOs and a 50 character comment.
Multiple memory banks may be used so that the total number of stored channels may be several thousand! A selection of memories are
displayed on the computer's screen so that you may easily review memory contents. Of course AORSC features comprehensive programmable
search and scan facilities, it is possible to up -load and download memory channels to and from an AR3000A/3000. Automatic memory store is
also possible.

Activity histograms may be printed (automatically if you wish) and the package has a fully integrated bandplan data -base and logbook. Other
facilities include offset simplex reconstruction, detailed single frequency watch, reject frequency list and even a simple spectrum analyser style
graphics display... [a detailed 8 page sales booklet is available upon request]. AORSC is supplied on both 3.5 and 5.25 inch media. Although it
is possible to run the software on a twin 720k floppy machine, installation is recommended on a hard drive. RRP £75.00 including VAT.

ACEPAC3A is available to those with a larger budget. The package is designed to compliment the AR3000A and AR3000 receivers. Facilities
are similar to AORSC but the spectrum style display offers greater facilities. Multiple banks of 400 simplex memory channels are available
with character comment. Download of memory channels to the receiver is possible. RRP £129.90 including VAT.

Enhanced model - AR1500E - the World's first true compact hand-held wide range receiver offering SSB as standard has been made even
better. Coverage is from 500 kHz all the way to 1300 MHz without any gaps in the range. Channel steps are programmable in multiples of 5

kHz and 12.5 kHz up to 995 kHz, the BFO will allow tuning between these steps for SSB operation. All popular modes are provided NFM,
WFM, AM and SSB (USB, LSB and CW) with the BFO switched on.

The receiver is supplied with a comprehensive selection of accessories: DA900 wide band flexible aerial, NiCad pack, Dry battery case (for use
with 4 x AAA alkaline cells), Charger, DC lead fitted with cigar lighter plug, Earphone, Soft case, SW aerial wire terminated in a BNC
connector for shortwave reception and Operating manual.

Versatility is excellent. The AR1500E may be powered from its internal NiCad pack, spare dry batteries may be carried for extended operation
and used with the dry battery case, the set may also be plugged directly into the cigar lighter socket of a motor vehicle (external input range 11 -

I8V DC). RRP £299.00 including VAT.

If you are unable to obtain supplies of AOR
products from your local dealer, you may
order directly - we have a fast mail order

service. We usually have 'nearly new' stock
available at attractive prices too! Please
send a large S.A.E. (34p) for full details.

Access

AIL
VISA

ASK TM

AOR (UK) LTD.
Room 2, Adam Bede High Tech Centre,
Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derbys DE4 4BG.
Tel: 0629-825926 Fax: 0629-825927
A subsidiary of AOR Ltd Japan E&OE
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Let's kick off this time with a long
letter -full of questions about the G5RV
antenna,fromNigelAlford in Larkfield.
Nigel uses one, but is troubled by
electrical noise both from the house
and local power lines.

His first question is that of height,
and the quick answer is 'the higherthe
better' for any horizontal antenna. The
desired low angle radiation is a function
of height; if you consider it from the
transmitter point of view, the lowerthe
angle at which the signal is squirted
out, the fewer the number of 'hops'
required to reach a distant point. In
addition, the low angle at which the
signal leaves the ground also implies
that it strikesthe refracting layer of the
ionosphere at a shallow angle too. The
only time anyone will reduce antenna
heightis maybe in a contestwherethis
may pick up some nearby countriesfor
multipliers. Getting it higher gets it out
of the noise field of the house too.

As for the angle at which the
feeder leaves the wires, this should be
at right -angles as far as possible; for
minimum pick-up of signal from the
wires on to the feeder. To feed the
centre of the wire span with coaxial
cable would be a bad mistake. As to
which direction the wires should run,
the angle of radiation on the lower
bands is at right angles to the wire, but
atthe higher frequencies it will tend to
show more radiation off the ends.
Rather than modifying the G5RV by
giving it a balun at the feed point, I

would suggest coming all the way
down in 300i1 line, and connecting itto
the receiver by way of an antenna
tuner or a.t.u.Allthat being saidthough,
more height is always useful!

Finally, normal ribbon feeder
doesn't like water. Either cut most of
the 'web' away leaving just enough to
maintain spacing, or polish it with
silicone polish. Better, make your own
open -wire feeder as shown in the old
texts.

Power Line Noise

Turning to the power -line question, in
general the lower -voltage lines seem
to kick up more rumpus than the very
high -voltage ones. One can, of course,
complain to the local electricity board
IF it is bad enough to affect broadcast
or TV reception. If a fault occurs that
makes the line extra noisy, you might
be able to spot the precise spot by eye
or d.f. it if you walk along the power line
after dark.

Does anyone outthere have a slow -
scan program that will run on an
Amstrad CPC 464? If so, please drop
Michael King a line at 12 Rushlake
Way, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 8SA.

Next to Simon Griggs in
Chelmsford, he is on the look -out for a
Spectrum now! 28MHzyielded ZD8SA,
EA8AT, LU1FOW, 9Y4SRR & D44BC on
'phone, 7P8SR, TJ 1GG, KG40, LU8DZJ,
PU2PAH, LU9EDY, FM/OHI MA &
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Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16 1ZZ

LU4GPL on c.w. Down to 21MHz and
s.s.b. from 7X2VFK, CN8NS, plus c.w.
from EABAT, PR7BC, KP4SJ working
N3MUR, ISOYTA, PY2OW, FY5YE,
9X5HG, JA6WAL, JE5CXD, 9Y4S,
EA9KD, 6W6/K3SDK, KA9UM,
EA8BWN, while on 3.5MHz by contrast
only AM6AAK was noted. 7MHz seems
to have been popular with WB2DHY,
PP7JR, UL7BAY, VE1ZZ, 4X1 KP,
SV2BBJ, UA9AB, CM7EH, WA8YVR,
WI GUE, KA2DFO, UJ8JI, OD5/
SP 1 MHW, W4XJ, UA9AB, KP4TK,
PY3ZY/PYOF (location not mentioned),
and on s.s.b., VP5JM in contact with
HK2J FF.

Penguin Island

Grant Goss writes from Beaconsfield
regarding the hearing of ZS5GRG by
Ron Pearce in Bungay. Grant holds
ZS5GRG and also GORKS, and he writes
to say he has never beento Penguin Is,
but hasoperated asZS5GRG/UA3X and
ZS5GRG/UC2I for his own version of a
dxpedition!

On 1.8MHz, Gerald Bramwell in
Manchester, has most of Europe, 24
on sideband, plus 11 on the key. At
3.5MHz he had PI4AA on RTTY, plus
W1, W2, W8, W9, VEI, VO2AA, various
European, ex -USSR signals, VKs, JAs,
4X6DK, 4Z4UT, CN8GI, TA3D, TA3C,
JYIAVN &the usual crop of Europeans,
mostly s.s.b. but a scattering of c.w.
Now 7MHzwhere once again a crop of
W1-4, KG4W, RA9LZ, UH8EA, UV9WZ,
UL7LS,UJ8JMM,RL7GEL,4J1FM,RY81,
3A2LU, 9A2TI, T70A, S55AA, 4UI ITU,
EP2MHB, 4Z5AC, EA8BYL, EA91E,
A92BE, 4Xs, CN8HR, XU3UN, JW5NM,
JAs, FR5ZN, ZS4JDS, HS1HSJ,VK6LK,
P3OADA & 5NOMUE. I4MHz saw more
of the RTTY stuff, with KOFW/2, KB2ZP,
NAOY, FG4FV, CN8NP & 4M5RY all
booked;the sidebanders included WI -
4-8-9-0, G6ACN (wonder what he was
doing on 14MHz?1, EA8, FR5ZN, CU2T,
PY2PE, ZD7XY, ZS9A, P43LJM,
EA8BTA, PT7CQ, HCOE, 8P9Z, VK8AV,
VP5S, YV5BUK,V47KP, OD5WS, 8R1K,
V47NS, LU6AMW, EA8BGY, PJ1B,
VP50,VP8ROT, LU8HDU, C9RJJ, notto
mention smaller fry. At 18MHz we see
W1AW on RTTY.(this is the ARRL HQ
station),VE7IM, east CoastWs, PJ8AD
& Europeans. Lots more RTTY on
21MHz including W8VLK, WA1 MPB/4,

VE3EQF, W9KDX, LU8EKL, FG 4FI,
K2SHL/KP2,8P9HR & Europeans. Afine
assortment of N Americans included
W6QHS,VE7IM,KB7MJ and EastCoast
types plus Europeans and KP8HUX,
4X5BF, 5V1GB, EA8BCP, S79KMB,
JX2EX, 0A4ANR,8P9Z, PJ 1 B, PY1 NEZ,

4X6SJ, HFOPOL,VP2EY,J69JB, C 07JC,
ZD8Z, PY1 NEZ, VP2EC, PUOF & VP5S.

On 24MHz an assortment of Ws,
RYOU,4X6ZK,HC2RG,ZP5JCY,ZS1ACY,
4X1 M0, AM9TL, SU1AL/2. Finally
28MHz and here we see some NBFM
signals; SV5TS & K2UFM most notably
sideband came from various Ws,
KQ4AX, KC4DWT, KG1D, LUI HOO,
EA8ABQ (c.w.), PYOF/PY5CC, LU I KBP,
C53GB, J28YCF, LU9MBY, ZS6TW &
EA9PX.

Our next letter comesfrom Iceland,
where Geoff Crowley has been for a
couple of years. Being so far north
they have only four hours of daylightin
midwinter. Geoff says his best
'conditions pointer' is the presence of
the northern lights - when they are
visible he doesn't bother to look! Geoff
starts his all-s.s.b. list on 28MHz, for
KO2Y, N2OFY, VEI PZ, CUBAH, KS1A,
KI DJL, KSI A,Z23J 0, VE1RMG, N5TNV,
then went to 80m for GM3TCW, EIBH,
GI4BGB, 0 E6MBG &YZ3RY.7MHz gave
with 0 E6CLD, EA8 BET, DL8TCC,
PA3DFU, TF3CW, CT3FF, GORTJ,
G4LNR, OH3NZW & DL3AK. At 14MHz
on the dial WAIHMW, JA9AA,
JL1PWQ,JA8HVG, JA7LMZ, UAOZDD,
AH9BN02, UL7CC, IT9CFG, 5NODRB,
UA6JAJ, W8IMF, W2BLV, K1 MAN,
N2OFY, KC3AU, K4MUJ & TF3TF. At
18MHz Geoff found WA2IBX, ZFI UK,
ES8ZD & W2FJ with a severe echo.
21MHz & W1TAK, W5WMU, WI IDT,
WB4AGR, CE7HNR, N4OGS; leaving
24MHz for VP9MN, W9UK, K4FDP,
W9UK, W9MVX, U5WF, ZP5JCY &
K3VIY.

Europeans

Andrew Fryer in London SW16 has a
Lowe 225 to some 30m of wire, untuned.
Andrew listens to the ZL4KF/ZL2JR/
ZL1CCR group on 3.5MHz every
morning, plus VO1FG, CN8GI & TI4CF.
7MHz c.w., especially around midnight,
revealed Europeans, plus 4LOFXC,
4N5GB, JB2B, JA4A 0, RW6AF, NR1R,
TF3 G CN, RY8 I, AO1DJE, 9X5HG,

PP6AMW, JAOBCO, 4J4G0, PJ5JP,
HK1HHX,4L1FJ,AA4GQ,UJ8J1 & NQl K,
plus sideband from CR1A, 4Z5AC,
FY5FY, P4/WBICTO, LUI IV, YVI GOT,
CM6CV, YV5MRR, P3OADA, PJ2HB,
4 X4WH, KP4GY, HJ 7TM K & FP/
SP5XAB/P. 14MHz c.w. produced
CU2QN, PJ2AM, J88BX, KP4UD,
PR7BC, PZ1 EAT, plus the telephony of
YV5ENJ, KI NAN, VK3DMA, VK3BCY &
CE4LFO/P. Andrew noted 21 MHz as
being mostly dead when he could
spend time there, but he did log c.w.
from 5U7M, ZDBLII, VP5P, 4N5RB,
AB4WB/V OA, VP500 & s.s.b. from
UW9VA,V21AS,YB8CIS (Macassar) &
HL2KAT.

Now Don Robertson, up north of
Wick; Don has been weather -
observing for the Met Office, and he
notes that they have had only 12 dry
days since July 1. Don notes c.w. on
7MHz of CM2MA, CM2QN, CO8RCE/8,
ZL4AU, 5B4/G3HFG/P, PYOF/PPI CZ,
UJ8J1, JU830C/6, HSICDX, UL7RDD,
ZL1CON, P3OWN, RA9LE, PYI BZH,
UL7YAD, UL7IDB, VU2LO, VK6LW,
J 88 BX, US5OBS, PY4UM, LU 6EF,
OH1AF/OHO, VE5ZX, 4J1 FM, VK3RP,
TF5TP, ZL2ALJ, S57KV, KC4/W6REC,
VP5/N4CD, CEOY/SMOAGD, lots of JA,
W6, W7. On 10MHz Don found 9V1YS,
3DA/G3TXF, TA7/KUOJ, ZA1W, ZA1D,
ZA1J, ZA1C, OH3ES/OHO, 4X4MU,
V73D0, UA9OBW, VR2/WX3N,JAs, W6
& W7s. Up to 18MHz to locate VU2L0,
EU10, ZA1C, T77C, OH1AF/OHO, EVIS
& RL8PY. 21MHz accounted for VP5P,
ZA1Z, UZOLWC & EH4MC while on Ten
Don noted 3DA/G3TXF again.

TedTrowell used sideband only on
Top Band for ON7BW & ON7SF, not to
mention c.w. with UA2DK/MM off
Ullapool. EUOA on 7MHz claimed to be
Moldavia, while on 10MHz the keying
of 4L1AB, ZA1J, ZA1F, UM8MBA, &
FY5FX were copied, 14MHz c.w.
accounted for US5OBS, BV4CT, 109/
W7SW, N4LTR, 4K3/UA1ZFQ &
OHI NOA/OHO. On 21MHz there was a
character keying 'UTVJWL'whosimply
sent 'Crimea', plus HL1AVS, YB6TI,
5NOZKJ & K9BG, leaving just C9RJJ for
28MHz.

So - there it is for another month.
Always aim for the beginning of the
month for your letters, and use the
address given above.

QSL card received
when Practical
Wireless put on a
Special Event Station
from an exhibition.
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM
c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum,
63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

As befitsthe time of year, I present
my annual Christmas Quiz. All (!) you
have to do to enter is to tell me the
aircraft type shown in the photo. If

there is more than one correct entry,
then I will consider the tie -breaker for
which I require the name of the
aerodrome where the picture was
taken. If there is still more than one
correct answer, random selection
(draw or coin/die toss) will decide the
outcome. Answers must be on a
postcard, sent either separately or
enclosed with that interesting letter
you've been meaning to write to me.
Closing date is the February 5 deadline.

The winner will be announced in
the April issue and will receive a 10 -
channel v.h.f. radio controller of a type
fitted to Canberras and Chipmunks.
My decision is final and no
correspondence can be entered into.
Go on, have a try! If you spotted the
aircraft, have a guess at the location.
You never know your luck.

Question Time

Because Bernard Greatrix (Burton -
upon -Trent) asks so many questions of
general interest, it will be easiest if I

answer them in order. Frequencies
such as 121.025MHz originate at the
London Air Traffic Control Centre, West
Drayton (immediately north of
Heathrow) and are distributed around
the country by land -lines. Remote
antenna/transceiver equipment(called
relays) actually send and receive the
radio signals and serve different parts
of the country. Bernard's local relay is
at Grantham.

So, what are ATC frequencies?
Bernard has seen these 'labelled' as
such but doesn't say where. ATC is a
generic a bbreviationfor any Air Traffic
Control facility. One example is
Approach, where a controller monitors
an airfield's arriving and departing
flights by radar. Sometimes the same
controller also co-ordinates traffic
transiting through the aerodrome's
control zone. Ground is the ATC
functionthat co-ordinates movements
of aircraft and vehicles on the apron
and taxyways, but not on the runway -
that's the function of Aerodrome
Control, more commonly known as
Tower. Rarely does Tower have radar;
this is a visual function, but a simple
distance -to -touchdown radar display
is sometimes available at larger
airports to help Tower know the
spacing of the incoming stream.

Another ATC function is to operate
the v.d.f. (v.h.f. direction -finder). When
an aircraft calls on a v.d.f.-equipped
frequency, the controller sees a read-
out 'of the compass bearing of the
aircraft from the aerodrome and this
information helpsto confirm the pilot's
position. Rarely is it used for guidance
on approach to an aerodrome.

Bernard hasfoundthe locator outer
marker for East Midlands runway 09

Godfrey's Christmas
Quiz.

Identify the aircraft type
and where the picture

was taken.
Photo. Chris Mlynek

(more about runway numbers later).
There's a low -powered non -directional
beacon (n.d.b.) on 393kHz with the
Morse callsign EMW. It looks like a
vertical mast. By following a cockpit
instrument called a radio -magnetic
indicator, pilots can fly towards the
locator n.d.b. when beginning their
approach. On overflying the beacon, a
signal is receivedfromthe outermarker
and this causes a blue light to flash in
the cockpit and Morse dashes (pitch
400Hz) to be heard in the headset. All
markers transmit on 75MHz. The
skyward -pointing Yagis are for the
marker beacon; you have to fly directly
overhead to receive their signal (or
stand close to them on the ground).

D.m.e. beacons give distances, not
bearings, so it is not possible to 'steer'
a heading by them. But they are often
co -located with v.o.r. beacons that do
enable magnetic tracks to be followed.
Steering a particular track by a v.o.r.
would keep the aircraft going towards
the beacon in the given direction,
passing overhead the beacon, and
continuing onwards - all in a straight
line.

Lastly, the pilot who told Bernard
that Tatenhill's frequency is 122.2MHz
is correct, but beating up the field to
attract attention is most definitely
wrong and the pilot concerned should
stop doing this before getting into
trouble - or worse! The aerodrome is
'prior permission required' and that
means landing permission has to be
obtained priorto departure. Don'ebuzz'
- 'phone.

What can Bernard (and other
readers) do to help things become a
little clearer - apart from keeping
specific questions coming into this
column,thatis? Send off tothe Editorial
Office in Poole for a free copy of
Airband Factsheet (enclose a reply
envelope). Buy Pooley's Flight Guide.
Although expensive, it gives good detail
especially in the case of small
aerodromes. The Factsheet gives
addresses of companies that sell the
guide. Finally, if down my way, make
an appointment to see my museum
where radio -navigation can more
easily be demonstrated.

Receiver Hardware

Laurence Frankel (E. Berkshire) has a
memory longer than mine: he believes
we went to the same school but,

embarrassingly, I don't remember!
Laurence wants to choose a scanner
and, of those he shortlists, I have only
tried outtwo myself. Asregular readers
will know I just daren't stick my neck
out and recommend anything because
my opinions and tastes are just as
personal as, and different to, yours. So
I confine myself to general advice.

First decide on the frequency
coverage and required modes. For
example, h.f. coverage isn't much good
unless s.s.b. can be resolved (also c.w.
if you're able to read it and want to
hear the best amateur DX). Then
shortlist those that meet the
requirementsand determine whichyou
can afford (this latter is the hard bit for
most of us these days). The really
wideband scanners (something like
100kHz-1.3GHz) are tempting but,
because they have to receive
everything in this range, tend to have
an inherent design limitation. They are
wide open to strong signals and this
means risking spurious breakthrough.
There is a trade-off between sensitivity
and rejection of strong interference.
My preference is to avoid the really
wide -coverage radios and, in any case,
buy attenuators (say 10dB) to put
between the receiver and the antenna
in case of breakthrough trouble. If you
want h.f. and v.h.f./u.h.f. then two
dedicated receivers is the best (and
most expensive) choice. All replies
appear in this column for every reader
to share.

Follow -Ups

Where does Eastern Radar transmit
from (November)? Local Tim Christian
(North Walsham) has spotted a likely
candidate in the form of a u.h.f. antenna
immediatelytothe north of Neatishead.

Also in November's SWMwas one
author's personal experience of a
balloon flight. Whereas 129.9MHz is
available for balloon -to -recovery talk -
back, it is also occupied by other talk -
backs such as for glider towing and
parachute dropping. Balloons havetwo
simple controls: burn to go up, open
the vent atthe top of the envelope to go
down! How can direction be
controlled? The balloon is carried along
bythe wind and there's no control over
that. However,wind direction changes
with height and this change is itself
varied by the effects of terrain. By
trying different heights and observing

the resulting direction, a particular
landing site can be targetted.

Back in October I described the
routing of the ever -popular Concorde.
Finer details come from John Kilduff
(Co. Mayo). After working LATCC,
Shanwick may be contacted on
127.9MHz prior to going h.f. (often
5.649MHz). In-between LATCC and
Shanwick, though, it is possible to
contactShannon on 135.6MHz (known
as Shannon High Level).

Frequency & Operational
News

The 10/92 GASIL from the CAA
announces new n.d.b. frequencies
(kHz) at Beccles Heliport (BE, 357),
Caernarfon (CAE, 320) and Yeovil (YVL,
343). The Ipswich n.d.b. (PSW, 328) is
sometimes overpowered by the signal
from Merville (MVC), a similar beacon
in northern France. Following the
mention in November's 'Airband'there
are now low -powered d.m.e.s at (with
ground -response frequency in MHz)
Fairoaks (FRK, 1122), Great Yarmouth
(GYM, 1123), Shoreham (SRH, 1123)
and Yeovil (YVL, 1114).

Here are some airspace changes
from the same source. Kent Radar, the
Cross Channel Control Area and
Manston Cross Channel Zone have all
been withdrawn as have the MATZ
and LARS participation at Wattisham.
Manston's MATZ has been extended
for runway 11.

Also from the CAA, AIC 83/1992
contains varied news. The Restricted
Area over Gartree Prison (south of
Leicester) has now been deleted. On a
historical note, Daventry is no longer a
dangerous area of high intensity radio
transmissions; as reported previously
in SWM, Daventry has ceased to
transmit short wave broadcasts. And
finally a frequency change for Tain
Range, originally 118.9 but now
122.75MHz.

Magnetic north is constantly
moving nearer to true north (it is still
slightly to the west as measured in the
UK). Because of this, AIC 90/1992gives
the realignment of Kirkwall's 10/28
runway; it has now become 09/27. The
same effect has happened at
Ronaldsway as local Mrs B. reports.
Runway 09/27 becomes 08/26; 04/22

CONTINUED ON PAGE 49 
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Alan Gardener
PO Box 1000, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5HB.

As this issue of SWM marks the
start of a New Year I thought that it
would be an opportune momentto look
into my crystal ball and see what 1993
is likely to hold in store for scanning
enthusiasts. As is the case with all
predictions, some may never happen,
but they do serve to indicate they way
in which technology is advancing and
it may be only the current economic
climate that delays their arrival.

Following the series of scandals
that occurred as a result of
eavesdropping on cellulartelephones
during the last year, cellular operators
are likely to offer speech scrambling
as an option to customers who are
prepared to pay for it. Special cellular
phones are likely to be required with
the scrambling function selected at
the base station by means of a special
button on the phone. Even with this
system available I am sure that
newspapers will continue to feature
stories based on information gained
by some form of electronic
eavesdropping.

The police are another group of
radio users who will startto use speech
scrambling on a more regular basis
during the New Year. Several forces
have got the go ahead to purchase
equipment and should be starting to
take delivery soon.

On the plus side radio may also be
increasingly used to help fight crime.A
new system which will allow the Police
to track stolen motor vehicles is due to
be launched in 1993. The system will
use digitally transmitted signals to
switch on a tracking transmitter
concealed within the vehicle of any
owner who is subscribing to the
service. The car can then be located
by use of special direction finding
equipmentfitted inside selected Police
vehicles.

Personal communications will
become more affordable as several
new systems are scheduled to start
operating during 1993. As the economy
is not likely to improve substantially in
the near future, system operators may
well be forced to offer special deals in
ordertoattractnewcustomers,forcing
the cost down.

Frequencies will begin to be
allocated on a less insular basis, with
the eventual harmonisation of
European radio systems in mind.
Current examples of this include the
new ERMES 169MHz and Hutchison
466MHz Pan -European paging
systems.

Data communications systems are
likely to expand as more companies
take advantage of radio linked personal
computers to keep in touch with an
increasingly mobile workforce. The
expansion in the number of data
transmissions is likely to generate
increased interest amongst scanning
enthusiasts in decoding equipmentand
terminal units.

Several new scanning receivers

are likely to be launched during the
coming year. Most of these will be
based on existing models with some
restyling of the case and
enhancements to the operating
system. However at least one
manufacturer will introduce a high
performance top of the range model
incorporating innovative newfeatures.
Several scanning accessories are also
likelyto make an appearance including
a new type of antenna.

How many of these predictions are
likely to come true? Well I have been
playing it pretty safe - but onlytime will
tell.

Finding Signals

Several readers have asked me about
methods of finding locally transmitted
signals in order to be able to
programme them into their scanners.
The reasons for wanting to be able to
dothisvary, but detecting bugs,tracing
interference and determining
frequencies in use feature amongst
the enquiries.

Spectrum Analysers

The best method of quickly performing
allthesefunctions isto use a spectrum
analyser. This is a piece of test
equipment widely used in the
communications industry for all sorts
of measurements on radio equipment.
A typical spectrum analyser looks
rather like an oscilloscope with a
cathode ray tube display and a whole
range of control knobs that can be
used to set the various display
parameters.

The main difference between an
oscilloscope and a spectrum analyser
isthatthe scope displaysthe amplitude
or strength of a signal vertically on the
screen and against a horizontal axis of
time. A spectrum analyser on the other
hand still displays amplitude on the
vertical axis but against a horizontal
axis, which is calibrated in terms of
frequency.

You can imagine the display being
rather like a tuning scale on an old
domestic radio receiver but with
signals being indicated at various
points along the dial depending ontheir
frequency and received signal
strength. It is rather like having a
scanner that can search over an
enormous frequency range in a few
fractions of a second.

As an example, most modern
scanners can search at a rate of around
20-30 channels per second, with a
spectrum analyser you can search at
a rate equivalent to approximately 160
000 channels per second. As you can
imagine this allows you to find new
signals practically instantaneously.

In addition some analysers can be
programmed to lock onto signals that
are stronger than a preset value and
then automatically measure the exact

frequency and demodulate the signal
sothatyou can listentoiton an internal
speaker. As you would expectthe price
of such equipment is not cheap, with a
typical model costing between £8.10
thousand pounds. Although prices are
beginning tofall a little 1 thinkthat itwill
be several years before they reach the
level at which hobbyists will be able to
afford one.

Frequency Counters

The next best option is to use a
frequency counter. Providing that the
signal is strong enough the counter
will lock onto it and give a frequency
readout that can then be programmed
into a scanner. There are lots of
different models available with prices
for hand-held models with internal
NiCad battery packs costing around
£150-200. Frequency counters do have
one disadvantage, because they do
not tune to individual frequencies in
the same way as a scanner or spectrum
analyser they can only accurately
measure one frequency at a time, if
there is more than one signal present
the digital frequency dividers become
confused and produce a false reading.

This is not too much of a problem if
you are only interested in measuring
the frequency of a hand-held
transceiver for example. However, if
you want to take measurements at a
site where a lot of signals are present
you will almost certainly not be able to
obtain a true reading, especially if there
is a high power broadcast TV or radio
transmitter operating from the site.
Under ideal conditions with a

reasonably sensitive counter you
should be able to accurately measure
frequencies up to about 10m from a
handheld v.h.f. transmitter and 100m
from a typical base station, at u.h.f. the
range is likely to be a little bit less than
this.

One other problem in using a
counter is that you have to be looking
at the display when a transmission is
present, some manufacturers have
added a 'hold' button to freeze the
display once a transmission has been
detected but what is really needed is
an automatic capture facility which
will warn the user that a transmission
is occurring and then retain the
frequency so that it can be read later.

I have modified my own counter to
'bleep' when a signal is present and
then freeze the display on the last
reading when a transmission ends.This
allows me to leave the counter
operating inside my jacket pocket, the
'bleep'tells me when 1 am within range
of a transmitter and I can then read the
display at my leisure. The counter I

modified was not particularly
sophisticated, but I would imaginethat
one of the models fitted with a I.c.d.
bargraph signal strength displaywould
be much more suitable for modification
as the threshold at which the counter

started to measure frequencies could
be made adjustable so that only strong
signals would be captured.

Modulation Meters

I also use an automatic modulation
meter to receive local signals and
demodulate them. I got this idea after
reading about a bug detector which
was based on an automatic modulation
meter made by Racal. The unitwill lock
onto the strongest local signal and
demodulate it so thatthe transmission
can be positively identified. In practice
my modulation meter will allow me to
listen to any transmissions within a
radius of approximately 0.5km just
using a telescopic antenna plugged
int the front panel. I have tried using a
larger antenna but the unit tends to
lock onto f.m. broadcast band
transmissions which reduce its
effectiveness.

New Product?

Several readers have said that they
would like some sort of hand-held unit
that is a cross between a frequency
counter and a scanner. The device
would detect strong local
transmissions, display and store their
frequency and demodulate the signal
so that it can be heard on an internal
loudspeaker.

I have mentioned thisto a couple of
scanner manufacturers but they both
felt that such a unit would only have a
verylimited market.Things may change
as I noticethat Optoelectronics, one of
the main manufacturers of hand-held
frequency counters, has juststartedto
sell a device which they call an 'FM
Communications Interceptor'. This is a
broadband hand-held receiver, which
is basically a simple automatic
modulation meter with a built in
amplifier. The unit is pocket sized and
is supplied with internal nicad batteries
but unfortunately costs $359, which
makes it a bit on the expensive side.
However combining this unit with one
of theirfrequency counters would form
the ideal basis for a new product.

Log Periodic Antennas

J. Taseland of Northants has written
querying the performance of his log
periodic antenna. He has found that it
does not perform any better than a
discone at frequencies below 200MHz
and he wonders of this may be due to
the metal mounting pole passing in-
between the vertically polarised
elements.

I would guess that this is almost
certainly the case. A log periodic
antenna is a directional beam type
array. The boom of the antenna acts
like a transmission line with tapered
length dipole elements connected at
particular points along the boom. At
any particular frequency only a few of
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AFFORDABLE PACKET
COMMODORE 641128...AMM ST...111M COMPATIBLE PC...SPECTRUM

is now possible to use the above computers to run Packet Radio with an
outlay of much less than £1001!
Commodore, PC and Spectrum systems allow HF and VHF working, while the
Atari system only offers VHF. PMS facilities are available on the Commodore,
and the Spectrum if a microdrive is fitted. Digipeating facilities are offered on all
versions. The Spectrum modem can also be supplied with a centronics printer
port. We supply a fully tested modem, with a free copy of suitable software.
Commodore 64, Atari ST and PC Modems £55.00

Baycom Agency
Spectrum Modem £75.00
Spectrum Modem with printer port £85.00

S.A.E. for details

16.P
VISA

MEM Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (0562) 753893

ELECTROilICS
Unit 45. Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street,

LTD.

SCANNER OWNERS
Listen in when you are 'out' with the amazing AUTO -VOX
Connect to any receiver with a squelch control and the AUTO -VOX will automatically
switch your tape recorder on and off as signals are detected A MUST for all scanner owner.

Return to a neatly compressed tape of all the action
The AUTO -VOX may be fitted directly into larger scanners or recorders. taking its power

from the rig itself, or housed separately in the free project box supplied.
Supplied as a kit with all parts and instructions or ready built and tested.

KIT 012.50 AUTO -VOX BUILT £25.00
Turbo -Charge your scanner with a little help from RADIO RESEARCH

AR 1000/2000 - FAIRMATE HP100/200 - Full coverage modification. 0.5-1300MHz.
Upgrades your rig with NO GAPS - Why pay more? £5.00

Customising Packs for REALISTIC PRO -2004, 2005, 2006 & 2022.
Full of useful mods for your set. (State pack required). £5.00

400 Channel Upgrade for REALISTIC PRO -2004 with Super -Scan rate £5.00

Send a SAE for full details and prices of all our scanner upgrades

RADIO RESEARCH (SWM) 3 Pasture Close. Whitmore, Stalls. ST5 5D0

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 1993
11'" edition  534 pages  £30 or DM70

5000 new coastal and fixed station frequencies!
Our bestseller covers the complete frequency range between 0 and 30 MHz. We are
the very first non-govemmental monitoring service to use state-of-the-art equipment
such as the revolutionary new WAVECOM W4100 teleprinter systems decoder. Latest
military and political events such as the impacts of the Gulf War and the Balkan War,
and of the recent and current revolutions in Eastern Europe. are covered exclusively
by our UTILITY GUIDE. Sophisticated operating methods and regular overseas
monitoring missions (1992 for months in Brunei, Dominica. Indonesia, Malaysia.
Martinique. Sabah and Sarawak) complete this unique book.

The completely revised new edition includes a frequency list with 19549
frequencies. and a call sign list with 3590 call signs. Up-to-date schedules of FAX
meteo stations and RTTY press services are listed both alphabetically and
chronologically Abbreviations. addresses, codes, definitions, explanations, frequency
band plans, international regulations, modulation types. NAVTEX schedules, 0 and Z
codes, station classes. telex codes. etc. - this reference book lists everything. Thus, it
is the ideal addition to the World Radio TV Handbook for the "special" stations on SW!

Further publications available are Air and Meteo Code Manual, Guide to
Facsimile Stations and Radioteletype Code Manual (12' editions). We have
published our international radio books for 23 years. They are in daily use with
equipment manufacturers. monitoring services. radio amateurs, shortwave listeners
and telecommunication administrations worldwide. Please ask for our free catalogue.
including recommendations from all over the world. For recent book reviews see Mike
Richards G4WNC in Shortwave Magazine 2/92, 7/92 and 10/92. All manuals are
published in the handy 17 . 24 cm format. and of course written in English.

Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special price of
£105/DM250 (you save £17/DM40) you will receive all our manuals and supplements
(altogether more than 1700 pages!) plus our Cassette Tape Recording of
Modulation Types.

Our prices include airmail postage to everywhere in the world. Payment can be
by £ of DM cheque, cash. International Money Order. or postgiro (account Stuttgart
2093 75-709). We accept Access, American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa
credit cards Dealer inquiries welcome - discount rates on request. Please mail your
order to

OKlingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str, 14
D-7400 Tuebingen

Germany
Tel. 01049 7071 62830

Many Radio Amateurs and SWLs are puzzled. Just what are all those
strange signals you can hear but not identify on the Short Wave Bands?

A few of them such as CW, RTTY, Packet and Amtor you'll know - but
what about the many other signals?

HOKA ELECTRONICS HAVE THE ANSWER! There are some well-known CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high prices, complete with expensive PROMS for
upgrading etc., but then there is CODE3 from Hoka Electronics! It's up to you to make the choice - but it will be easy once you know more about Code3. Code3 works on
any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS 2.0 or later and having at least 640k of RAM. The Code3 hardware includes a digital FSK Convertor unit with built-in 230V AC
power supply and RS232 cable, ready to use. You'll also get the best software ever made to decode all kinds of data transmissions. Code3 isthe most sophisticated decoder
available and the best news of all is that it only costs £299!

 Morse - Manual/Auto speed follow. On screen WPM indicator
 RTTY fliaudot/Murray/ITA2/CCITT2 plus all bit inversions
 Sltor - CCIR 625/476-4, ARO, SBRS/CBRS FEC, NAVTEX etc
 AX25 packet with selective callsign monitoring. 300 Baud
 Facsimile, all RPM/10C (up to 16 shades at 1024 x 768 pixels)
 Autaspec - Mk's 1 and II with all known Interleaves
 OUP-ARO Artrac - 125 Baud Simplex ARO
 Twinplex -100 Baud F7BC Simplex ARO
 ASCII - CCITT 5, variable character lengths/parlty

 AR06-90/98 - 200 Baud Simplex ARO
 51-ARO/ARO-S - AR01000 simplex
 SWED-ARO/AREI-SWE - CCIR 516 variant
 ARO-E/AR01000 Duplex
 ARO-N - ARE11000 Duplex variant
 ARO-E3 - CCIR 519 variant
 POL-ARO -100 baud Duplex ARO
 71381242/ARO-M2/4-242 CCIR 242 with 1/2/4 channels
 TDM342/ARO-M2/4 CCIR 342-2 with 1/2/4 channels

 FEC-A - FECTOOMFEC101
 FEC-S - FEC1000 Simplex
 Sports Into. 300 Baud ASCII F7BC
 Hellscreiber - Synch./Asynch.
 Sitor RAW - (Normal Sitor but without synchronisation)
 AR06-70
 Baudot F7BBN
 Paclor - coming soon!

All the above modes are pre-set with the most commonly seen baudrate setting and number of channels which can be easily changed at will whilst decoding. Multi-
channel systems display ALL channels on screen at the same time. Split screen with one window continually displaying channel control signal status e.g. idle

Alphas/Beta/RO's etc, along with all system parameter settings e.g. unshift on space, Shift on Space, multiple carriage returns inhibit, auto receiver drift compensation.
printer on, system sub -mode. Any transmitted error correction information is used to minimise received errors. Baudot and Sitor both react correctly to third shift signals
(e.g. Cryillic) to generate ungarbled text unlike some other decoders which get 'stuck' in figures mode!

Six options are currently available extra to the above specification as follows: 1) Oscilloscope. Displays frequency against time. Split screen storage/real time. Great for
tuning and analysis. £29. 2) Piccolo Mk 6. British multi -tone system that only we can decode with a PC! £59. 3) Ascii Storage - Save to disc any decoded ascii text for
later processing. £29. 4) Coquelet - French multi -tone system, again only on offer from Hoka! £59. 5) 4 Special ARO and FEC systems i.e.. TORG-10/11, ROU-FEC/RUM-
FEC, HC-ARO (ICRC) and HNG-FEC. £69. 6) Auto -classification - Why not let the PC tell YOU what the keying system is?! £59.

Please add £5 to the above prices for carriage by fully insured First Class Postal delivery (default method).
Call or write for our comprehensive information leaflet - there is just not enough room here to tell you everything about Code3!

Professional users - please ask about our new CODE30 DSP unit available soon! (Piccolo down to -12dB S/N!!) Prices start from £1250.

VISA
HOKA ELECTRONICS (UK)
26 Bury Road, Shillington, Hitchin, Herts. SG5 3NY

Phone (0462) 711600 or Fax (0462) 711769
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the dipole elements which happen to
be close to resonance provide any
gain, the rest of the elements can
practically be ignored. The effect of
this with a very wide band log periodic
antenna is that the 'active' region of
the antenna moves along the boom
depending onthefrequency of interest.
So at u.h.f.the front partof the antenna
is important and at v.h.f. the middle or
rear elements become more important
and the front elements less so. If a
metal support mast runs in-between
some of the elements inthe same plane
as the elements it ca n seriously reduce
the gain and directional qualities of
the antenna.

Because of the way in which the
'active' region moves along a log
periodic antenna this may only effect
the performance below certain
frequencies. !tall depends upon where
the pole passes through the antenna
and the resonant frequency of the
elements closest to it.

Experiments performed manyyears
ago by Pye Telecommunications
proved that the gain of a vertically

polarised Yagi antenna could be
reduced by as much as 4dB depending
on the position of the mounting pole.
The best way of mounting a vertical
beam antenna is by clamping the boom
to the mast behind the largest of the
elements. This is not too practical for
most of us as it does not balance the
weight of the antenna evenly on the
mast and can result in either the
antenna sagging or the mast bending.

The next best option is to mountthe
antenna at the top of the mast so that
the mounting pole only passesthrough
one half of the elements. This has a
much less significant effect or the
antenna gain and still provides even
weight distribution. Reducing the
diameterof the mast can help butusing
a non-metallic support is even better.
I use a glass -fibre pole to support my
log periodic antenna and find thatthis
has very little effect on the gain or
polar response.

One problem with using glass -fibre
tube for this purpose is that the walls
of the tube can start to crush or crack
when the mounting clamps are

-
Active reason at v.h.f. h f

Fig. 1: Basic log -periodic
antenna.

Fig. 2: Effect of mounting pole
on antenna. Top - best position,
centre - compromise position,
bottom - worst position.
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Reduced
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Large Gain
Reduction

tightened. A short length of wooden
dowelling or filling the tube with
expanded polyurethane foam will
prevent this occurring.

One final point worth noting is that
the polarisation of the antenna can
make a huge difference. Most mobile
radio services use vertically polarised
antennas. If these stations are received
with a horizontally polarised antenna

the signal strength will be vastly
reduced as only a small proportion of
the cross polarised signal will be
captured by the receiving antenna - so
be warned.

As I said atthe beginning,this inthe
last issue written for 1992, so may I
take this opportunity to wish you all a
Happy and Prosperous New Year.

Until then - Good listening.

nLiEjr id] rECJ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 46

becomes 03/21 and 18/36 becomes 17/
35. The runway numbers are the
magnetic headings, with the final digit
dropped. Hence, a heading of 123°
would be runway 12 and runway 34
would have a heading close to 340°.
Because runways are straight, the
headings onto the two ends are 180°
apart and so one runway designation
number is always 18 greater than the
other.

Mrs B. asks if any runways in
England have been affected. A few
years ago, this happened to The Big
Ones: Heathrow 10/28 became 09/27.
True headings never change, of
course, and at Heathrowthese happen
to be 0900/2700. The crosswind runway,
042°/222°true,will presumably change
from its 05/23 designation to 04/22 if
magnetic north moves by more than
30. At a rate of about 10' eastwards per
year,there's a couple of decadesto go
yet! If you want to know the variation
betweentrue and magnetic north, look
for the isogonals on aeronautical
charts. This gives a fraction over 4'W
for Heathrow. To visualise the change
in magnetic heading as variation
decreases, imagine taking a sighting
along the runwaywith a compass. Then
think how the reading would alter if
someone were to twist the compass
card slightly clockwise.

Useful Sources

I'm glad that Mrs B. has read so many
SWMsthat she needs a folderforthem.
I can suggest the very thing - although

it's a little late for Christmas presents!
Look onthe 'Editorial' and 'Letters' page
in any issue for the current price of the
PW Publishing binders.

Tim Christian has produced the
latest edition of his book World HF
Aeronautical -Mobile R/T Frequency
Allocations,which has an updated 1992
appendix. No, it's not a 1993 appendix:
Tim doesn't believe in assigning a date
that hasn't happened yet! So, rest
assured, £6.99 (including UK postage,
an extra £1.83 should getitto anywhere
inthe world airmail) buysyouthe latest
edition and pays for Tim's considerable
time and effort in verifying and
validating each entry. Order from land
cheques payable to) Isoplethics, 157
Mundesley Road, North Walsham,
Norfolk NR28 ODD England.

I mentioned Airlines and Airports
Coding andDecodinglast month. Mike
Bennett (Slough) bought his copy at
The Aviation Hobby Shop, 4 Horton
Parade, Horton Road, West Drayton,
Middlesex UB7 8EA. Tel: (0895)442123.

Ghostly Tales

An appropriate topic for Christmas, I

suppose, but as always there's bound
to be a logical explanation. Up in
Scarborough, Robert Hardacre's local
newspaper carried a story about an
interception mission flown by a
Lightning over 20 years ago.
Unfortunately,the paper doesn't quote
a source and so I can't comment on
the completeness, accuracy or
authenticity of the story. Also, why the

interest now - so long after the event?
Anyway, the intercepted object

painted on radar and, when contacted
visually, was very bright. It was also
capable of accelerating to enormous
speeds. After contact, the pilot was
ordered to ditch and not land.
Reputedly, the pilot was never seen
again despite a search and rescue
operation; also, some of the aircraft's
instruments were latertampered with.
The implication was that these
anomalies were officially, but secretly,
perpetrated. You, too, can think of
various explanations for the observed
phenomenon ranging from ball

Abbreviations

lightning to a guided missile andthere's
no prize. As for me, well, I raise my
(already high) level of scepticism
whenever I'm about to open a paper!

The nextthree deadlines (fortopical
information) are January 8, February 5
and February 26. Replies always
appear in this column and it is regretted
that no direct correspondence is
possible.

All letters to 'Airband,' c/o The
Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63
The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HAS
8PS. Genuinely urgent information/
enquiries: Tel: 081-958 5113.

AIC
CAA
c.w
dB

d.m.e.
DX

GASIL
GHz

h.f.

Hz

kHz

LARS

LATCC

MATZ
MHz
11/T

s.s.b.
u.h.f.
v.h.f.

v.o.r.

Aeronautical Information Circular
Civil Aviation Authority
continuous wave (Morse)
decibels
distance measuring equipment
long-distance reception
east
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet
gigahertz
high frequency
hertz
kilohertz
Lower Airspace Radar Service
London Air Traffic Control Centre
Military Aerodrome Traffic Zone
megahertz
radiotelephony
single sideband
ultra high frequency
very high frequency
very high frequency omni-directional radio range
west
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Lawrence Harris
5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 5QB

The rapid approach of winter
manifests itself in many ways that we
can see from WXSAT images. The Gulf
of Bothnia divides Sweden and Finland,
and its northern waters often start to
freeze over during late autumn. On
November 8 the METEOR 3-4 pass,
travelling northwards over this region
around 1128UTC, showed thefirstsigns
of ice formation at the north-east
extremity around Hailuoto Island,
where some 100km of coastline was
frozen over.

For those new to the art of
interpreting WXSAT pictures, studying
this area will show that both fog and
ice can be recognised by their
tendency to remain in the same place
for days at a time. Comparison with an
atlas allows their identification.

A hard northern winter will quickly
cause the widespread formation of ice
throughout Bothnia, and also the
nearby Gulf of Finland, which may
stretch into Lake Ladoga. A few clear
skies over this region will reveal all of
this on both NOAA and METEOR
WXSATS images.

Watch the Denmark area, where
the sea canfreeze, completely blocking
the waterways. In past years, the
Russians have always operated their
OKEAN oceanographic satellites
during these times. The OKEAN series
carry sideways -looking radar, and
during both northbound and
southbound passes, these satellites
have transmitted a.p.t. imagery
containing radar images of the
icebergs and surrounding terrain,
enabling ships to have safe passage
behind the icebreakers. It remains to
be seenwhetherthe enormous political
changes that have taken place will
fund the continued operation of OKEAN
satellites.

The new generation of WXSAT
monitors have yet to receive OKEAN
pictures - invariably transmitted on
137.40MHz. These oceanographic
satellites date back to 1983 when
COSMOS 1500 was launched, and
transmitted images in a.p.t. format -
surprising many people with different
types of picture. Atthattime (only nine
years ago) the Russian satellite scene
was still cloaked in secrecy.

Later satellites identified as being
of a similar type, included COSMOS
1602, 1766 and 1869. I have collected
images from most of these during the
years. In 1988 OKEAN 1 was launched,
followed by OKEAN 2 in 1990 and
OKEAN 3 in 1991, and all of them used
137.40MHz to transmit a.p.t.

Two more superb prints came in
from Matt Taylor of Woking. One was
taken last April - see Fig. 2 and shows
the icebergs and snow sheets around
the western coast of Greenland near
Baffin Island. During these winter
months we shall be able to see this
area freeze over again, assuming that
the METEOR satellites are operating
their infra -red sensors. The NOAA

WXSATS are not quite high enough to
allow reception of their signals while
over this region. Matt uses a Yagi and
commentsthatthis isthe furthestwest
that he can monitor.

Current WXSATS

By late October, the CIS
(Commonwealth of Independent States
-formerlyRussial had only one WXSAT
operating - METEOR 3-5 on 137.85MHz.
This was producing good quality
images, though with some banding
when near the terminator (that region
dividing day and night). The scanner
aperture is then changing size most
rapidly - either opening or closing, and
often results in slight over or under-
exposure.

The official line from the CIS is that
they intend to keep two or three
WXSATS in operation at any one time.
Consequently we can expect further
activity!

In early November, a few minutes
after switching off my scanner at
1145UTC I received a call from Brian
Dudman of Harrow checking to see if I

had just heard METEOR 3-4 come back
on!

On November 4, METEOR 3-5 was
switched off, leaving only METEOR 3-
4 operating, and this only during
sunlight passes. As it approaches the
dark northern terminator, the
transmission abruptly cuts off. Its
2.4kHz sub -carrier is also drifting,

resulting in a lack of picture
synchronisation with some hardware.

Coincidentally, both NOAAS 9 and
10 are off as at mid -November, while
their passes coincide with the priority
WXSATS NOAAS 11 and 12. So just for
the present we have only three polar
WXSATS operating.

NOAAS 9 & 10

I mentioned last month about the
possibility of the American WXSATS
NOAS 9 and 10 having some of their
instrumentation switched off. This has
been clarified further and it appears
that the a.p.t. will not be affected.

METEOSAT For
Beginners

Many people start their WXSAT
operations by buying METEOSAT
receiving systems and then purchasing
more equipmentto allowthe reception
of the polar orbiting satellites, as funds
permit. Others start off with basic
NOAA systems and then move on to
METEOSAT. For those right at the
beginning, I thoughtthat a look at some
choices of equipment facing the
newcomer could be helpful.

Antennas

All of the geostationary weather
satellites (GOES, METE 0 SAT, etc.) use
the 1691MHz band for transmitting

Fig. 1: NOAA from Mark Pepper

Fig. 2: METEOR 3-4 from Matt Taylor

images, whether WEFAX or the higher
resolution (PDUS) type. If you see the
operation manuals for these craft you
will find that they also transmit a
considerable amount of otherweather-
related information - sometimes coded
- in nearby frequency bands.

Thefirstpiece of hardware required
to receive METEOSAT weather data is
therefore an antenna suitable for the
1691MHz band. In fact, there are two
such types - the Yagi and the dish -see
Figs. 3 and 4. Both types can be
constructed and I know of a number of
people who have built Yagis and/or
dishes and use them with success -
including me! I generally avoid
construction projects, but necessity
required me to build a dish in the mid -
eighties, or spend hundreds of pounds
buying one.

Dishes

Very attractive patio -style dishes (Fig.
31 can now be bought from some
WXSAT equipmentsuppliersfor within
the hundred pounds budget, but you
must ensure that everything is
included! As well as a dish, you need a
suitably designed 'coffee tin' signal
collector, or a dipole. My home -built
dish uses a dipole, whereas the dish
that I bought a few years ago, uses a
cylindrical collector. I receive similar
signal strengths from both.

For WEFAX use, a one metre
diameter dish will suffice.
Theoretically, a larger size should be
used for noise -free WEFAX reception,
but such has been the improvement in
the technology of pre -amps that this
diameter is probably sufficient.

Ensure that your dish includes a
properly mounted feed, which should
be adjustable.The signal sensor (dipole
or probe) will need to be adjusted to a
nominally horizontal position for
METEOSAT 4 (or 5). If you move the
dish to point at METEOSAT 3 (which is
going to be moved within weeks) the
sensor will have to be rotated to
compensate forthe changed received
polarisation of the geostationary
satellite.

Finally, your dish should be fitted to
a pedestal, or other support, not simply
rested against a wall.

Yagis

Yagis for METEOSAT can be bought
from a few of the usual suppliers, but
good quality ones can be expensive.
Optimum gain is achieved using about
40 to 50 directors (Fig. 3). Like dishes,
they are highly directional, so must be
pointed carefully at the satellite and
adjusted for maximum received signal.

With patience and a good design,
you can build a Yagi, as has been done
bymanyradio enthusiasts, and designs
are occasionally published in amateur
magazines.

The main benefits of using a Yagi
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instead of a dish, include the aesthetic
appeal (neighbours are less likely to
notice it), and the lower wind
resistance.

WEFAX/APT

The important feature of METEOSAT
WEFAX is that it contains weather
information coded in exactly the same
way as is used by the polar orbiting
satellites. This is unlike other utility
signals, such as RTTY, which can
incorporate any of a multitude of
'coding' methods. Picture information
(consisting of a range of grey levels
from white cloud to black sea) is
amplitude modulated (a.m.) on to a

2.4kHz sub -carrier, which then
frequency modulates (f.m.) the main
carrier - 137.50MHz (for NOAA 12), or
1691.0MHz (for METEOSAT). By
international agreement, CIS WXSATS,
and those launched by the Chinese
also use this method of picture
encoding.

To allow the proper display of a
decoded signal, your software/
hardware unit will have settings for
METEOSAT, NOAA and METEOR, and
changing these will only affect the
display format of each decoded line of
picture. The NOAA option will cause
the hardware to look for (and
synchronise the picture display with)
either the tone burst preceding the
visible portion of the picture, or that
preceding the infra -red portion. More
on this topic next month.

Letters

Mark Pepper of Camberley kindly sent
some pictures for the column. Mark
found that the advice that he received
on the suitability of scanners for
WXSAT use was not quite correct. He
was advised that a (certain) general
purpose receiver would be fine for
WXSAT imagery. In practice, WXSAT
signals require a considerably larger
bandwidth for proper image decoding.
General purpose receivers are fine for
just listening purposes - I use one
myself.

Since then, Mark has built a Cirkit
receiver, with help from a radio ham at
Birmingham University. Mark is using
decoding interfaces from Pixel Plus
Developments and the PROsatll unit
from Timestep Weather Systems.

He processes images by reading
them into 'PhotoStyler for Windows'.
'Windows' is an alternative operating
system which many computer users
prefer to use instead of MS-DOS, on
the more advanced '386' or '486'
computers.The imageswere cropped,
equalised and then averaged, resulting
in the printing of 256 grey levels on his
Star laser printer - see Fig. 1.

It's worth pointing out that Mark
has carefully processed justthe picture
portion - not the vertical grey scales
and minute markers! So you won't

Podaetal

YAGI FOR METEOSAT

Fig. 3: A typical dish

Fig. 4: A typical Yagi

see images like this from live
transmissions!

Studying this full format NOAA 11
picture reveals the information that
we hear during the half -second of each
a.p.t. scan. The classical NOAA sounds
of 'tick-tock' are a ctuallythe brief tones
transmitted before each of the two -
halves of the picture. Note how the
right side, (the visible light image,)
shows darkening near the top right-
hand portion. This is where the late
afternoon sun is getting low.

Peter deJong of Holland continues
to monitorthe WXSATS from his Leiden
home, and has also been investigating
ERS-1 data. Looking at the User's
Handbook for ERS, Peter comments
that it seems like an IC1 test to use the
satellite. I can sympathise with that
comment having studied the
handbooks of other satellites.

Andrew Freeman of Wallasey has
recently taken an interest in WXSAT
operations, as well as using h.f. FAX
programs. He mentions a problem
locating h.f. schedules; I believe that
Mike Richards (who writes the
'Decode' column) has these available,
so check out his offers for h.f. utility
listings.

Hans Olander of Sweden is one of
several readers who have expressed
an interest in seeing the design (an i.f.
strip) built by Ray Howgego for
modifying the ICR-7000 receiver for
WXSAT use. I have forwarded his, and
other letters to Ray, to whom I send my
thanks.

David Powley of Alveston recently
got his first WXSAT picture using his
Ma psat system and an Amstrad
CPC464 computer. This first picture
showed an intense depression in the
western Atlantic. Since then he has
seen the western part of Britain clear
of cloud! (which day was that - I must
have blinked.).

David comments that he had to
modify the software code provided by
Maplin in order to get recognisable
pictures, but he can now collectimages
from north Africa to Iceland.

Ron Harveyof Weston-Super-Mare
uses a WXSAT antenna on the side of
his house. I tried that some years ago
but found that although I got good
pictures from WXSATS over the
Atlantic, I did not receive signals from
anywhere else - and nothing while the
satellites were passing over Britain. I
now use one roof -mounted antenna,
with a second one on the top of the
washing line feeding my general
purpose receiver. This latter one does
not see anything of Europe.

Pictures awaiting publication in
future editions have been sent in by F
Slater, Peter de Jong, Brian Dudman,
Brian and Matt Taylor, Roger Ray and
others.

Solar Eclipse

Back in June there was a total eclipse
of the sun, visible from south America
and moving eastwards across the
Atlantic. Viewers on earth saw the
Moon slowly cross the brilliant disc of
the sun, producing a deep shadow
which raced eastwards.

The view from space was rather
different. From the vantage point of
METEOSAT 4, the eclipse was seen as
a circular cone of darkness, moving
eastwards, and with the benefit of
being able to receive whole disc
images of the earth every half hour,
using my Primary Data User System I
collected four images. Unfortunately
the contrast of the photographed
colour images is not high enough to
reproduce here.

Astronomy

My interest in getting WXSAT pictures
has always gone far beyond simply
monitoring weather patterns. Like
many other SWM readers, I have
always had an interest in astronomy,
so when a relative recently financed
the purchase of a telescope, the
weather pictures took on a new
meaning!

Using the animation feature of both

my Primary Data METEOSAT system
and its WEFAX companion I have been
able to spot every hours worth of clear
night sky, enabling me to use the
telescope in a manner that wasn't
possible before. Using the PDUS infra-
red images, one can monitor the
movement and direction of banks of
cloud during the evening. This has
allowed me to see when clear skies
were likely. WEFAX images are good
enough for this type of analysis and
allow you to estimate the timing of the
passage of fronts. One consequence
has been that personal forecasting for
the next few hours becomes
exceedingly accurate, often more so
than the official predictions.

The Book

Many readers have asked for
information aboutthe publication date
of my forthcoming book. All I can say is
that SWM will get it into print just as
soon as time and man -power allows.
You, the readers, will be amongst the
first to hear!

ISY

International Space Year ends this
December, having involved many
space -related activities taking place
throughout Britain and elsewhere. It
has provided space groups with the
opportunity to bring their activities to
the public, and one of the most
consistent of these has been the
reception of weather satellites andthe
decoding of their pictures.

For further information on British
involvement in space, write to the
British National Space Centre - BNSC,
Dean Bradley House, Horseferry Road,
London SW1 P 2AG; Tel: 071-276 2688.

Kepler Elements

I will send a print-out of the latest
elements upon receiving an s.a.e. and
separate stamp. All known weather
satellites are included, together with
their transmission frequencies if
operating. This data is supplied
courtesy of NASA, via Paul Wilson of
Macclesfield.

Frequencies

NOAAs 9, 11 a.p.t. on 137.62MHz;
NOAAs 10, 12 on 137.50MHz; METEOR
3-4 on 137.30MHz; Other METEOR
frequencies: 137.40, 137.85MHz;
FENGYUN series: 137.04, 137.80MHz.

Finally

Seasonal greetings and thanks to all of
the readers of this column who have
sent in such excellent pictures and
interesting commentary. It is all
appreciated. My best wishes for a
prosperous New Year to everyone.
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ATWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO  AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street. Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8A0. Tel: (0908) 610625 FAX: (0908) 216373

Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)

THE NEW
FRG -100 HF RECEIVER

FROM YAESU

SONY ICF SW77 £369.99
150kHz-30MHz + stereo FM
AM/SSB/CW
The SW -77 is the latest short wave portable

from Sony. It integrates computer
technology to provide a programmable data
base of

station names
in its memory
bank. Also
included are

5 different
timers and 162 preset stations. Fabulous!

ALSO
AVAILABLE
THE NEW

SONY
SW55.

SIMILAR
SPECS TO
THE SW77,
AND ONLY

£269.99

YUPITERU
MVT-7000

100kHz - 1300MHz No Gaps!
200 Memories in 10 Banks
WBFM/NBFMAM Selectable
Dual Speed Scanning
Variable Contrast Display
Battery Saver
Programmable Steps
Signal Strength Bar Meter
Superb Sensitivity
4 x AA Ni-cads Supplied
AC240 Volts charger
Cigar 12V Power Lead
External 12V Socket
Telescopic Whip
Illuminated Display £'319

41111111111101.11MWM!".IMIlh.

KENWOOD R-5000

"THE ULTIMATE RECEIVER

£949.95

MIR M.

IC -R7100 Wideband VHF/UHF
Base Station Receiver
 AM mode from 25MHz to 2GHz
 Basic, window and dual scan
 900 memory channels
 CI -V system for computer control
 Built-in clock and timer
 Noise squelch and S -meter squelch
 Noise blanker and attenuator
 Optional TV/FM adaptor
 241(W)x94(H)x239 (D)mm

ICR7100
£1259.00

ICR7100HF
£1310.00

+MR

IC -R72 HF Base Station Receiver
 Frequency coverage 30kHz-30MHz
 High Sensitivity
 Advanced DDS system
 100dB dynamic range
 24 -hour system clock with timer
 Direct keypad entry
 Preamplifier and attenuator
 99 memory channels
 241 (W)x94(H)x239(D)mm

Lowe HF-150
USB/LSB/CW/AM (sync)
30kHz-30MHz 12vDC/230V AC

The HF-150 receiver is a high performance
short wave receiver that we can recommend
for those on a budget. Make no mistake, this
receiver really does perform. Give us a call
for more information.

R 5000
100kHz - 30MHz

- 108MHz - 174MHz

(optional)

USB. LSB. CW. AM.
FM & FSK

- 10Hz step Dual

Digital VFOs

Superb Interference

Reduction
-100 memories with

full data storage

19 - Dual 24 hour quartz

clocks

- Keyboard frequency

selection

CARR. - RS -232C interface

FREE for use with

CONTROL software

AR -1500
500KHz-1300KHz

All modes:-
NFM,
WFM,
AM.
SSB.

1000 memories

ONLY

£289.00

LINCO's
"Professional Grade" Scanner
DJ -Xi. 500kHz-1.3GHz
"A Scanner of Unrivalled Performance"
Specification:
Modes. AM/Narrow FMAVide FM
Steps. 5 9. 10. 12 5, 20. 25. 30, 50. 100kHz
Antenna. 5051BNC
Supply: 6.15V DC (Internal 9V M) 24mA (Battery save.)
Dimensions' 110 x 53 e 37mm
Weight. 3709
Configuration. AM/FM Triple conversion
Sensitivity. NBFM 8dB (12dB SINAD) AM -2dB (10de S,N)
Memories. 100 in banks.

£269 carriage free

IC -R72

£759.00

w

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE

SPEND UP TO £1.200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME. ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF OR ANDY G4YOW

RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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Mike Richards G4WNC
200 Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3AS.

TCassie from Edinburgh has
written with what is quite a common
problem. He has an Easy Reader DM -
1000 decoder that he's using with a
Sony 2001D receiver. Before Igo on I
ought to explain that the problem is
nothing to do with either of these items
of equipment. Mr Cassie is suffering
intermittent decoding problems when
using the record out from the Sony.
He's tried using the external speaker
output, which does provide a solution
tothe decoding problem. The only snag
is he can't hear what's going on! The
problem is all tied -up with signal levels.

Unfortunately, the signal from the
record output of many receivers is not
powerful enough to reliably drive a
decoder. This is compounded because
most decoders are designed to be
connected to the external speaker
socket. The solution is to use what's
known as a Y adaptor. This handy little
device comprises a 3.5mm jack with
two sockets wired in parallel. For
anyone with soldering skills, it's dead
easy to make yourself. To use the
adaptoryou justplug itintothe external
speaker jack. The decoder then plugs
into one socket and an external
speaker in the other. If you wantto get
really clever you could fit an on/off
switch orvolume controltothe external
speaker.

Neil Peppe of Chippenham has an
interesting question relating to RTTY
weather transmissions. Quite simply,
he asks why is the phrase 'Code Zero'
used? I don't have an explanation - can
anyone help? If so, just drop a line to
the address at the head of the column.

Arthur Owen G2FUD of Hale writes
with some advice for those
contemplating buying the ITU Ship's
Callsign Lists I mentioned last month.
The comment he makes is very valid
and worth an airing here. The key point
is the large number of ships that will
change name, owner, country of
registration, or be relaunched. In
addition, ships will be scrapped,
damaged or sunk! The journal Marine
Newslists in the region of 500 changes
every month. The point about this is
thatthere's no way the ITU lists can be
fully up-to-date. This doesn't mean the
list is useless - just don't expect itto be
100% accurate.

Peter Finn of Milford Haven has
developed a particular interest in DX
FAX reception. To date, he has had
success with Diego Garcia, Hawaii and
the latest which is Canberra. Peter's
equipment comprises a Kenwood R-
5000 receiver coupled to a 286 based
personal computer. The decoding
package is the popular HF-FAX from
Comer Electronics. Like many readers,
Peter is not able to put up lengthy
external antennas and has to rely on a
loft mounted active unit. The current
set-up uses the Dressler h.f. active
antenna.

Those interested in new decoding
systems may remember the Australian

High -Tech system I mention recently.
Bill Atkinson of Manchester has
written to them and supplied the
following details. The main product of
interest to utility listeners is called
Listening Post II. This unit is supplied
in kit form and includes hardware and
software. The package relies on a
computer for the decoding and
versions can be supplied to work with
IBM clones featuring CGA/EGA/VGA/
S -VGA or Hercules displays. There is
also a version for the Commodore
Amiga. With all versions FAX, RTTY
and c.w. signals can be displayed on
the screen. You can also store images/
textto a disk for processing or printing
at a later date. The basic price for the
Listening Post II is $75 l$Aust). When
Bill enquired, post and packing to the
UK was an additional $10. If you'd like
more details High-Techs address is 39
Pillinger Drive, Fern Tree, Tasmania,
Australia 7054.

Crols Luc from Belgium has written
with a host of information including
details of his station. Crols uses two
portable receivers - a Sony ICF-7600D
and Supertech SR-16HN (Sangean
ATS-803A in UK!. The antenna is a
Datong AD-270that's mounted against
a window just 2.5m above the ground.
To overcome the overload problems
often associated with portable
receivers, he uses a Yaesu FRT-7700
tuner unit. Not only does this provide
some additional filtering, but it has a
very useful attenuator. For coverage
of the I.f. bands, he has a home built

O

Sparks on duty at Robert Hall's station.

convertor that handles 0-150kHz. He
also uses a Datong FL2 audio filter to
tidy-upthe signal before it's presented
to his Kantronics KAM terminal unit.
The computer is an Amiga 500 that's
been extended with a KCS
Powerboard. In addition to the KAM,
Crols uses a FAX program from Volker
Wertich. Apparently this is similar to
the ICS Amiga -FAX.

To support his listening activities
he is a member of DX -Antwerp. This is
a shortwave listeners' club with about
250 members and a magazine that's
published about every four months.
It's here that Crols uses his artistic
talentto good effect - he illustratesthe
front covers. I've shown an example of
his handiwork in the column.

VYZYVAET!

No it's not a typing error, but more
decoding info. Following my section
on TASS in the November issue many,
readers wrote with additional
information.The contentious issue was
not so much the possible return of

Crols Luc

TASS, but the word at the head of this
section. In the column I admitted that I
didn't see how the word fitted in with
the transmission. Just to help those of
you who didn't see the originalfeature,
the message went thus:

RYR RYR RYR RYR ITAR TASS
MOSKVY VYZYVAET KABUL ITAR-
TASS RYR

According to all who wrote in, the
word VYZYVAET is a transliteration of
the Russian word Bbizbibaet, to call.
So the message reads - Kabul calling
Moscow. The word order being
inverted to emphasise Kabul.

My thanks to: G.R. Cawthra, John
G3UIK, Chris Jones, P.J.K. Tither and
Udo Deutscher for supplying the
correct translation.

Photo Call

The victim for this month is Robert Hall
from South Africa. Robert's roots lie in
the UK, but he has lived in South Africa
for many years. He is a keen utility
enthusiast and a regular contributorto
most of the world's 'listening
magazines'. As you would expect,
Robert has a very comprehensive
monitoring station. You will see I've
included a photo of his impressive main
work station. The system centres
around an corn R -71E h.f. receiver
with the Universal M-7000
communicationsterminal handling the
decoding. For computer support Robert
has a Falcon ATwith a Seikosha printer.

Additional receiving facilities are
provided with a Kenwood RZ-1
covering the v.h.f./u.h.f. spectrum. For
broadcast reception he uses a Hitachi
Hi-Fi system that also provides a
cassette recording facility.To help with
the supply of letters and logs to yours
truly and other columnists, he has a
Smith Corona word processor.

As you would expect, Robert uses
a comprehensive array of antennas.
The current set-up comprises a 25m
long wire, 50m delta loop, 11m ZSRX
vertical and a discone. In the photo
please note the duty operator - Sparks!

If you're not already green with
envy, there's more to come. As most
experienced operators know, all the
best DX is to be found in the wee small
hours. Robert's answertothis problem
is a second station in the bedroom!
This smaller set-up employs Sony
2001D and Icom R71E receivers.

My thanks to Robert Hall for taking
the trouble to write with this
information. If you would like your
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YOUR SONY SPECIALIST
Full Worldwide Guarantees from SONY! CALL

THE SONY SPECIALISTS 071-637-0353/0590!!
Mail Orders Welcome. 071-637-0590/0353

Fast - Efficient - Convenient. To your doorstep!!

SONY ICF-2001D
FULL KIT INCLUDING: AN1-£275
AWARD WINNERS

071-637-0353/0590
AN AWARD WINNING MASTERPIECE

ICF-2001D Kit £275 ONLY
Finest all-round pro -receiver in the business.

FW/LW/MW/AIR mulit-band reception 32

station preset memory  Synchronous detector
circuit PLL quartz -locked synthesiser circuit

digital/analogue tuning 2 -way scan tuning

(memory, broadcast, define)  2 -position tone

control Direct metre band access  4 -event
programmable time AM attenuator 558

reception  External antenna for AM, FM and AIR

band  288x159x52mm (w/h/d) 1.7kg. 2001
DSYSTEM-ICF-20010 with active antenna AN -1 in

one complete package.

NEW ICE-SW77 Similar specification to

ZOOID but with jog-shutile dial tuning for

orcurory £329

Kenwood DillE £369
Fairmate HP2000 £269
Nevada MS1000 £269
Aran (1145 £169
Yaesu FT26 £249
Yaesu FT76 £259
Yaesu F23R £229
louse (1411 £249
Yaesu FT811 £269
Yaesu 11911 £369
Yaesu FT290R2 £449
Yaesu FT2400101 £349

ICF-SW7600 £134.95

HIGH PERFORMANCE PORTABLE
RECEIVER WITH PLL SYNTHESIZER
CIRCUITRY AND CONTINUOUS AM

FREQUENCY COVERAGE

1W/MW/FM/SW/SSB reception  PLL synthesized circuitry

 FM stereo  Continuous AM frequency coverage  4 way

tuning: 10 memory presets, auto scan, manual tuning, 10

key direct tuning  Sleep function Digital clock

Programmable timer  2 step tone control  Antenna input

socket  Headphone socket  Key protection  L(D display

Dual conversion system Supplied with compact

antenna, stereo earphones and A( power adaptor  Power:

4vAA size battery.

ICF-AIR7 £229

WA -8800 Full SW 1A -band

stereo cassette recorder. £199

CR-V21 world band receiver -

fax printout. RTTY weather rec £2699

PRO worldband rec incl
weather fax £2699.00
PRO dish antenna £1599.00

SONY
la-SW1E £134.95

ULTRA -COMPACT SHORTWAVE RADIO WITH P11

SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY

FM/LW/MW/SW reception  PLL synthesized circuitry  FM stereo 
Continuous AM frequency coverage  4 way tuning: 10 memory presets,

auto von, manual tuning, 10 key direct tuning  Programmable timer 

Sleep function  Digital clock and alarm  L(D display with light function 

Dual conversion system  2 step tone control  Key protection  Record out

socket  Supplied with stereo earphones, shortwave guide and compact

aerial  Power: 2xAA size battery.

ICF-SW800 £89.95
ICF-SW1S KIT £195
ICE-SW20 £59
AN -1 ANTENNA £49

SONY ICF-SW55 "SUPERADIO"
 World time zones  SSB
 Full digital p/sets
 Multiband £249 only

SCANNERS AND TRANCEIVERS
YUPITERU AIR -POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

VT -125 II £149.95

MVT-7000 £289.95
VT -225 £229.95

PANASONIC
RF-B10 World band receiver - pocket size £59.95
RF-B65 S/pro multi band digital radio -
memories preset £169.95
RF-B45 Digital m/band radio £129.95

071-6370353/0590

ICOM
SCANNERS/TRANCEIVERS

IC -R1 15-1300 MHz

100 memories...0111y £349.95

ICP-2ET £274.95
ICR-7000 £899

FULL RANGE STOCKED

GOVT. AND LOCAL AUTHORITY 0 FRS ARE

WELCOME. TAX-FREE EXPORT! MAIL

ORDER IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

PHILIPS
D2345
 Portable Radio  LW/MW/FM/2 x SW  Fine

Tuning Control  Mains/battery supply £24.95

D1875
 Compact 12 -band Portable Radio  LW/MW/FM/9

shortwave  Large tuning control  Tuning LED indicator

 Telescopic and ferroceptor aerial  D( supply connection

 Earphone connection  Wrist strop

 Attractive pouch £49.95

YUPITERU AOR
VT -150
142-170MHz FM marine monitor

MVT-8000
200k Hz-1300MHz base scanner £299.95

MVT-5000
25-550/800-1300MHz scanner. £199.95

ALINCO
DJ-SlE £119.95

DJ-F1E £239.95

DJ -160E £199.95

DJ ....... ..... £299.95

DJ-5130E6A1.4 £369.95

DJ -XI £249.95

DR-599Eklii.4200-9).a.ifi. £549.00

DR-112E2.914swattossiff £239.00

DJX1Dinit-17001Ak-nps £269.00

NEW ALAN TRANSCEIVER CT145 £199.00

£275

AOR2500 £419

AOR2000 £269

AOR3000A £765

HAND-HELD CBs
from f49

MOBILE CBs
from f79.95

BASE STATION
from £169

New full range antennas,
base stations, CB mobiles, etc

ROBERTS
R7275 bands - FrA/MW/SW/LW/SWI -4 .£79.95

R747 3 bands £92.95

RF-M3 Tiny £59.95

RP -26 FM/MW/LW £81.95

RP -14 Cassette radio 4 FMs £60.95

RC -30 Mono cassette radio £51.95

GRUNDIG
SATELLIT 700 £349.00
SATELLIT 650 £459.00
SATELLIT 500 £249.00
SATELLIT Cosmopolit £91.90
YACHT BOY 220 £56.99
YACHT BOY 230 £73.00
CONCERT BOY 225 £36.70
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station featured in the column just drop
me a line with as much detail as
possible. A photograph is always
welcome and this can be just a simple
snapshot. One tip with the photo is to
make sure it's not too dark, in general,
light photos reproduce best.

See The Giant Brig....?

What on earth is he on about now I
hear you say! Well,this all started with
a letter from Cardiff based Alan Jarvis.
He had been monitoring the French Air
Force station at Orleans on 7.3115MHz
and came across a repeated
transmission that went as follows:

TEST DE FDY
VOYEZ LE BRICK GEANT QUE

J'EXAMINE PRES DU GRAND
WHARF

1234567890 1234567890
RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRRYRYRYRYRY

RYRY

FDYFDYFDYFDYFDYFDYFDYFDYFDYFD

YFDYF DYFDYFDYFDYFDYFDYFDY

As you can see this is clearly a test
transmission, but what is the
significance of the phrase in the
middle? The secret is to be found on
careful analysis of the phrase. You will
see that it contains every letter of the
alphabet plus numbers. So why do we
need this? With computer decoding
systems the testis a little outdated, but
anyone using an electro-mechanical
teleprinter vvill find it invaluable. It gives
a positive check that all characters
can be printed. Incidentally, I believe
the translation of this phrase reads:
See the giant brig which I am studying
near the big wharf!

One interesting pointraised by Alan
is that the letter W is not indigenous to
the French language, so they have had
to import our word - wharf. Regular
utility listeners will no doubthave come
across the English version of this test
message: The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog.

My thanks to Alan for pointing out
this transmission.

Tuning Offsets

Bill Fry of Maidenhead has written
with a question that is something of an
old chestnut. However, it's well worth
another airing for the sake of all the
new utility listeners. The problem starts
when you use a frequency list to tune
into a station. You will soon notice that,
with most receivers, the displayed
frequency is usually different to that
given in the frequency list. Before I

show you how to compensate for this,
let's take a look at why this happens.

For the sake of simplicity, I'll deal
with a typical RTTY signal, but the
principle applies to most data signals.
If we go back to basics, you will recall
that RTTY signals are made up from
individual marks and spaces. During
the transmission process these marks
and spaces are translated into two

Indian Ocean chart from Diego Garcia as received by Robert Hall.

radio frequencies. The difference
between these two frequencies is
called the shift. One of the most
common shifts is 400Hz and I'll use that
for this example. So from this we have
a transmission that comprises two
radio frequencies spaced 400Hz apart.

I expect you can see straight away
that there's plenty of room for
confusion. We could quote the mark,
space or even the mid -point between
the two. Clearlywhat's needed is some
form of standardisation. In practice
the convention used by most is the
mid -frequency orf0 as it's often called.
In the example we used here the listed
frequency would be 200Hz above the
mark frequency. Just to clarify this
point here's how it works with a
practical signal.

Mark frequency = 5.0000MHz
Space frequency = 5.0004MHz
Listed frequency (f0) = 5.0002MHz
With that out of the way, we need

to look at how a receiver would handle
this signal. As most listeners receive
utilities with the receiver set to u.s.b.,
I'll cover that here.

Receiver Display

The first point to sort out is what does
the receiver's display show when you
tune into a standard s.s.b. signal. s.s.b.
or single sideband transmissions are
simply a.m. signals with the carrier
and one sideband removed. If we were
listening to an a.m. signal we would
expect the receiver to indicate the
carrier frequency. This convention is
usually carried through to the s.s.b.
modes. So the display shows the
frequency of the supressed carrier. To
sort out the effect on our RTTY signal
we need to know what audio tones our
decoder is expecting. To keep the
mathssimple, let's assumethe decoder
is expecting to see 1200 and 1600Hz for
the mark and space respectively. To
work out the displayed frequency, we
just subtract 1.4kHz from the listed
frequency. Why 1.4kHz I hear you ask?
Well to get our 1200Hz mark tone we
need to add 1200Hz (or 1.2kHz) then
another 200Hz to find the mid point
between mark and space - hence
1400Hz. So,withthis particular receiver
and decoder combination, we simply
subtract 1.4kHz from the listed

frequencyto find the frequencyto tune
to.

Now forthe easy way! Having read
this firstsection you may may be a little
reluctant to go into the maths for your
own set-up. Fortunately, there's an
easy route to the same result. First of
all you set your receiver and decoder
to receive a 400Hz shift RTTY signal.
Don't worry if you only have a 425Hz
shift - the system still works. The next
stage is to tune around 4.489MHz
(Bracknell Mete()) until you get reliable
reception. This station sends 24hr
coded weather data which comprises
streams of 5 digit number groups. If
you have a tuning display associated
with your decoder make sure this is
showing perfect tune.

Off -set

Once you are satisfied that you are in
perfect tune you need to note the
frequency shown on your receiver's
display. The difference between this
and 4.489MHz is the off -set you need
to use for your set-up - simple isn't it!
Now for a couple of points you need to
be aware of. The calculated off -set
will change if you change sidebands
from upper to lower or if you change
the centre frequency of your decoder.
Another pointto watch is if you change
the receive mode. There are a few
modelsthat include a RTTY mode. With
these you will often find that the
displayed frequency changes as you
change mode. If the mode is
implemented correctly, you shouldn't
need to use an off -set. I hope this helps
to give an understanding of why
displayed and listed frequencies often
differ.

Don't forget to drop me a line if

you've any burning questions you'd
like me to answer via the column.

Frequency List

Now for this month's selection of
readers logs. I've used the normal
format i.e. frequency, mode, speed,
shift, callsign,time and notes. The only
exception to this convention is FAX

signals. With these I've substituted the
drum speed and IOC for speed and
shiftrespectively.The contributorsthis
time are: Day Watson, Robert Hall,

Chris Durkin. If you'd like a copy of
either my Decode list or Day Watson's
beginners list, just send three first or
second class stamps to the address at
the head of the column. It would help
the processing if you could clearly mark
your letter to show which list you want
and if you can include an address label
of some kind you've no idea how much
time that saves!

117.4kHz, FAX,120,576, DCF37, 0700,

Offenbach Meteo upper
5.15MHz, FAX, 120, 576, RV073,

2246, Moscow Met
6.92MHz, RTTY, 50, 1000, RGC70,

1415, Kiyev Met
7.8217MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, LYNX,

1915, MFA Abujan or Lagos?
8.424MHz, RTTY, 100, 170, SVU4,

0623, Athens Radio (press)
8.433MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, WOM,

2120, Pennsuco Radio Florida
8.534MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, WLO,

0840, Mobile Radio AlabamaAfrica
9.2055MHz, picc, MKK, 1720,

RAF London
10.2154MHz, RTTY, 100, 812, HZN46,

1635, Jeddah Meteo
10.2594MHz, RTTY, 75, 509, RCF,

1640, Moscow (Kupavna)
12.589MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, WCC,

1903, Chatham Radio
12.5791MHz, FEC, 100, 170, NRV,

0515, USCG Apra harbour
12.632MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, WOM,

1855, Pennsuco Radio Florida
13.3728MHz, RTTY, 50, 230, 5YD,

2312, NairobiAir - off freq?Ksenofontov
13.988MHz, AUTOSPEC, 68.5, 328,

PAE, 2312, Unid
14.6743MHz, RTTY, 75, 411, DFZG,

1630, MFA Belgrade
16.3401MHz, FAX, 120, 576, ZKLF,

0800, Auckland Met
16.7996MHz, RTTY, 50, 170, LYFK,

1738, Soy ship Alexandr
16.816MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, ZCS,

1820, Ca petown Radio, South
16.809MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, EDY,

1900, Madrid Radio
17.5139MHz, ARG, 96, 170, -, 0656,

MFA Rome
18.561MHz, RTTY, 50, 416, 9BC31,

1158, IRNA Tehran
18.561MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, 9BC31,

1015, IRNA Tehran
18.7467MHz, SITOR,100,170, PCW8,

1233, Dutch embassy Tripoli
18.9717MHz, RTTY, 75, 369, DFZG,

1555, MFA Belgrade, English
21.8075MHz, RTTY, 50, 500, Y0V28,

0758, ROMPRESS Bucharestair info
22.3865MHz, c.w., WCC, 1542,

Chatham Radio
22.425MHz, SITOR, 100, 170, WOM,

1500, Pennsuco Radio Florida
22.446MHz, c.w., OST, 1500,

Oostende Radio
22.688Hz, SITOR, 100, 170, WLO,

1340, Mobile Radio Alabama
22.9304MHz, SWED ARO, 100, 413,

SIDA, 1247, Stockholm Diplo
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

H
Medium Wave Chart Freq Station

appy New Year and welcome to this first edition of

kHz

520 Ho.Saale
531 An Banta

Country Power Listener Freq Station
kW kHz

Germany C 2 N' 945 ;6,.0 Frce
Algeria 600 P

,..se

954 Dsbrocno%

Country Power Listener
kW
302 J.NP',R*

Czechoslovakia 200 N
Faroe is s 954 RCE Madrid Spain0' 20

LM&S in 1993. This year promises to be an interesting one 531 Torshavn

531 Leipzig Germany 100 E',14',P.R 963 Sofia Bulgaria 150 N'

forthe broadcastlistener.Severalm.w.communitystations 531 Oviedo Spain 10 N',P 963 Pon

FranceFinland

600 D'.V,N'.1.11,RX'
540 BRT-2 Wavre Belgium 150/50 P.K.NTP.O.R.1Na P.

will startoperation and some new s.w. transmitters will be Hungary 2000 N.R. 972963

PansHaburg

Germany 300 0°.fe.P.R540 Solt
vbrought into service by international broadcasters. More 540 Sidi Bennour Morocco 600 WTI 972 Nikolaye Ukraine 930 M'

549 Les Trembles Algona 600 E*,f4' ,1' 981 Alger Algeria 600/300 P',0*
use will be made of relays and some programmes will be 549 DLF Bayreuth ; Germany 200 N',P.CLR',W 990 Berlin Germany . 303 D',114*

carried by satellite. 558 Rostock Germany 20 N 999 A Popular. Madrid Spain 20 N',R
Spain 20 E N.P,U* 999 Kishinev CIS 100 0'

Keeping up with the ever changing broadcast scene is 558 Valencia
008 H;Nersurn-5 Flevo Holland 400 D',N.P.0',111',W

1

difficult and preparing TM&S' is no easy task -it would be
567 Berlin Germany 00 N
567 RTE -1 Tullarnore Ireland IS1 500 A'.6.13',E',H.r.P,0

..F1',T,U,Kr
017 Rheinsender 600 A*D*61P'R'U'W
017 RNE-5 Burgos Spain 5 N'almostimpossible withoutthe supportof the many listenersAustria . 100  D',N*.P576 Stuttgart Germany 500 N',W 026 Gaz.Dobl

Spain 10 Awho send along reports on their latest reception. My 576 RNE-5 Barcelona
FranceSpain

20 P R 026 SER Reus

585 FIP PansB N',P,W 035 Prog 3 Lisbon Portugal 120 NP
sincere thanks to all concerned. New contributors are 585 RNE-1 Madrid Spain 200 AEM'N'F"O'Fi*U* 503 R
always welcome - simply send details of your reception to 585 Galsa Tunisia 350 P*

1344 Sebaa
Germany 250

-Amon MoroccoUSSR 300 P'
the above address. 594 Frankfurt Germany 1000/400 N',P*.RS'.U*.W

044 San Sebastian Spain 10 N'
1003 D'

Morocco 100 r594 Oulda-1

594 Muge
603 Lyon

Portugal

3013 PE..W.P. 053 COPE Zarogoza Spain 10 NLong Wave Reports 053 88C -R1 Dronwich UK 150 D',1..0.13W603 Sevilla Spain 20 N*,P*,11
062 Kalundborg '

FranceDenrnark

250

France

603 8130-114 Ntastle UK 2 NTH
071 Brest612 RTE -2 Athlone Ireland (SI 001 B*CD'EG*KNote: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in

20 J.14*.P.R
40 WP.0,13,Ty

UTC I=GMT). Unless stated, all logs compiled during the 612 Lenda Spam 10 P'

071 Lille

PolandLatv

Latvia 50 D'

621 RTBF-1 Wavre Belgium 80 .A.tr.P.CriiW_
071080

KRagtaowne1500
four weeks ending October 31. 089 BBC Brookmans UK 150 l'.0.R',U621 Barcelona Spain 10 P

When the 646m high mast radiator at Konstantinow, 630 Vigra Norway 100 Ir.N* 089 BBC -R1 Moorside UK 150 D'

600 Tunis-Djedeida Tunisia 600 N'TP'.U" 098 Nara Czechoslovakia 1500 P'
Poland collapsed in August '91 an old reserve transmitter 639 Praha Czech1500 N.13* 098 RNE-5 Spain 10 N'

was brought into service at Raszyn, so that Polish R-1 639 La Coruna Spain 100 P.J.K.W.F.11.U 107. AFN via Munrch Germany 40 D'AN',r,13',11*
saa Orapa 107 RNE-5 Barcelona Spain 20 N'

could continue on 225kHz. To enable a recently installed Italy 150 Er648 P de Mallorca S8"4pain 48 6°10 NF.' 116 Ban

I.w. transmitter at Raszyn to be brought into service, there 648 BBC Orfordness UK 500 N,P,0,1311,U,W 116 SER-Pontevedra Spain 2 J.N
125 La Louviere Belgium 20 firP,W

was a break in transmission between October 12 & 26. 657 Burg Germany 250 N.P',S
657 ACE-2 Madrid Spain 20 P.R" 125 RNE 5 pa10 kr

During this gap, Roy Merrall (Dunstable) checked the 657 BBC -R Wales UK

.*
2 N',0 '.W 134. Valencia SpainSin 10

666 Bodenseesender

FranceGrrnanv

300/180 D'.te.r.R'.U* 134 Zadar Yugoslavia 1200
frequencywith some surprising results! At 1840 on October 666 Lisboa Portugal 135 P 143 AFN yla Stuttgart Gemkany 10 J.W.FITU*

143 Messina23 he picked up clear central Asian music and Asiatic 675 Marseille600 Italy
Russia

6 WY'
675 HINersurn-3 Lopic Holland 120 143 Kaliningrad 150 0'

language, broadcast via Altai, Mongolia (150kW). He 152 RNE-5250 Spain 10 kr684 RNE-1 Sevilla Spain
Yugoslavia 2000 200 N.0could also hear Surgut, Siberia (150kW), which parallels 684 Beograd 161 Strasbourg IF Intl France

Germany 250 N 170 Krasnodar CIS 500 N'
Burg on 261. The signals via Altai were heard again next 693 Berlin

693 BBC -135 Droltwich UK 150 ACI,T,U,W 179 Santiago Spain 10 N
day. On October 25 a low powertesttransmission from the 702 Presov . Czechoslovakia 400 179. SoNesborg Sweden 600 AC'D'H'NF"OR

702 Aachen/Flensburg Germany 5 P
Belgium 5

WY'
new transmitter at Raszyn was received at 1945. 188 Kuurne C.N,P.W702 Monte Carlo Monaco 300 N

France3Pain

Over in Co.Down EddieMcKeown(Newrylfound what 702 Zamora s N' 188 Szolnok Hungary 135 D'
711 Bernet 1197 VOA via Munich Germany 300300 B.111".P.C1'.RTNhe describes as 'hidden treasures' in this band. Underthe 711 Heidelberg . Germany.5 . fir 206. Bordeaux France 100

sideband splatter from BBC R-4 on 198 he picked up Azilal, 720 Norte Portugal 100 N' 206 Wroclaw Poland 203 A',11'.N"PR'S'U
720 BBC -R4 Lots Rd UK 215 Kaliningrad Russia 500 N'

Morocco on 207. He logged it as SINPO 21211 at 2305. 729 ATE -1 Co Ireland ISIrk
0 5 P.13",1

10 1.1r.P.0 215 COPE Castellon Spain

224 Win
2 N'

Later, he was surprised to hear Orenburg, CIS under 729 Oviedo
F3rPanicne

50 N',1,R
233. Liege

Bulgaria 500

Topolna, Czechoslovakia on 270, the 40kW transmission 738 Paris

738 Poznan Poland

4 N P
300 R 233 ktra FCBrzeaetlghiueornsloyakia 450 5..P.

rated 21222 at 0227. 738 RNE-1 Barcelona Seam 250 France242 Marseille 150 N' R'
747 R Baltika CIS 0' Hungary 500 R251 Marcall

747 Hilversum -2 Flew Holland 400 D'.11',P.ELR,U.W 251 Hursberg Netherlands 10 N'

Medium Wave Reports 747 Gobabis Namibia 1% F' 260 Valencia Spain 20

269 Neuminster
FranceGermany

600 D',1C.N,P.O.FITLi747 9 Cadena. Cadiz Spain 10 N'
278 Strasbourg756 Brunswick Germany 800/200 A',13',J.N*.r.F1*.U"300 N

Rather unfavourable conditions for m.w. transatlantic 756 BBC -R4 Redruth UK 2 B.P 278 RTE -2 Dublin/Cork Ireland (SI 10 AD.fir.P'.0.U.T
765 Softens Switzerland 500 N',P1',FI'S',U 287 Litomysl/Liblice Czechoslovakia 300/200 WY'

()Xing were noted during October byJimWillettin Grimsby. 774 BBC -R4 Enniskillen. Ireland (NI t N' 287 Melnik Czechoslovakia 403 CITR"

He says, "The non-appearance of transatlantic signals 774 RNE-1 S Sebastian Spain 60 N'.r.U 2% San Sebastian Spain 5 N'P'
783 Burg Germany 1000 2% BBC &fondness UK

Yugoslavia 6°310 DN''.P.R.gave me a bit more sleep than I usually get". However, 783 R Porto. Miramar FPrortancuga. I 100 N',P* 2% Lerma
100 Er.FI',Usignals from CJYQ in St.John's on 930kHz were heard by 792 Limoges

792
_ Lingen

.3500 0*.J.Ne 305 Rzeszow Poland

305 Orense MN%) Spain 5 NP
314 KvitsoyRon Damp in Worthing on October 21. Their signal, rated 792 Senna Spain 20 Norway 1200 4.1:1*N*P.O.RTU'W

32223 at 0001UTC. Despite careful checks, no other 801 MCrien-Ismaning Germany 300 323 F1 Moscow Germane 150 N' ,A,

801 Burgos Spain 10 WY' 332 Rome Italy 300 D',K*.fir.r.R
transatlantic signals could be heard. 810 SEP Madrid Spain 20 N',1 341 Lakihegy Hungary 300 N'

341 .B8C-Ulst.Lisnagarvey Ireland (NI 100
;
0*.K,P,O.W.0In contrast, sky wave signals from some m.w. stations 810 BBC Burghead UK .100

810 BBC Westerglen UK

Francefter dark, see chart. 819 Toulouse
Poland

100 C.J,K*.W.CI,R*T.X,Y 350 Nancy/Nice FranceAlbano 50100 DN..P.V.1.1

in N.Africa reachedthe UK quite well a
50 VA'

A number of low power stations 819 Warsaw 300 P',R
33%59 TBeirala

250/100 EP N A'

Note Entries marked ' were logged during 819 San Sebastian Spain 5 N' 368 Manx Radio 10M 20 D',G*.J,N*,1.1'.V
in Spain have been heard here darkness All other entnes were 829 SEP Barcelona 20 N' 377 _ Lille 300 BC'E,J,N,P,O,RW

in the evening. Some UK local logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk 828 Mongu Zambia 10 F' 386 Kaliningrad Russia 500 C',114.rF1,'.1.1'.W
395 R Tirana Albania 1000 A".N TY'

radio stations were heard in 837 Nancy
Listeners 837 R Popular. Sevilla Spain

200 J.N*
10 404 Brest France

Iceland by Geoff Crowley A, Vera Brindley. Woodhall Spa. 846 Rome Italy 540 413 BBC via Masirah Oman
20 J.K,N ,P,R
1500 F'

.B Tim Bucknall, Brittany 855 Benin
Genn(Hafnarfjordur) after dark! C Tim Bucknall. Roscoff 855 Murcia anFSrpaancin: 193 Cr.N.

413 BCE Zaragoza Spain 20 N'r.r.T
125 422 Heusweiler Germany 1200/600 A,0',N*,P,C1',11*

During daylight,the ground D. Geoff Crowley. Hatnartiordur. Iceland 864 Paris 300 N'.P.W 431 Dresden Germany 250 N'.1.1'

SEwajor:'ruggn %Insw;SWokingca 8773 Zaragoza3

418 viazaFrankturt Germany 150 A*.J.IlTr.P*O.FI'LlY 440 RTL Marnach Luxembourg 1200 A.V.W.P,(1.13*
wave signals from some UK F P R Guruprasad. Germany 5Spain 20 P' N'449 Berlin rl'local radio stations have G Francis Heame. Bristol 873 R.U.ster UK 1 N' ,T 467 TWA Monte Ca o Monaco 1000/400 A ,C',D',NP13,P'

H Simon Hockenhull. E Bristol 882 COPE Malaga Spain 5 N' 476 Wen-Bisamberg Austria 600 DTr.r.0.11-
rea ched distant places. In

I Simon Hockenhull, LaTriouth 882 BBC Washford UK 100 BO'LJN'PE1R'.T.W 494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20 J.Nr,CI.R*
1003 N'.UAlgeriaLargs, John Stevens has J Sheila Hughes. Maiden 891 Algiers 600/300 N'.r.0*.R',U 494 St.Petersburg ,Roulsasniad

K, Rhodenck Inman. Oxted. 891 Hulsberg Holland 20 fr.P 300 D',N1',Fl503 Stargard
listened to BBC R.Kent via L Mark Jones. Peterborough sco _Pilsen Czechoslovakia 40 N' 512 Wolvertem Belgium 600 ACIJK'N'POR WY

Rusthall 1602 (0.25kW) every M. Cyril Kellam, Sheffield 900 Milan Nary 600 N'r,fr 521 Kosice Czechoslovakia 600 D'V.r.li"
N Eddie McKeown, Newry 909 Palma de Mallorca Spain 10 5' 530 Vatican Radio Italy 150/450 4*.C*.N*.r.F1'.U

morning until a bout 1015,when 0 Roy Mena?, Dunstable 909 BBC Brookmans UK 140 0 539 Mainflingen

300 J.N*.0

ny 700 DN .R',P.0*
their signal faded out. He can P George MIllmore, Wootton IOW 909 BBC -R5 Clevedon UK 50 I

539 Valladolid Spain 5 N'
;0 Sid Morns. Rowley Regis 909 BBC -115 Moorside UKreceive BBC R.Cornwall via R Harry Richards. Barton -on -Humber 918 Memo

.

557 _Nicece

CIS 100 N" 566 Radiostantsiya CIS 7 0'
Redruth on 630 (2kW) all day! S. Steve Smith. Cwmbran 918 R Intercont Svinuerland 300 N'.11'.0

T Torn Smyth. Co Fermanagh 918 R Ljubljana
20 N',1'.R'Spam

la 603/100 P'
566 Samen575Germany 250 D'.149*

Tim Bucknall (Congleton) U Cliff Stapleton. Torquay. 927 BRT-1 Wolvertem Belgium 300 D',N,P.CLR',W

57Burg
Genoa Italy 50 K

informs me that ILR Signal Ron V. John Stevens. Largs 936 . Bremen . Germany 100 .1:1',N*.P',Ft___ .. 584,SER Orense Spain 5 J

W. Phil Townsend. E.London 936 Venezia Italy 20 l'' 593 Langenberg Germany 400/800 A"C'DNPO'R'VW
1170 will become Signal Gold X- Edward Turnbull, Gostorth 936 SER Lerida Spain 2 N' 602 SER R Cartagena Spam 2 J

in January. Y Michael Williams. Redhill 10 P'602 Vitoria
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The test transmissions from
Sunshine Radio, the new Shropshire
Community station on 855kHz, were
noted in several reports. Sid Morris
(Rowley Regis) rated them S10555
during daylight, but unreadable after
dark. During the afternoon John Wells
has been able to receive them quite
well in East Grinstead. He can still
receive R.Devon or R.Norfolk on the
same channel by turning his loop, but
the reception of R.Devon is now more
difficult.

Short Wave Reports

Seasonal propagational changes have
resulted in improved reception,
particularly in the h.f. bands. The
number of disturbances from solar
activty was less than expected.

Daily propagation variations were
evident in the 25MHz (11m) band, but
the signals often reached their
intendedtargetwell. In his latestreport
from S.Africa, P.R.Guruprasad
(Swartruggens) noted potent signals
from UAE R, Abu Dhabi on 25.690 (Ar to
? 0900-1600) typically 55434 at 1030. He
also logged R.Norway Int, Oslo 25.730
(Nor to Asia, Aust. 0800-0830 & 0900-
0930, Norwto W.Atrica, Europe (*Eng
Sat/Sun) 1300-1330) as 45333 at 0808
and RFI via Issoudun on 25.820 (Fr to
E.Africa 0700-1550) as 35223 at 0811. In
contrast, very weak signals were
received from R.Australia via Darwin
on 25.750 (Eng to Japan, China, N.Eu
0800-0900).

The signals from UAE R (25.690)
and RFI (25.820) have also been
reaching Iceland. They were heard in
Hafnarfjordur at S10555 and S10253
respectively at 1028.

A marked improvement in 11m
reception has been noted in Canada
byAlan Roberts(lauebec). Propagation
deteriorated towards the end of April
and remained poor until late
September, when east/west paths
began to open up again. Since then he
has logged DW via Julich 25.740 (Ger
to M.East, E.Asia 1100-1355) as 35333
at 1140; UAE R (25.690) as 35333 at 1215;

R.Denmark via RNI 25.730 (Da to
W.Africa, Europe 1330-1400) as 45444
at 1335; also RFI (25.820) as 35333 at
1430. He says, "R.Australia signs off
nearly three hours before Montreal
sunrise and can't be heard".

R.Australia's broadcasts on 25.750,
which are beamed on a trans -polar
(Arctic) route from Darwin, have
reached the UK some mornings. They
were S10333 at 1040 by Philip Rambaut
in Macclesfield. The Sunday morning
church service broadcast by
R.Nederlands (Du 1030-1115) has been
moved from 25.940 to 25.970. Kenneth
Buck (Edinburgh) logged it as S10355
at 1040.Typical UK ratings forthe others
were UAE R. (25.690) S10323 at 1045 in
Largs; RNI (25.730) 44433 at 1344 by
Rhoderick Illman in Oxted;DW(25.7401
34444 at 1118 by Chris Shorten in

Local Radio Chart

Freq

kHz

Station ILR

BBC

e.m.r.p Listener
(kW)

req

kHz

Station ffR e.m.r.p Listener -1
BBC (kW)

558 Spectrum R. 7.50 161 R.Tay 1.40 J2'
585 R Solway 2.00 J.M,N 161 Viking 0.165.Yks) 035 JM
603 Invitta SndlCoasti 0.10 0,1,K,O,S 170 GNR Teeside 0.32 M
630 R Bedfordshire 020 6.1-4,K.LM,O.S 170 Ocean Sd ISCR) 0 12 G.J.K.S
630 R.Comwall 2.00 BKPS 170 80rwell (500 -FM) 028 0,5
657 R.Clwyd 2.00 G,H,J,K,L,M,S 170 Signal R. 0.20
657 A Cornwall 0 50 170 Swansea Sound 0.58
666 DevonAir R. 0.34 B.E,G.H.K.S 242 Ineicta Snd)Coastl 0.32 G,H,QS
666 R.York 0.80 A,J,M 242 Isle of Wight R. 0.50

729 BBC Essex 0.20 6,I,K,0,45 .1251 Saxon R. (S6R-FM) 0.76
738 Hereford/Worcester 0.037 G.K,L,C15 260 GWR (Brunel R I 1 60 F.K.S

756 R.Cumbria 1.00 J M 260 Leicester (Gem AM) 029 K.L,I3

765 BBC Essex 050 G,X.K,C1,5 260 R.York B 050 M
774 R. Kent 0.70 G.K.M.QS 260 Sunrise R. 029
774 R.Leeds 0.50 J',10,5 278 Pennine R(GrYks) 0.43
774 Severn Sound (3CRI 814 D.K,LS 305 R.Hallam (Gt.Yks) 0.15 M
792 Chiltern R. 0.27 G,I,K,L,M,QS 305 Red Dragon (Touch) 0.20 J',K,S
801 R Devon 200 G.HJ.K.0.0.5 323 R.Bristol (Som.Sndl B 0.63 J.S
828 Chiltern Radio 820 GIGS 323 S'them Sound(SCR) 050
828 R.AirelMagic 828) 0.12 M 332 Hereward 11.(WGMS) 0.60
828 2CR 0.27 K.S 332 Wiltshire Sound 030 J',K,S
837 A Furness 100 J .R 359 Essex A(Breeze) 0 28
837 R.Leicester 0.45 A,G,I,K,LM.QS 359 Mercia SnAXtra-AM) 0.27 LS
855 R.Devon B 1.00 B,E.F,K,S 359 Red Dragon (Touch) 020 D
855 R.Lancashire 1.50 J,M 359 R.Solent 085
855 R Norfolk B 1.50 A.G,M,CLS 368 R. Lincolnshire 2.00

855 Sunshine R 0.15 368 R.Sussex 0.50 G.K.GS
873 R.Norfolk B 0.30 A,G.K.M.0S 368 Wilshire Sound 0.10
936 GWR (Brunel R ) 018 K.S 413 Sunrise R. I 0.125 G.K.0,05

R.Trent (GEM -AM) . 0.20 431 Essex R.(Breeze) 0.35 G.H.Q.S
954 DevonAir R. 032 K,0,5 431 R.210 (Cl. Gold) 0.14 G.K,S

954 2Wyvern 0.16 LS 449 R.Peterboro/Cambs B 0.15 A,M,S
990 WABC (Nice & Easy) 009 458 GLR B 50 00 G.K.M.O.S.Z
990 Ft Aberdeen B 1.00 J 458 R Cumbria B 050
990 R. Devon B 1.00 E,F,G,K 458 FLOevon 2.00 BLS
990 Hallam FLIGt.Yks) I 0.25 AIMS 476 Cty Sndllst Gold) 050 G',J*,K,O,S
999 R Solent El 100 E,G,K.CLS 485 R Humberside B 100 A.M
999 R Trent (GEM -AM) I 0.25 M.S 485 R.Merseyside B 120 J,S
999 Red Rose R. I 0.80 485 R. Sussex B 1.00 6,0,0,5

WABC Shrewsbury I 070 K,L,M.S 503 R Stnke.nn-Treol 11:10_11!...r.__1017

1026 Downtown R. I 1.70 0 521 R Mercury (Cry Snd) 0.64 D',G.J',K.QS
1026 R.Cambridgeshire B 050 A,G,M,CLS 530 Pennine RIGt.Yks) 0.74 J,M.O
1026 R.Jersey 13 1.00 B.G.K,S 530 R.Essex B 0.15 1,0,5
1035 R Kent 050 G,K.O.S 530 R Veyeern 052 K.L

1035 R.Sheffield B 1.00 M 548 Capital R. !Gold) 97.50 G,K0,S
1035 West Sound 0.32 548 R. Bristol B 580 F,J.K
1107 Moray Firth R I 1.50 J 548 R.Forth (Max AMI 2.20 .1*,
1107 R. Northampton B 050 548 R Hallam (Gt.Yks) 0.74 M
1116 R Derby B 1.20 557 Chiltern R.(Gold) 0.76 I,J,L

1 Fluemsey 8 0.50 8,6,05 557 Ocean Sound (SCR) 0.50 G,J',K.S
1152 BRMB (Xtra-AM) I 300 LS 557 Tendring11.1Mellowl ? S

1152 GNR Newcastle I 120 M 584 R.Nottingham 1.00 A,G,J'.M.S
1152 L0C IL Talkback 11). I 2350 G.J,O.S 584 R.Shropshire 0.50 G.L

1152 R.Broadland I 083 584 R.Tay 0.21

1161 GWR (Brunel R.) I 016 602 R.Kent B 0.25 G.J*.K.P.O.S
1161 R.Bedfordshire B 0.10 Note. Entries marked  were legged dunng darkness. All other envies

1161 R.Sussex B 100 G.K.S were egged during daylight or at Cawn/dusk

Norwich; RFI (25.820) S(0233 at 1400
by Phil Townsend in E.London.

Good reception of R.Australia's
21MHz (13m) broadcasts has been
noted in the UK during the morning:
Darwin on 21.525 (Eng to SE.Asia 0200-
0800) was a potent 510544 at 0715 by
Cyril Kellam in Sheffield, 21.725 (Eng
to S.Asia 0800-1300), S10433 at 1100 by
Bryan Kimber in Hereford, also
received in Swartruggens, S.Africa and
rated 54344 at 1250; Carnarvon on
21.590 (Eng to Pacific areas 0100-0900),
34433 at 0825 by Richard Radford -
Reynolds in Guildford.

Also logged here during the
morning were R.Japan via Moyabi
21.575 (Eng, Japto Eu 0700-0900)54344
at 0715 in Norwich; BBC via Tsang Tsui
21.715 (Eng to C.Asia 0100-0900) 35222
at 0745 by Chris Haigh in Huddersfield;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 21.520 (Eng to
Eu 0800-0845) 35543 at 0917 by David
Edwardson in Wallsend; R.Moscow
WS 21.615 (Eng to Asia ?-1100) 22222 at
0930 by Sheila Hughes in Morden; BBC
via Limassol 21.470 (Eng to M.East,
E.Africa 0430-1615) 32333 at 1000 in
Worthing; R.Austria Intvia Moosbrunn
21.490 (Ger, Eng to Aust. 0800-1100)
S10353 at 1039 in Hafnarfjordur.

After mid -day, the BBC via
Ascension's 21.660 (Eng to Africa 090°-
1745) was 35443 at 1317 by John Nash
in Brighton; UAE R.Dubai 21.605 (Ar,
Eng to Eu 0615-1645) S10444 at 1340 by
Bill Clark in Rotherham; R.Kuwait

21.6751Arto Eu, USA 1300? -1800)45444
at 1424 by John Eaton in Woking; RAI
Rome, Italy 21.690 (It to Africa 1410-
1730, Sun Only) 43443 at 1440 by Vera
Brindley in Woodhall Spa; RCI via
Sackville 21.545 (Eng to Europe 1515-
1530) S10455 in Edinburgh; Voice of

Long Wave Chart

Listeners:
A: Vera Brindley. Woodhall Spa
18 Tim Bucknall, Brittany.
C. John Eaton, Woking.
D: Francis Heame, N. Bristol
E Simon Hockenhull. E.Bristol
F: Simon Hockenhull, Lynmouth.
G. Sheila Hughes, Morden.
H: Rhoderick Illman. Oxted.
I: Mark Jones, Peterborough.
J. Eddie McKeown, Newry.
K: George Millmore, Wootton, IOW.
L. Sid Morris. Rowley Regis
M: Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber.
N. Steve Smith, Cwmbran
0: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
P. John Stevens. Largs
G Phil Townsend, E.London.
II Edward Turnbull, Gosforth.
S: John Wells, East Grinstead.

Geoff Crowley. Hafnarfjordur.

Greece, Athens 21.650 (Gr, Eng, Sw to
USA, Sweden 1500-1550) 53443 at 1530
by Darren Beasley in Bridgwater;
R.Portugal Int via S.Gabrie121.515(Eng
to M.East 1530-1600) SI0333 at 1557 by
Ted Walden -Vincent in Gt.Yarmouth;
R.Nederlands via Bonaire 21.590 (Eng

Freq
kHz

Station Country Power Listener
(kW)

Listeners:
A. Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.

53 Donebach Germany 500 A',B,C,G1,K,L.M*,0.08 B Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh

53 Brasov Romania 1200 B,I,0 C Tim Bucknall, while in Brittany.

62 Allows France 2000 A'.B.C.D.r.K,L.M,N,0,
P.G.R

D John Eaton, Woking.
E Simon Hockenhull, E. Bristol.

62 Agri Turkey 1000 F. Simon Hockenhull. Lynmouth.

71 Kaliningrad Russia 1000 G Sheila Hughes, Morden.

71 Mesh 1-Nador Morocco 2000 H. Mark Jones, Peterborough.

77 Oramenburg Germany 750 A',E1,C,G,1*,K,L*,M*S1 I. Eddie McKeown, Newry.

83 Saarlouis Germany 2000 J. Roy Merrell, Dunstable.

98 Warsaw 3 Poland 200 E K: George Millmore, Wootton.

98 BBC Droitwich UK 500 A.C.D',F* IOW

98 BBC Westerglen UK 50 L. Sid Morris, Rowley Regis

207 Munich Germany 500 M: Harry Richards, Barton -on -
Humber.

207 Azilal Morocco 800 N- Steve Smith. Cwmbran

207 Kiev Ukraine 500 a Tom Smyth, Co Fermanagh

216 RMC Roumoules S. France 1400 P. Cliff Stapleton, Torquay.

216 Oslo Norway 200 B.r.J.P John Stevens, Largs.

225 Altai. Gobi Mongolia 150 J Phil Townsend, E.London

225 Raszyn Resv TX Poland 7

225 Surgut Siberia 150 J
234 Beidweiller Luxembourg 2000 B.C,Er.G*,r,K,L.M*,P,aR
234 St. Petersburg Russia 1000

243 Kalundborg Denmark 300
252 Tipaza Algeria 1500 E',G*
252 Atlantic 252 S Ireland 500

nr.P,C1.R

261 Plovdiv Bulgaria 500
261 Burg Germany 200 A.G',J,K
261 Moscow Russia 2000 B,I,M,P,R
270 Topoina Czech 1500 A',Et.C,13'.1*.J.r.M*.P,(1,11
270 Orenburg CIS 15

279 Minsk CIS 503 B,J.K.Ke.0

Note: Entries marked' were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged
during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
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Doing FA,GOmmo
Tropical Bands

Freq Station Country UTC DXer Freq Station Country

MHz MHz
UTC OXer

2 310 ABC Alice Springs Australia 1700 4.845 R Fides. La Paz Bolvia 0420 S

2 325 ABC Tennant Creek Australia 1701 4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania 2025 1A.B4O,1,L,O.P.R,S,11.,..
2 560 Xinjiang China 2256 H.P 4.850 R Yaounde Cameroon 1925 A.B.F.O.P.T.U.Y
3 205 AIR Lucknow India 1730 H,P,U,3 4.850 R Luz y Vida, Lola Ecuador 0250 IS
3.215. R Orange S.Africa . 2310 4.850 AIR Kohima India 2024 1BILMOPJ
3 220 CPBS 1. Bating China 2200 4 850 R Tashkent 2 Uzbekistan 7100 09,F1.11.3
3.220 R Togo, Lome Togo 1950 U,3 4 860 EP da Lunda-Sul Angola 1935 P

3.240 TWA Swaziland 1850 3 4.860 AIR New Delhi India 1928 P.O1.

to Africa 1730-2025) 51 0444 at 1730 in 3 255 BBC via Maseru Lesotho 2100 I,J,R.X 4 B60 Ft Moscow Russia 1905 B

Macclesfield. 3.265_ FITV Brazzaville. Congo 4.862. V. of Zaire. Bukayu .Zaire
3 270 SWABC 1, Namibia S W Africa 2128 P,X.3 4 865 PBS Lanzhou China 2310

L

A.H.J,O,P,U
Later,VVYFR via Okeechobee 21.500 3.215 AIR Srinagar India 1733 H 4 865 V of Cinaruco Colombia 0205 F

(Eng to Eu, Africa 1700-1900) 43444 at 3 278 RRI Jakarta Indonesia 2115 4 865 R Mozambique Mozambique
3 279 La Voz del Napo Ecuador 0314 4 870 R Cotonou Berm

1734

2027

P

A,B,I,J,CIAR,T,U,Y
1851 by Ken Milne in Basinstoke; OW 3.280. R.Beira . Mozambique 1840 4.875. PU

via Trincomalee 21.560 (Ger to Africa,
.Georgia

3 2% SWABC 2, Namibia S W Africa 2320 4 885 Em Reg Zaire Angola
3.295 Reykjavik Iceland 1845 1.0.P 4.885 R Clube do Para Brazil

.1910
1925

0005

P

0,1
Eu 1800-2000) 33323 at 1900 by Ron 3 300 B Cultural Guatemala 0300 4 1385 R Difusora Acreana Brazil 0415 S

Galliers in N.London; HCJB, Ecuador 3 315 AIR Bhopal India 1717 P.0 4885 Ft Beijing China

3.315.SLBS Freetown . Sierra Leone 2141 PU 4 885 Voice of Kenya
2327 P

P

21.480 (Eng to Eu 1900-2000) 43443 at
.Kerya

3 320 R Orion S Africa 2230 I,P,S.3 48% FIFI Pans via Gabon
.1900
0414 I

1925 by Robert Connolly in Kilkeel; also 3 320 R Suid Afrika S Africa 1850 P,U 4.895 Voz del Rio Arauca Colombia
3 325 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2100 8,0 4 895 R Moscow (Kalinin) Russia

0215

1927

ES
M,O.T

21.455 (Eng, world-wide u.s.b.+ p.c) 3 330 RKigali Rwanda 1715 4 895 R Moskva 4 (Tyumen) Siberia 1655 P

33333 at2035 by Peter Pollard in Rugby. 3.345. AIR Jammu . India . 1700 4.895 Hanoi 1 Vietnam
3 345 ZBS Lusaka Zambia 2330 4 900 V of the Strait 1 China

0120

2204 1H,P.3
The 17MHz (16m) signals from 3 355 6 Botswana Gaborone 2130 K.P.S.X 4 900 RTG Conakry Guinea 1650 1,7

R.New Zealand Int to Pacific areas 3 365 R Rebelde, La Julia Cuba 0400 S.3 4 935 R Relogio. Rio Brazil
3 365 AIR New Deihl India 1716 4 905 R Nat N'djamena Chad

0200
1912

S

1B4O.R.S
have reached the UK some mornings. 3 365. GBC Radio 2 Ghana 2125 13.1.J.0.8.0 4 910.0 of People Kampuchea Cambodia 2227 P

Their 100kW signal from Rangataiki, 3.370 fi lezulutlan Guatemala 0347 4.910 V de la Mosquitia Honduras
3 375 AIR Gauhati India 1711 K,U 4 910 R Zambia, Lusaka Zambia

-0225
2050

IF

K,P,T
N.Island on 17.770 (Eng 2130-0655) 3 375 RRI Medan Indonesia 2320 3 4 915 R Anhanguera Brazil 2315 B,F,P

peaked SI0333 at 0655 in Rotherham. It 3 380 R Malawi Malawi 1820 K.P 4 915 R Nac Macapa Brazil

3390_ R Candip Bunia Zaire 1728 4.915. PBS Guangiu. Nanning China
0040 F

was also logged in Iceland as S10222
at 0650. R.Australia's broadcastto Asia

.2150
2030

1747

.9
A,B.0,F,H,J.M.0,P,R,S,T,
U,Y,3
T

.

3 777 (RIB Kamalabad Iran 1 4.915 GBC-I, Accra Ghana
3 815 CPBS Taiwan 1 China 2359
3 905 AIR Delhi India 1706 J,P 4 915 Voice of Kenya Kenya

via Carnarvon on 17.750 (Eng to 0000- 3 915 BBC Kiwi! Singapore 1710 E,H.J.N.P.U.2 4 915 R Cora, Lima Peru 0417 P

0400, 0700-0900) was logged in 3 950 PBS Qinghai Xining China 2320 PU 4 920. ABC Brisbane Australia .1930
0230

.T

P3 955 BBC Skelton England 2110 4.920 R Quito E

Hereford as S10333 at 0845. Their V.W.Y.2 4 920 AIR Madras India 1640 K,P

transmission from Darwin on 17.630 3 960 RFF/RL Munich W Germany 1855 4 925 R National, Bata Eq Guinea
3 965 RH Paris France 2115 4 930 R Moscow Russia 1932

L

A.B.M,O,T,Y
(Eng to Asia 0700-0900) reached Cameroon 2245 P.S 4 935. R Capixaba Brazil3 970. R Buea 0305 F

Iceland at S10222 at 0730. 3 970 RFE Munich W Germany 2100 4 935 Voice of Kenya Kerya
3 975 BBC Skelton England 2000 1.0,Y 4940 R Kiev 2 Ukraine

1932

2000
-K.O.R.11.0.3
A.B.F,G.I.L,M,O,R.T.U.Y

Some signalsto Europe inthis band 3 980 VOA Munich W Germany 2000 4 940 R Moskva 2IYakutsk) CIS 0011 0

stem from R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.900 3 985 R Beijing. China via SRI Berne 2137 4 950 R Nac. Luanda Angola
3 985. SRI Berne Switzerland 1905 CGIJLMNOPRY 4 955 R Marapara, Belem Brazil

1934 T

F,S

(Eng, Ur 0800-1105) S10444 at 0800 in 3 993 Xinjiang China 0035 4.958 R Baku Azerbaijan
.0015
0044

Sheffield; Voice of Israel, Jerusalem 3 990 RFF Munich Germany 1910 I.P 4 970 PBS Xinjiang China

3 995 DW Cologne IJulich) W Germany 2000 A.D,G,I,L,M,O,P,Y,2 4.970 R Rumbos. Caracas Venezuela
0200

0255

P.S

D,F,S.3
17.545 (Fr, Eng 1000-1200, also to USA)
45444 at 1025 in Woking; R.Sofia,

4 020 China R, Beijing China 1940 4.975 PBS Fuzhou

Cn4 035. PBS Xizang Lhasa Tibet 2315 4 975 R Uganda, Kampala hiaUganda
4 040 R Moskva 2(Vladivost) CIS 0400 I 4 975.6 Dushanbe 'CIS

1555

0030
0010

P

Y

'AIT,J.M.0,S
PBulgaria 17.830 (Ger 1100-1145) 55555 4 0413 R Yerevan ' CIS 1745 P 4 980 PBS Xinjiang China 2330

at 1100 by Edward Turnbull in Gosforth; 4 055 R Moskva 1 IKalinin) Russia 2120 13.0.1.L.O.HY,2 4 980 Ecos del Tortes Venezuela
4 080 R Ulan Bator Mongolia 2330 P 4.985 R Brazil Central

Brazil

2335
2245

B.F.I.J.O.P.U.Y.3

D.G.0
Voice of Greece, Athens 17.525 (Eng, 4 1130. V of the Stair 1 China 1950 Pp 4 985 !RIB Kaiarnabad 2240 F

Gr 1500-1550, also to USA) 44344 at
.Iran

CPRS %notify Sce China 2200 4 990 AIR via Madras
4 220 PBS Xinjiang China 0001 P 4 993 FRCN Lagos Nigeria

0045
2301

P,S

13.110.R.U.Y
1535 in Woodhall Spa; WCSN, Maine 4 330 PBS Xinjiang China 0001 P 4 993 R Ancash, Huaraz Peru 0010 D,S

17.510 (Eng 1400-1555142444 at 1552 by 4 485 R Moskva al Russia 1%5 I 4.990 R Moscow (Yerevan) CIS

4485. Petro'sk Karrichatskay CIS 2148 5.005 R National, Bata Eq Guinea
0016

1940

0

Martin Dale in Stockport; HCJB,
.A

4 500 Xinjiang China 2300 G,I,O,P 5.010 6 Garoua Cameroon 2030

.F,R,T

B,J,L,O,T.0

Ecuador 17.790 (Cz, Sw, Ger, Fr, Eng, 4 520 R Moskva 2 iKhanty-M1 CIS 1906 I,P 5 010 SBC Singapore Singapore
4 600 R Perla del Acre Bolivia 0215 F 5 015 R Brazil Tropical Brazil

2315

2325
3

P

Sp 1800-2230) 44433 at 1931 by Peter 4 635 R Dushanbe Tadzhikistan 0135 LO,P,3 5.015 R Moskva 2Arkhangelsk CIS 2116 B,D,C,P

Poison in St.Andrews; WYFR via 4.650. fi.Santa Ana . Bolivia -0100 _3_ 5.020 PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang China
4 735 Xinjiang China 2321 B.D,H.O,P.0 5.020 La Voix du Sahel Niger

2340
1800

P

 P
Okeechobee 17.750 (Fr, Eng, Ger 1800- 4 740 Ashkhabad Russia 2352 I,M.0 5.020 ORIN Niamey

Ni
0647 U

2200, also to Africa) 32222 at 1938 in
N.London; R.Havana Cuba 17.705 (Eng

4 750 PBS Hadar China 2210 P tanka5 020 SLBC Taint Home Sce Sri -Lanka

4.750 PBS Xizang Lhasa China 2310 J,P 5.025 R Parakou
Be4 755 R Maranhao Brazil 2355 D 5 025 R Rebelde, Habana

1535

2032

0020

K

D,S,T,U

2100-2200) S10212 at 2100 by Tom
.Cubarmn

4 760 Yunnan Kumming China 2308 HP,U 5.025 R Uganda. Kampala Uganda
4 760 AIR Port Blair India 1640 P 5 030 R Camlica, Quito Ecuador

*2118
2303

.0,P
0,F

Smyth in Co.Fermanagh; also 17.770 4 765 Brazzaville PR Congo 2026 8.0,F.Gt.J,L N.O.R,S,T,U,Y 5 MO RTM Kuching Sarawak 2235 P

(Sp 2100-2200) 43333 at 2120 in Kilkeel. 4 770 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2035 A.13,G,I,J,M.0 P,R,S,T,u Y 5 030 R Continente Caracas Venezuela
4.775. FLAmarela, . Brazil . 2325 5 035.6 Aparecida

2240

2305
F,P

F

There are many signals to other 4 780 RTD Djibouti 1910 E.P.T 5.035 Educacao Rural .BBrraazzill 2140 F

areas, some have been heard here: 4 783 ATM Bamako Mali 2300 D.F,O,U 5 035 R Bangui C Africa
4 785 PBS Zhejiang 1 China 2158 P,U 5 035 R Alma Ala Kazakshtan

2130

2135

13,I,J,P,2

8,F,0 RU
R.Pyongyang, Korea 17.765 (Eng to 4 785 R Tanzania Tanzania 1922 5 040 Voz del Upano, Macas Ecuador 2135 2

SE.Asia 0700-0750) 33333 at 0700 in 4.785) FtBaku Azerbatian P.1.1/ 5 040 R Tbilisi 1 Georgia 2100

 2345
A,B.E.I,L,P.RT 11

 D,F,G

.1748
4 790 AIR Shillong India 0129 5 045. R Cuftura do Pam Brazil

Norwich; BBCvia Meyerton 17.790 (Eng 4 790 Azad Kashmir R Pakistan 1700 H.P.11.1 5.047 R Togo. tome Togo 2301 A,8,11),F,H.,: C -

to Africa 0700-0730) S10444 at 0710 in 4 790 TWR Manzini Swaziland 1745 M,P.U.1 5 050 GFBC Nanning
4 795 R Douala Cameroon 2145 B.09,U,3 5 050 AIR Aizawal India

2125

0040

FT

Macclesfield; Africa No.1, Gabon
17.630 (Fr, Eng to W.Africa 0700-1600)

4.796. R.Nueva America . Bolivia 0315 .S 5 050. SBC Singapore . Singaporenan

4 800 PBS Xinjiang China 2200 P.0 5.050 R Tanzania Tanzania
4 000 Fl Popular Cuenca Ecuador 0125 P 5 055 Faro del Canbe Costa Rica

. 20592204

0240

.0

R.S
SI 0333 at 0800 in Grimsby; KHBI Saipan 4 800 Kazakh R. Yakutsk CIS 0125 P 5 055 RFO CayennelMatoury) French Guiana 0025

17.555 (Eng to NE.Asia, Russia 0800- 4 805 R Nac Amazonas Brazil 2355 0,0.S 5 060 PBS XinjiangChina
4810 Yerevan Armenia 2129 5 065. R Candip, Bunia

0020

0043

D.P

i,3
1200) 34333 at 0915 in Morden;

.AAJLnSuy .2aire
4 815 R Beijing China 2325 P 5 075 Caracol Bogata Colombia 0230

R.Yugoslavia, Belgrade 17.740 (Eng to 4 815 R dift TV Btrkina Ouagadougou 2050 13,D,HU 5 083 R Mundt), Cuzco Peru
4 820 La Vol Evargelica Honduras 0348 S 5 085 Croatian R

2245
2145 C

USA 1230-1300) 44433 at 1230 in Oxted; 4.820 AIR Calcutta India 1640 P 5.097 R Eco, Iquitos Peru 0040

R.Tunis via Sfax 17.500 (Ar 0700-1800) 4.820 R.Moskva 4 lIchanty-MIRussia 2050 RJ CPU 5.160 R Nuevo Continente Peru

4 825 R Cancao Nova Brazil 2312 G 5163- R China

0030

2110 fP
S10444 at 1250 by John Coulter in 4.825 R Moscow IYakutskl Siberia 2115 8,LO,Y.2 5 260 R Alma Ata 2 Kazakhstan 0030

Winchester; RFI via Issoudun 17.795
(Eng to N.Africa 1600-1700) 32232 at
1630 in Newry; R.Japan via Yamata?
17.775 (Eng to ? 1700-1800) 43444 at

4 825 Ashkhabad Turkmenia 7130 G.P 5 293 R Moskva 'Krasnoyarsk Siberia
4.830 Gaborone Botswana 0025 K,M,P,3 5 320 R Beijing China
4 830 R Tachira D,R,S 5.420 PBS Minority Sce ChinaVenezuelacoa

'2'1;1°5

2344

2128

2205

0001

0030

P

4 832 R Halo] S Y 5 440 PBSXinliaig China
4835 RTM Bamako

M
2025 A.B.D.G.I.J.M.O.P.R.T.U.Y3 5 800 PBS Xinjiang China

4 840 Heilongpang, Harbin Chinaali 2240 P

1705 in Worthing and 43333 at 1750 in 4.840 R Valera, Trujillo Venezuela 0301 D

Swartruggens; R.Nederlands via
[Wert:Bonaire 17.605 (Eng to W.Africa 1930-

Charles Beanland, Gibraltar I Steve Ferminger, Oxford O Ken Milne. Basingstoke V- Harry Richards Barton -on -Humber
2030) 54444 at 2020 by Ernest Randall B. Darren Beasley, Bridgwater. J Ron Gathers, N.London. R: Sid Morns, Rowley Regis I: Chris Shorten, Norwich.

C Vera Grindley, Woodhall Spa. K P R Gumprasad, Swartruggens, S Africa S John Nash. Brightonin Dalton; VOA via Greenville 17.640 (Fr
D Rolm Conway, Kilkeel L Chris Haigh, Huddersfield. T Fred Pallant. Storrington

1 Tony Singh. Hitchm
2 Cliff Stapleton, Torquay.

to Africa 1830-2300) 44444 at 2055 in E Geoff Crowley, Iceland M Sheila Hughes, Morden U. Peter Perkins, Hemel Hempstead 3 Jim Willett, Grimsby.
F Antonio De Abreu-Teixeira Evesham N Rhodenck Illman. Deed V Peter Pollard. RugbyRugby.
G. John Eaton, Woking. 0 Eddie McKeown, Newry. W. Peter Poison, StAndrews

Two of R.Australia's 15MHz (19m) H David Edwardson. Wallsend P Roy Merrall. Dunstable X, Philip Rambaut. Macclesfield
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broadcasts have often been heard here
in the early morning: 15.240 from
Shepparton (Eng to Pacific areas 003°-
0830) 32233 at 0747 in Woodhall Spa;
15.170 from Darwin (Eng, Chin to Asia
0900-1400) SI 0 322 at 0930 in
Macclesfield. Some evenings R.New
Zealand's broadcast to Pacific areas
via Rangataiki, N.Island on 15.120 (Eng
1900-?) has reached the UK. In Dalton
it was 34233 at 2005.

Among the signals to Europe in the
logs were HCJB, Ecuador 15.270 (Eng
0700-?) 44444 at 0744 in Basingstoke;
UAE R.Dubai 15.435 (Eng 1030-1050)
SI 0 333 at 1031 in Edinburgh;
R.Tashkent, CIS 15.470 (Eng 1330-1400)

43433 at 1330 in Brighton; Voice of
Turkey, Ankara 15.325 (Tur 1000-1700)
SI 0 444 at 1337 in Winchester; RNB
Brasilia, Brasil 15.265 (Port, Eng, Ger
1630-2050) 44444 at 1835 by Darran
Taplin in Brenchley; WCSN, Maine
15.665 (Eng 1800-2200?) 55444 at 1837
by Jim Cash in Swanwick; SLBC via
Ekala 15.120 (Sin, Eng 1900-1930?)33333

at 1900 by Tony Singh in Hitchin; RAE,
Argentina 15.345 (Ar, Eng, It, Fr, Ger, Sp
1700-0100) 34543 at 2101 in Wallsend;
WWCR, Nashville 15.690 (Eng 1000-
0000) S10333 at 2102 in Gt.Yarmouth;
RTL via Junglinster 15.350 (Eng 24hrs,
also to E.USA) SI 0 333 at 2201 byJulian
Wood in Elgin; WING Red Lion 15.145
(Eng 2245-2345)22222 at 2255 in Kilkeel.

Quite a numberto other areas were
also noted: VOA via Tangier? 15.205
(Eng to M.East, N.Africa 0600-0700)
44444 at 0630 in Morden; BBC via Tsang
Tsui 15.280 (Eng to C.Asia 0100-0915)
23223 at 0830 in Oxted; OW via Antigua
15.205 (Portto S.Am 1000-1050) S10424
at 1030 in Largs; AIR via Aligarh 15.050
(Eng to NE.Asia, Pacific 1000-1100)
53534 at 1048 in Guildford; R.Finland via
Pori 15.400 (Eng to USA 1225-1255)
33422 at 1240 in Huddersfield; SRI via
Sottens?15.505(Engto C/SE.Asia 1500-
1530) 35333 at 1508 in Woking;
R.Nederlands via Talata Volon 15.150
(Eng to S/E.Asia 1530-1630) 33443 at
1550 in Newry; VOIRI, Iran 15.260 (Russ
to CIS 1600 -?)S10 444 at1615 byAntonio
De Abreu-Teixeira in Evesham; KTBN,
Salt Lake City 15.590 (Eng to E.USA
1600-0200) SI 0 322 at 1810 in
Rotherham; Voice of Greece, Athens
15.630 Gr, Eng to Africa 1800-1850)
43443 at 1840 in St.Andrews; VOA via
Greenville 15.580 (Eng to Africa 1600-
2200) S10444 at 2000 in Sheffield, via
Ascension Is 15.1601EngtoAfrica 2000-
2030) SI 0 333 at 2013 by Michael
Williams in Redhill; TWR Bonaire,
Ned.Antilles 15.375 (Portto S.Am 2155-
0030) SI 0 444 at 2200 in Hereford; BBC
via Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to W/
C.Africa 1500-2315) 34413 at 2315 by
Simon Hockenhull in E. Bristol.

Propagation conditions in the
13MHz (22m) band enabled three of
R.Australia's Carnarvon broadcaststo
reach the UK: 13.605 (Eng, Chin to SE/
N.Asia 0900-1400) SI 0 323 at 0920 in
Largs; 13.755 (Eng to Asia 1300-1800)

44444 at 1700 in Hitchin; 13.705 (Eng to
S.Asia 2200-2300) 24433 at 2230 in
E.Bristol.

Although meantfor other areas the
signals from DW via Julich? 13.610
(Eng toW.Africa 0600-0650) were 23222
at 0650 by Robin Harvey in Bourne; SRI
via Sottens 13.635)Eng to SE.Asia 1300-
1330) 32424 at 1311 in Stockport; VOA
via Selebi-Phikwe 13.710 (EngtoAfrica
1600-2200) S10433 at 1731 in

Macclesfield; BBC via Skelton 13.660
(Arto Africa 1215-2100)55344 at 1931 in
Swartruggens; WCSN Scotts Corner
13.770 (Eng to Africa 2000-2300?) 44444
at 2130 by Charles Beanland in
Gibraltar and 32233 at 2208 in Rugby;
UAE R, Abu Dhabi 13.605 (Eng to USA
2200-0000) 33233 at 2340 in Worthing.

Some broadcasters use this band
to reach listeners in Europe. They
include UAE R.Dubai 13.675 (Eng 1030,
1330 & 1630) S10355 at 1031 in
Edinburgh; ISBS, Iceland 13.855 (lc
1855-1930) 55555 at 1900 in Brighton;
WHRI South Bend 13.760 (Eng 1700-
0000, also to Canada) 44434 at 2015 by
Harry Richards in Barton on Humber;

Station Addresses

R.Kuwait 13.620 (Eng 1800-2100, also
to USA) SI 0 222 at 2040 in Redhill; RCI
via Sackville 13.650 (Eng, Fr ?-?) 44444
at 2049 in Basingstoke; Croatian R,
Zargreb 13.830 (Cr) 32332 at 2140 in
Kilkeel.

Among the 11MHz (25m) logs were
R,Tunis via Sfax 11.550 (Ar to Eu 0430-
2300) SI 0 444 at 1435 in Winchester;
FEBC via Bocaue 11.995 (Eng to
SE.Asia) S10333 at 1516 in Rotherham;
AIR via Bangalore? 11.620 (Eng to Ell
1745-1945) 45554 at 1832 in Wallsend;
BBC via Limassol 11.730 (Ar to M.East,
Africa 1615-2100) 55454 at 1902 in
Swanwick; R.Japan via Moyabi 11.925
(Eng to Eu 2100-2200) SI 0 344 at 2100 in
Co.Fermanagh; China R, Beijing 11.500
(Eng to Eu 2000-2200) 54343 at 2130 in
Bridgwater; R.Damascus, Syria 12.085
(Eng to USA 2110-2210) S10333 at 2138
in Elgin; RCI via Sackville 11.940 (Engto
S.Am 2300-2329) SI 0 333 at 2300 by
Francis Hearne in N.Bristol.

In the 9MHz (31m) band, R.Japan
via Skelton 9.695 (Eng 0500-0600) 43444
at 0545 in Dalton; TWR, Ned.Antilles
9.515 (Portto N.Brazil 0655-0940)43433

Equipment Used

Charles Beanland. Gibraltar Sangean ATS-803 a.t.0 + 6m wire.
Darren Beasley, Bridgwater: Philips 0-2935 + Hex loop or a.t.u. + 15m wire.
Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa: Sangean ATS-803A + whip or r.w.
Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh: Lowe HF-225  I w. or s.w. loop.
Tim Bucknall, Brittany: Steepletone SAB9 or Toshiba Walkman'.
Jim Cash. Swanwick: Kenwood R-5000  trap dipole.
Bill Clark, Rotherham: Sony ICF-2001D + built-in whip.
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel: Sangean ATS-803A + 30m wire in loft or AN -1.
John Coulter, Winchester: Yaesu FRG -7 «
Geoff Crowley, Iceland: Yaesu FRG -7700 + dipoles + Datong AD -370.
Martin Dale, Stockport: Codar CR-70A + 75m wire.
Ron Damp. Worthing: Racal RA17 + Loop or Sangean ATS-803A  2 band Windom.
Antonio De Abreu-Teixeira, Evesham: Sony ICF-2001D + magnetic balun  12.5m wire.
John Eaton, Woking: Lowe HF-225 « Datong A270 in loft.
David Edwardson, Wallsend: Trio R600 - inverted V trap dipole.
Steve Ferminger, Oxford: Lowe HF-225 + 5m wire.
Ron Galliers, London: Philips D-2935 a.t.u.  30w wire.
P.R.Guruprasad, Swartruggens. S.Africa: Sony ICF-7600DA + built-in whip.
Chris Haigh. Huddersfield: Lowe HF-225 + Lowe W-225 or 20m wire.
Robin Harvey, Bourne: Matsui MR -4099 + telescopic whip.
Francis Hearne, N.Bristol: Sharp WCIT310  r.w.
Simon Hockenhull, Lynmouth: Philips D2345 + built-in whip.
Sheila Hughes. Morden: Sony ICF-7600DS + loop or Panasonic DR48 + 15m wire.
Rhoderick Illman, Oxted: Kenwood R-5000 + r.w. or AN -1 or Sony ICF-76000S.
Mark Jones, Peterborough: Saisho 5000  20m wire.
Cyril Kellam, Sheffield: Sony ICF-7600DS + AN -1 or 25m wire.
Bryan Kimber, Hereford: Zenith R-7000 or Realistic 8X190 + 25m wire.
Eddie McKeown, Co.Down: Tatung TMR-7602.
Roy Marra'', Dunstable: Kenwood R-5000 + 40m wire.
George Millmore, Wootton, IOW: Sangean ATS-803A or Racal RA -17L + loop.
Ken Milne, Basingstoke: Matsui MR -4099  built-in whip or fim wire in loft.
Sid Morris, Rowley Regis: Kenwood 9-5000 I tm wire.
John Nash, Brighton: Kenwood 9-5000+ Datong A0370 or magnetic balun + r.w.
Fred Pallant, Storrington: Trio R-2000 + r.w. in loft.
Peter Perkins, Hemel Hempstead: Kenwood R-5000 + 20m wire.
Peter Pollard, Rugby: Sony ICF-20010 + built-in whip.
Peter Poison, St.Andrews: Lowe HF-225  loop or indoor Joystick.
Richard Radford -Reynolds, Guildford: Sangean ATS-803A + 10m wire.
Philip Rambaut, Macclesfield: IntManne Radio R -700M + r.w.
Ernest Randall, Dalton: Lowe HF-225 + 15m wire.
Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber: Grundig Satellit 700 or Matsui MR -4099 + 20m wire.
Alan Roberts, Quebec, Canada' Lowe HF-225 + 11m dipole.
Chris Shorten, Norwich: Matsui MR -4099 + 10m wire.
Tony Singh, Hitchin: Zenith 7000 or Grundig Satellit 3400. built-in whip.
Stephen Smith, Cwmbran: EX333 a.t.u.« r.w.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh: Sangean ATS-803A or Morphy Richards R191 + whip.
Cliff Stapleton, Torquay: Trio R-1000 + r.w.
John Stevens, Largs: Hammarlund HQ -180 or loom R-70  loop or r.w.
Darran Taplm, Brenchley: Yaesu FRG -7700 + FRT-7700 35m wire.
Phil Townsend, London: IT. converter a Lowe HF-225 + loop or r.w.
Edward Turnbull, Gosforth: Philips D-8734 « a.t.u.  15m indoor wire.
Ted Walden -Vincent, Gt.Yarmouth: Grundig Sated 3400+ r.w.
John Wells, E.Grinstead: RCA AR880 + loop.
Jim Willett, Grimsby: Trio 9R-59DS « a.t.u. + X dipole.
Michael Williams, Redhill: Lowe HF-225 « 10m wire.
Julian Wood, Elgin: Kenwood 9-2000 + a.t.u. + 5m wire.

BBC Radio Cleveland, Broadcasting
House, Newport Road,
Middlesbrough,
Cleveland TS1 5DG.

ILR Signal Radio, Stoke Road,
Stoke-on-Trent,

Staffordshire ST4 2SR.

AWR-Africa, 08 PO Box 1751,
Abidjan 08, Ivory Coast.

Latvijas Radio,
PO Box 266,

LV-1098 Riga, Latvia.

Radio Cancao Nova,
CP.57,

12630 Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil.

Radio KGEI,

Box 0927,

San Carlos, California 94070, USA.

at 0745 in Guildford; R.Jordan, Al
Karanah 9.560 (Ar, Eng. Fr 1420-0030)
53323 at 1715 in Swanwick; Polish R,
Warsaw 9.525 (Eng to Eu 1830-1855)
54444 at 1832 in Brenchley; R.Australia
via Carnarvon? 9.510 (Engto Asia)31332
at 2110 in Bridgwater; R.Cairo via Abis
9.900 (Eng to Eu 2115-2245) 33333 at
2115 in Hitchin; R.Cancao Nova, Brazil
9.675 (Port 24hrs) S10322 at 0045 in
Evesham.

Some 7MHz (41m) signals come
from distant places: WJCR, Kentucky
7.490 (Eng to E.USA 0640-1200) SI0322
at 0840 in Rotherham; KTBN Salt Lake
City 7.510 (Eng to USA 0200-1600)
S10222 at 0911 in Macclesfield; AIR via
Aligarh 7.412 (Eng, Hi to Eu 1730-2230)
43333 at 1930 in Basingstoke;WYFR via
Okeechobee 7.355(Eng,Spto Eu,Africa
2000-2300) SI 0 433 at 2150 in Hereford.

The 6MHz (49m) signals to Europe
include RAI-RTV via Caltanissetta 6.060
(It [R.Uno] 0400-2230) 32322 at 0459 in
N.London; R.Japan via Skelton 6.025
(Eng 0700-08001 SI 0 444 at 0745 in
Sheffield; SRI via Sarnen? 6.165 (Fr,
Ger, It, Eng 0600-2050) 44544 at 1119 in
Huddersfield; R.Nederlands via Flevo
5.955 (Eng 1130-1325) S10444 at 1130 in
Co.Fermanagh; RFI via Allouis 6.175
(Eng 1600-1700) 55555 at 1600 in
Brighton; VOA via Woofferton 6.040
(Eng 1800-2200) S101433 at 1905 in
Evesham; RCI via Skelton 5.995 (Eng
2000-2030) S10434 in Winchester;
R.Pyongyang, Korea 6.576 (Eng 2000-
2050) 33233 at 2013 in Woodhall Spa;
R.Czechoslovakia, Prague 5.960 (Eng
2100-2125) SI 0 444 at 2104 in Redhill;
Polish R,Warsaw6.135(Eng 2100-2155)
SI 0 444 at 2115 in Hereford; REE via
Noblejas 6.125 (Eng 2100-2200) S10433
at 2130 in N.Bristol; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 5.9451Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp 1700-
2300)44444 at 2145 in Kilkeel; R.Sweden
via Karlsborg? 6.065 (Eng 2130-2230)
44444 at 2217 in Basingstoke;
R.Budapest, Hungary 6.110 (Eng 2200-
2300) 43333 at 2200 in Morden; Croatian
R, Zargreb 6.210 (Eng 2200-2210(45444
at 2200 in Woking; BBC via Rampisham
& Skelton 6.195 (Eng 1500-2315) 44444
at 2221 in Gibraltar; VOA via ? 6.160
(Eng 2200-0000?) 55555 at 2300 in
Bridgwater; R.Japan via Skelton 6.050
(Eng 2300-?) 21222 at 2330 in Bourne.
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GAREX ELECTRONICS
WIDEBAND SCANNERS

At major brands available. with the all-important service back-up. AOR: BLACK JAGUAR; JIL; REVCO:
ICOM; YUPITERU. Also good stock of secondhand sets Ask for list.

'SCANMASTER' Scanner Controller: versions for A0R2002. REGENCY MX8000. ICOM ICR7000,
YAESU FRG9600. Built-in software expands the scanner to over 700 memories. with automatic logging
and a host of features. Operates with a dumb terminal or any computer in terminal mode. £153.25

WIDEBAND ANTENNAS
-REVCONE" premium quality British VHF UHF Discone (guaranteed free from exaggerated advertising
claims!) S0239 connector £37.75
N -type connector for improved UHF performance £39.80
Optional vertical whip feature for experimenters.
'RADAC' nest of dipoles: imitated but not equalled Guaranteed Tx capability over customer specified 6
bands in the range 27-470MHz. with excellent wideband Rx performance.
S0239 coon: £86.85 N -type: £88.89
Special VHF UHF Airband RADAC: 108-136MHz and 220-400MHz £80.75
Top quality cable and connectors also available.

WIDEBAND PRE AMPLIFIERS
NEW GAREX GA -4 SERIES: 20MHz - 1GHz instrument grade amplifiers precision stripline construction
for exceptional stability: 13dB gain at 1GHz with filter to reduce HF breakthrough problems.
GA-4MN Inline Masthead Amplifier COMPLETE with stripline DC supply unit. requires 12v DC at 30mA, N
connectors C49.50
GA-4MS, as above. but PL,S0 connectors. (reduced performance) £48.50
'Local -use versions, smaf die-cast box package, for 12v DC operation.
GA -4B (BNC sockets): C35.75. GA -4S (S0239): f35.75. GA -4N (N sockets): £39.85.
Mains adaptor for use with any of the above preamps E8.95

DC Supply Block: a precision stripline device for powering masthead amplifiers via the co -ax, suitable for
20MHz - 2GHz with VSWR better than 1.3:1. insertion loss less than 0.5dB. N sockets
Also with S0239 sockets (reduced performance)

£25.35
£25.35

MOBILE ANTENNAS
REVCO super Mag-mount 543 for 2m £35.75

Mag-mount + 4.5dB for 70cm £35.75
Body -mount 1/2' or 3/8' hole (state which) + 518 for 2m £20.35
318" hole mount + 70cm colinear (4.5dB) £20.35
Mag-mount with 3dB 900MHz whip: improve the performance of your cell -phone or 900MHz scanner: in
the car or on the office filing cabinet. £35.75
REVCO unbeatable glassmounts, with tuned matching units for peak efficiency, 2m or 70cm, standard
model: £40.95. Deluxe hinged whip models. £47.95. All with 4m feeder. Plugs on request.

Write, phone or fax for lists. Regular lines, components and bargains for callers. Open 10am - 5pm
Mon  Fri (occasional Sats).

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS vA
STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT, SOUTH DEVON T010 9AL

Phone: (0364) 72770 Fax: (0364) 72007

SIGMA EURO-COMM)
Importers of Communication Equipment

Manufacturers of Antennas & Accessories
AMATEUR - SCANNERS - ANTENNAS - CB

AOR2000 1
500kHz-1300MHz

£289
 Free SE700 Discone 

also available

AOR3000A -
AOR2800 - AOR2500
'PHONE FOR A GREAT DEAL!'

Now available

YUPITERU
MVT7000
Hand held

1MHz-1300MHz
FM/AM/WBFM

£309 with FREE SE700
I:R 1111 ill SC:11111C1, is \ Lid Order 1)15C1)V. 1.1,,NNA

SIGMA SE1300 SIGMA SE700
20-1300 MHz Receive 70-700 MHz Receive
Transmit 50. 144.430. Transmit 70-500 MHz
900. 1200 MHz input Max power on transmit
power rating: 200 watts 500 watts impedance
input impedance: 50 ohms. 50 ohms.

£49.00 + p&p £22.00 + p&p
Mail Order: Cheques and P.O. made payable to Sigma Euro-Comm.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Sigma Euro-Comm, Unit 14, 272 Montgomery St., Birmingham Enterprise

Units. Sparkbrook, Birmingham B11 IDS.
'Iele as: 021 766 8136

After 6pm and Weekends 021 705 3441 and 0922 414836

SWM SUBSCRIBERS'
CLUB

If you have a subscription then you will know all about the
Short Wave Magazine Subscribers' Club. If you don't then

read on. Membership is free and automatic for all subscribers
to this magazine and is our way of saying thank you to all

those who have had faith to pay for it 'up front'. Each month
there are Special Offers and occasional competitions with

some really useful prizes to be won.

SPECIAL
SUBSCRIBERS' CLUB

PRICE OF ONLY f11.00
Plus £1.00 P&P UK orders,

£1.75 Overseas surface mail.

Usual Price £18.95
Plus £1.00 P&P (UK)

£1.75 (Overseas)

Saving You £7.95
The closing date for this

offer is 28 February 1993.

RADIO
TV
Magog

W R\T H

Canso* ammegini tare a ask ofp
await mouseseinactwas mut

Slat wata sum sou VIM sratlaS a Me
MI WOE  KOWA MAIM II Mal  MOK(Jati
MOM MO MOM  NM CI MI 11.41YRIB ate

Be sure of your copy every month and qualify for the
Subscribers' Club as well. Special offers and discounts

normally available to all members.

If you do not want to mutilate your SHIM a photocopy of this coupon will
be accepted.

Please indicate the type of subscription required:
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR
 £21.00 (UK) J $45* (USA)

£23.00 (Europe)
£25.00 (Rest of World)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1YEAR
£21.00 (UK) $45* (USA)

 £23.00 (Europe)
£25.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION 1 YEAR ONLY
£36.00 (UK) 3 $75* (USA)
£39.00 (Europe)
£41.00 (Rest of World)

* $ Cheques only, please.
Prices current at December 1992
New subscription to commence with issue dated
or Subscriber Number to order book

Please send me copies of World Radio & Television
Handbook 1992 edition at the special Subscribers' Club
price of £12.00 (UK) or £12.75 (Overseas) including p&p.

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Subscriptions Dept., Enefco
House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH1 5 1PP

Name

Address

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £

Card No.

Valid from to

Signature

Credit Card Orders
can be taken on
(0202) 885624.
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1(200 Lullc; Eci4aDD2coll
Andy Cadier, 28 Romney Avenue, Folkstone, Kent CT20 30.J.

The Italian authorities are to
regulate commercial television
stations following a decade of virtual
chaos. Over the last fifteen years
hundreds of local private TV stations
have taken to the air without the need
for a licence. A list of those to be given
franchises exclude about 300 TV
stations, 150 of which refuse to accept
an instruction to close and intend to
continue as pirates.

Also in Italy, the private shortwave
radio station European Christian Radio
has moved up 10kHz. Their previous
frequency of 6.210MHz, in a band
designated for marine
communications,was'pinched' bythe
Zagreb based transmitter of Croatian
Radio.

Numbers Stations

Only one letter was received on this
newtopic,JohnRobertsonwritesfrom
Alnwick, Northumberland. He says
these stations are not exactly
entertaining to listen to, but recalls an
incident that took place a year or so
ago. He says a female voice ceased
reeling off numbers and a microphone
was left open revealing a background
of other numbers being read within an
office environment. After two minutes
a switch was obviously thrown and
things returned to normal. The easiest
transmissions to hear consist of a
female voice with a German accent
reputed to originate from Frankfurt.
These have been heard with strong
signals on 4.010MHz at 1900UTC; 6.235
at 0705; and 7.445 at 0415; normally in
a.m. but occasionally on u.s.b.

Going, Going, Gone!

Radiofax, the station that became
something of an institution among its
regular listeners, closed down on 30
September 1992. The voluntary
winding -up camefollowing a complaint
fromthe Departmentof Communication
in Dublin claiming this station was
causing embarrassment to the
Republic. The final few days on the air
featured some of the hundreds of

letters and phone messages received
from regular listeners.

Surrey Electronics Ltd. who ranthe
Radiofax project, have arranged a
meeting with the Department of
National Heritage, which is also to be
attended bythe Radio Communications
Agency. Let us hope the officials
concerned can produce something
constructive to encourage a British
business to establish a new innovative
service during these economically
bleak times. Supporters that wrote to
the DNH requesting a licence for
Radiofax received a somewhatflippant
reply criticising the pastuse of a marine
band frequency, and a suggestion that
they could applyfor a local radio f.m. or
a.m. licence in the UK.

There was no mention of Radiofax
being given the use of an authorised
shortwave frequency,whichthey have
continually requested. Station
Manager, Trevor Brook, says, "In the
USA there is much less of a piracy
problem because when someone
thinks of a new kind of radio service or
radiating device, they go out of their
way to allow it into the spectrum". The
frequency of 6.205MHz vacated by
Radiofax is now being used for the
European Service of HCJB, a religious
broadcaster based in Ecuador, using a
power of 500kW.

You can still get a copy of Radiofax
details including their interesting news
sheet called Radiofax at September
1992. Write to Surrey Electronics Ltd.,
The Forge, Cra nleigh, Surrey. GU67BG
including 50p, 1 US Dollar, or 3
International Reply Coupons.Theyalso
sell T-shirts featuring an old fashioned
radio design and a station logo

More News

The German station Radio Marabu has
recently started presenting a weekly
programme called Eurowide on the
Intelsat satellite. The time and channel
is not mentioned in the programme
schedule!

Due to open shortly isthe ILR station
Sunshine 855 serving Ludlow in
Shropshire. This isa directdescendant

A Radiofax
transmitter
undergoing
maintenance
during the
summer of
1992.

Short Wave Irregular Broadcasts Chart

Rea
MHz

Programme Content Day UTC Waiters

3.910 American Evangelical Dly 1502 A,D,EF

6.200 Dutch DJ speaking English Sun 0828 A,E

6.204 from Ruurlo in Holland W/E 0932 A,B

6 205 American Evangelical Dly 1501 A.D

6.220 European Religious Dly 1930 A,B,D

6.225 British station testing Sat 1441 A,C

6.230 Irish DJ programme W/E 0720 A,B,F

6.233 Hot -hits with Mike Stevens W/E 1026 A.B.C.D

6 240 Medieval Wizard, Paul Watts W/E 0751 A.B.C.D

6.262 Various relays from Ireland W/E 0843 A,B,D,F

6.275 Rock music Sun 0905 B

6.280 Ionospheric protective layer Sun 1222 A,B,C

6.290 Reading reception reports Sun 1012 B

6.295 Advert "Loving Awareness" W/E 0903 A,B,D.E.F

6.304 Infrequent Dutch station Sun 0912 A,B

6.400 "We are the short wave outlaws" Sun 0902 A,B,D,F

6.527 German clandestine service Sun 1006 B

6 555 Continuous music, poor quality Sat 1240 A,B

6.911 Chris Rayner Show Dly 0730 A.B.D.F

7.360 Hallmark of Quality Sun 1030 A,E,F

7.425 Spanish friendship W/E 1010 A,B

7.473 French station Sun 0723 A,B

7 480 Sweden/Benelux Sun 0826 A.D

1.1390 Sweden Sun 0818 A

1.1400 France rocking the ocean Sun 0804 A

Each active frequency is only listed once,

though several stations may have been heard

I am required to exclude the names of stations

currently audible in the UK. Your comments

and logs of irregular broadcasters are

welcome at my address at the top of this

page, lists should reach me by the beginning

of February for inclusion in the April issue.

Dly = Monitored daily

W/E = Heard on both Saturday and Sundays

Short Wave Monitors:
k Free Radio Monitoring. Halesowen, W. Midlands
B. Bob Marsh, Bexleyheath. Kent.
C: Darran Smith, Hailsharn, East Sussex.

D. Chris Hams. Kidderminster. Worcs.

E. Roger Lewis, Ashford. Kent.

F- David Williams. Southampton. Hants.

of the pirate Sunshine Radio that
pioneered community radio inthis area
during the 1980s, and was featured in
a TV documentary.

Another new arrival on the 48m
band (6.235MHz) is Radio Sofia, no not
Caroline's sister, buttheforeign service
of the Peoples Republic of Bulgaria.
News in English has been heard at
2000UTC.

New Local Licences

Commencing early in 1994 the Radio
Authority will be re -advertising local
radio licences, this will be a gradual
process with most being advertised
within the following two years. An
important point is that the definition of
existing licence areas may not remain
the same. This could open the door for
smaller broadcasting groups to apply
for just one transmitter serving a
particular town, rather than a county-
wide local radio network.

Other frequencies becoming
available are those on medium wave,
which are being vacated by BBC local
radio. However the commercial
viability of low powered medium wave
stations could be hampered by the
usual ghastly reception conditions
afterdark. Pirate stationstendto blame
their status as being one forced on
them due to the inability to obtain a

licence. If the RA make commercial
radio more accessible to interested
organisations, at a price they can
afford, it could well help curtail illegal
stations.

Reports received here suggestthat
the Israeli Government are to licence
20 local radio stations, however, no
anti -pirate legislation, at least for the
moment, is expected. At presentthree
radio ships broadcast from
international waters to Israel. The
Voice of Peace has been there since
the 70s established by Abbie Nathan,
with the intention of fostering
friendship and peace in the region.
Arutz 7 came on air three years ago
and operates from a 20 -year -old ship
anchored off Tel Aviv using 35kW on
a.m. and 20kW on f.m. The third station
is anchored off Haifa and is called
Radio One, I am told the jingles have a
certain familiarity too!

It will be interesting to see if the
Israeli authorities invite the offshore
operators to apply for licences before
taking action againsttheir ships. Inthe
UK the marine stations were outlawed
in 1967, but licensed local commercial
radio did not arrive until 1973. It was
during this period that rock, soul, and
reggae music virtually ceased to exist
on radio, so the gap was filled by land
based pirates broadcasting at
weekends.
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S.R.P. TRADING
SANG EAN ATS 803A
(Direct key -in world receiver with
quartz alarm clock timer)

.0.

DIMENSIONS: 29.2cmx16.0cm (11.5inx6.3inx2.36in).
OUTPUT: 1200mW (10%THD) WEIGHT: 1.7kg (3.751bs)

without batteries. Wide/narrow filter switch.

£109.95 + £5 check, test and p&p.
Also, suitable mains unit available, only £9.95

Specifications
and features
* 150-29.999 continuous tuning with no

gaps. Phase locked loop -double conversion Superheterodyne * Full
shortwave/AM/SSB 150-29999kHz no gaps! + FM87.5-108 mono/stereo
* Five tuning functions: Direct press button frequency input auto
Scanning, manual scanning memory recall and manual tuning knob
* Built-in clock and alarm. Radio turns on automatically at preset time
and frequency. * Large digital frequency display. * Fourteen memories
- nine memory channels for your favourite station frequencies. Last
setting of mode and waveband stored in five memories. * Direct
press -button access to all 12 shortwave broadcast bands. * Two power
sources - battery or AC mains adaptor. * General coverage of all AM
bands in LW/MW/SW (dedicated broadcast band coverage on all
versions), plus of course the FM band for quality sound broadcasts in
headphone stereo. * SLEEP function turns the radio on or off after an
adjustable time of 10-90 minutes. * Separate BASS and TREBLE
controls for maximum listening pleasure. * External antenna jack for
better reception. * Adjustable RF GAIN control to prevent overloading
when listening close to other strong stations or if there is interference.
* New improved wide/narrow filter (6/2.7kHz) * BFO control (Beat
Frequency Oscillator) enables reception of SSB/USB/LSWB (single side
band) and CW (Morse Code) transmissions. * Illuminated display to
facilitate night-time use. * Designed for both portable and desk top use.
* Five dot LED signal strength indicator.

SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane,
Belbroughton, Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs.
Tel: (0562) 730672. Fax: (0562) 731002

Use your credit card
for same day

despatch

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

E2-90 each

4 for £9-90
(phi, P&P

NEW!)

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants NN11 6PT
Tel: 0327 60178VISA

The new HOWES"SperiBoards" are general purpose PCBs
for education, training, prototyping and one-off projects.
They are quick and easy to use, and much more suitable

for RF than "strip board" types. Components (conventional
or surface mount) solder directly to the pads in a more

sophisticated version of the old "drawing pins in a

breadboard" trick, Two styles have their solder pads
surrounded with a ground plane, so a short earth
connection is always to hand! All are "Eurocard" size: 160

by 100mm.
SFO1S .4 by .5 inch pads with two supply rails.

SFO2S .2 by .4 inch pads with supply rail and ground plane.
SFO3S .2 by .3 inch pads with provision for four ICs.

SFO4S .2 by .3 inch pads, two ICs and ground plane.

Trade MarkS 1-) eriBoa rd
Trade enquires welcome

Add-on Digital Readout!
The HOWES DFD4 is an add-on Digital
Readout for superhet receivers and
transceivers. You pre-set the IF offset
frequency (up to 6 IFs with the optional
PMB4), and the DFD4 displays the true
tuned frequency with a 100Hz resolution.
For a top class finish we offer the CA4M "hardware pack". This contains a custom made case
with pre -punched anodised aluminium front panel, display filter, switch, knob, socket, nuts
and bolts etc. Give us a ring to discuss adding digital accuracy to your radio!
DFD4 Kit: £39-90 DFD4 Assembled PCBs: £59-90
PMB4 Kit: £9-90 CA4M Hardware: £19-90

HOWES
Digital Frequency Readout

ACTIVE AIR -BAND ANTENNA'S
The new HOWES AB118 Active Antenna has been optimised for the VHF
air -band listener. A low noise IC preamplifier gives excellent performance from 118

to 137MHz without loss of sensitivity at the band edges. A band-pass filter on the
output reduces out of band signals to help your receiver's performance. The half -

wave, end -fed antenna element is formed with
ribbon cable. so it can be easily rolled up and
packed for holiday use. It also fits in standard
1.5inch plastic water pipe for permanent weather
resistant installation at home. The total antenna
length is 1.65M. The HOWES AB118 gives excellent
air -band performance that will help pull in those
more distant signals from both home and portable
locations.
Kit: £17-70 Assembled PCBs: £24-70

Interface Module

Mode Switch
+12 to I4V J

Output o RX

Drawing of AB118 Modules

Some kits from the range:- Kit

Assembled
PCB

AA2 150kHz to 30MHz Active Antenna £8.50 £12.90
AA4 25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna for scanners £19.80 £26.80
ASL5 External sharp SSB/ narrow CW Audio Filter £15.90 £24.60
CTU30 Antenna Tuning Unit for all shortwave bands £31.50 £38.40
CV 100 Converter, adds Shortwave to VHF scanners £26.50 £37.90
DXR10 10, 12 & 15M SSB/CW Receiver £26.60 £39.90
SPA4 4 to 1300MHz Broadband receiver pre -amp. £14.90 £20.90
TRF3 TRF Shortwave Broadcast receiver (for junior op?) £15.50 £21.70

PLEASE Ably .so P&P for kits & boards. or £4.00 if ordering hardware.

HOWES KITS are produced by a professional RF design and manufacturing company.
They contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts locations, full clear
instructions and all board mounted components. Sales and technical advice are available by
phone during office hours, Please send an SAE for our free catalogue and specific product
data sheets. Normally all items are in stock and delivery is within seven days.

72 & 73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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These are just some of the many popular models (see below), available
at A.R.E. Communications. So for your full literature package and an
un-biased opinion on all leading brands on the market, contact us

now. Please bear in mind that the manufacturer supplies a full
brochure on one product so for us to tell you about

all of them on one page is not possible.
STOP Pius

N in stock
UN Scanning

Directory

OPEN MONDAY -FRIDAY 9.30-5.30 SATURDAY 9.30-3pm EASY PARKING AT THE REAR OF THE SHOP

01°14 AI%t \% 40k 04 011 lett% 00*
AOR-3000A

This receiver can only be described as the
smallest high performance receiver, with
nearly every possible facility available. Just
look at the spec: AM. FM, FM -W. USB,
LSB. CW. on all frequencies. Continuous
tuning from 100kHz - 2036MHz, full remote
control via RS232 port. tuning rate as low
as 50Hz, 400 memory channels. Size
dimensions 138x80x200 (WxHxD) (mm).

UNBEATABLE

NRD-535G

The best semi-professional short-
wave receiver to be released from
JRC yet. With all the right options
available for the avid enthusiast.
ECSS unit, RTTY unit, BWC unit,
1.8 and 2.4 SSB filters and 500Hz
CW filter.

Don't settle for second best

AOR-1500
If your requirements meet the
following for a hand-held
scanner, then look no further.

THIS IS THE ONE FOR YOU.
500kHz - 1300MHz no gaps.
Single side -band with BFO for
upper and lower side -band, as
well as FM, FM -W and AM. 1000
memories. 10 scanning banks.
LCD display showing mode,
memory number, channel
spacing etc, etc. Supplied with
case, charger, car charger,
antennas. nicads, dry cell

battery holder and much more.

PHONE NOW!

Part exchange and equipment purchases welcomed! Credit facilities available subject to status. APR from
37.8%. Located next to Hanger Lane Tube Station (Central Line) and on the junction of the A406 & A40.

DON'T DELAY PHONE TODAY on 081-997-4476

ELECTRONICS
VALVES &
SEMICONDUCTORS

Phone for a
most courteous quotation

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934

Telex: 917257
We are one of the largest stockists

of valves etc, in the U.K.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD. 11_70ONGD8LNDI\-NiAi1g4OAD

G2VF LOOP ANTSVNAS WITH ATU FOR HF HAM BAND 'TRANSMISSION
ISVVR One to One 40, 15 and 10 One Point Five to One 80 and 201 AND SWLs LONG
AND MEDIUM WAVE FOR BCL.s. Loops 21 inches square or triangle. No special
skills required. Circuits, Parts Lists sources of supply assembly data. HIGH
FREQUENCY LOOP 80 to 10 Metres £5. LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP FOR BCL5
£3. LONG MEDIUM SHORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 METRES FOR BCL SWL £8.
SHORT WAVE ATU LOOP OR LONG WIRE £4. PRE AMP LW MW S WAVE E2
PHOTOCOPY HRO MANUAL £4. MW LOOP WITH PRE AMP ATU £3. PRE AMP FOR
G2VF HF LOOP OR ATU fa. SHORT WAVE ATU BUILT-IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR
LONG WIRE £7. SAE details. All projects D.I.Y. METAL DETECTOR £2. F. G. Rylands,
39 Peduncle Avenue, Millbroolc, Southampton SO1 9AF. Tel:10703)775064.

PC HF FAX 6.0
RECEIVE and TRANSMIT FAX IMAGES

This latest version of PC HF FAX not only enables you to receive
weather charts. rebroadcast satellite pictures, amateur and press
transmissions on your PC computer but also has the ability to
transmit your own fax messages.

NEW FEATURES INCLUDE:
230 page manual with worldwide fax frequency and
schedule list.
Integrated online fax broadcast schedules with
multiple search fields.
Support for Super VGA displays as well as Hercules,
CGA, EGA, VGA, LCD.

Standard capture resolution 640.800 with 16 grey
levels, with VGA, and EMS memory images are saved
at 1280.800 with 256 grey levels.

True colour press and satellite rebroadcast images in
EGA, VGA and SVGA.

Printer support for 14" wide printers plus Epson
compatible colour printers.
File compression. Image cropping, Digital noise
reduction, Pixel photometry, and Contrast control.
Import of ASCII text files for conversion and
tranSMIsslon as fax files.

Installation is simple. both the demodulator and modulator plug
into the serial port of the PC and are powered by the computer.

Upgrade for existing PC HF FAX users £39.95 p&p £1.50

£116.33 inc VAT p&p £3.25
Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

,

-ad

All items come complete with a comprehensive manual,
tutorial audio cassette and demodulator. They will work
on any PC compatible computer from 8088 to 486 and
notebooks. The demodulator plugs into the serial port of
the PC and requires audio from a radio receiver. Suitable
dedicated receivers and aerials are also available.

Call today for full details and brochures

COMAR ELECTRONICS
UNIT 10, SAMUEL WHITES ESTATE,

MEDINA ROAD, COWES,
OF WIGHT, P031 7LP

Tel: 0983 200308 Fax: 0983 280402

PC GOES/WEFAX
PC GOES/WEFAX enables you to receiver both

FAX and SATELLITE images on your PC computer
in FAX mode it will display weather charts. rebroadcast satellite images. press and
amateur transmissions. In SATELLITE mode it will capture images from both
METEOSAT and all Polar orbiting satellites Some of its marry advanced features
are  Image resolution 640v800v16 standard. 1280v800v256 vnth VGA and 1M13
EMS  Super VGA support Display in blacktwhrte. monochrome grey scale.
Olueigrey  Colour or user programmable colour  supports all known FAX and
satellite transmission modes  Stan. stop, phasing tone recognition and tuning
Oscilloscope  Latitude and longitude gndding on Polar orbiting images  interactive
thermal infra red analysis Polar orbiting prediction program Multdrame
animation  Image brightness  Contrast  Reversal and rotation control

Price only £199 inc VAT p&p £3.25

PC SWL 3.0
PC SWL is a complete package allowing

decoding of data sent over radio
This new version contains the followtno facilities

 RTTY baudot 45. 50. 75 and 100. or user selectable rate  ASCII 75, 110, 150
and 300. or user selectable rate  FECARO including AMTORAITOR 75 and 100
hood  MORSE CODE with automatic or manual speed control  NAVTEX marine

eather and navigational information  RAW HEX for manual decoding  Improved
automatic signal analysis  Integrated shortwave station log. to enable search so^
and store stations  New drop down menus. integration with PC HF FAX

Upgrade for existing PC SWL users £39.95 p&p £1 .50

£99 inc VAT p&p £3.25
Order PC SWL and PC HF FAX together for only £178 p&p £3.25
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GET YOUR COMPUTER TALKING TO
YOUR RADIO....
Whether you are a complete newcomer to the radio data scene or a" old hand" Siskin has
something on offer for you: We boast the largest selection of digital and packet radio
products in Europe backed up by technical support yet to be beaten in the UK (how many
other dealers do you know of that run a telephone support line from Sam - 8pm including
Saturdays?)

ICS FAX II
ICS FAX II simply plugs into the serial port of
most IBM PC and compatible machines and
takes audio from a reasonable quality receiver to
give amazing "photographic" weather maps and
press pictures. Up to 16 grey scales are displayed

In VGA mode plus reception of RTTY, TOR &
NAVTEX. If you would like to see the results
before you buy please send a formatted 3.5" or
5.25" disk and SAE for a fee demonstration of
the sort of results you can expect.
Available Now £129

"BUT I HAVEN'T GOT A PC"......
No matter, we at Siskin can offer data
reception solutions for just about any popular
home computer including:
Amstrad PCW (all models), Archimedes, Atari
ST range, Atari 8 bit range, BBC. CBM Vic
20/64/128 & Amiga, Einstein, Portfolio,
Psion, Tandy100/NEC 8201, Spectrum +2 &
+3 (not +2A), TRS 80 and Z88 to name but a
few! We include (at no extra charge) cables
and software with both the PK232MBX
( f339.95) and Kantronics KAM (£295) .
Please call or write if you would like to know
more about this fascinating aspect of
Shortwave listening.

LOWE HFI50
This superb receiver is the ideal choice for
data reception. The list of features is endless
but points of paticular interest for data
reception include fine tuning (just 8Hz!), a
metal cabinet (helps immunize against
computer hash) and coverage below 150KHz
(critical for fax reception). Like the award
winning HF225 the 150 is already being used
as a yardstick in equipment reviews. Please
call or write for further details. £329

WHAT ARE ALL THOSE FUNNY
NOISES,
We can supply an excellent cassette (produced
by Shortwave Magazine) which features
recordings of many data modes and other
interesting noises heard on the air such as the
Space shuttle. Mounbounce and Sporadic E.
Available now. £5.95

CONFUSED?......
You don't have to be a 'computer whizzo' to
receive data, just enthusiatic! Our phone lines
are manned from 8am to 8pm most days
including weekends so if you would like to
find out more please feel free to call. Personal
callers by the way are most welcome.

If it's in stock (and it usually is) we will despatch it the same day.

NOTE: Prices include VAT, carriage extra.

Siskin Electronics Ltd
2 South Street,
Hythe, Southampton,
SO4 6EB. Tel: 0703-207587,207155
FAX 0703-847754

1E3
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VISA

Datalogging Weather Station
 Wind speed I Wind direction

I Temperature  Pressure
 Humidity  Rainfall
II Sunshine hours and minutes

II Sunrise and sunset times

I 60 hours of logged hourly summary data

 58 days of logged daily summary data

I Only requires connection to a computer

to download logged data

O Full disc archive facility

I IBM compatible software

Typical screen display

(2 IOW NM F1 MIa
IOW MO him

-

11 1410,

£565
for full kit
including
VAT and
delivery

AARDWARE DESIGN
VISA

Russell House Molesey Road,
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey KT12 3PL

Telephone: 0932 248564

RADIO SHACK
Famous for
SCANNERS

The widest choice of scanners in the UK is available for

you to see and help you with your decision here at
RADIO SHACK. You can be certain of our completely

impartial advice as we do not import the equipment
ourselves and all that we sell is from the manufacturers

or their appointed distributors so assuring you of full

backup and service.

We also keep antennas, accessories and tape recorders

that work automatically when reception commences.

Amongst our stock when this goes to press is the latest

hand held scanner known as the

PRO -43.

This little unit, AM/FM switchable 200 channels in 10
memory banks, superb performance and up to 1000 MHz

in coverage is only 229.95, give us a call and discuss it.

AR3000A
The latest full coverage receiver/scanner covering all frequencies

from 100 kHz to 2036 MHz. Available from stock

We also stock scanners by

AOR

ALINCO
ICOM

JUPITER

BLACK JAGUAR

NEVADA

REALISTIC

UNCLE TOM COBLEY AND ALL

Carriage free in U.K. Call us for our tax free export prices.

We will be pleased to quote you for anything you require
in the communications and computer field. We are
pleased to hear from you and see you. We aim to give
you the attention you deserve, so please call before you
come along.

73s Terry Edwards G3STS

RADIO SHACK LTD
188 Broadhurst Gardens, LONDON NW6 3AY

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead
Station on the Jubilee Line)

Tel: 071-624 7174 Fax: 071- 328 5066
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FREE
"RIG SAVER"

YUPITERU
MVT-7000
Hand-held. Probably the

UK's most popular hand-held

scanner! £319

MVT-8000
Mobile or base wide band scanner £349

LLGaaa e..sake
../es&Ileee

FAIRMATE

HP -2000
One of the most popular

Special offer this month when you
buy a new hand-held scanner
THE SAVER'
SLIMLINE 
MOWS you to safely mount your hand-held or
mobile radio where you can see the controls
£24.95. E2p.p
HEAVY DUTY 
 Mounts any single flat surface.
 Adaptable to any vehicle or station use.
Construction made of high quality aluminium

£29.95.E2p.p

AL/NCO o
DJX1E
Hand-held

scanner, Covers

500kHz to

1300MHz,

receiving AM/FM/WFM with 100

memories. £269

ICR1

Wide band receiver.

Covers 100kHz to

1300MHz receiving

AM/FM win 100

memories. £365

ALAN HOOKER
42 NETHER HALL ROAD, DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE, DN1 2PZ
TEUFAX: (0302) 325690 Open: Mon -Sat 10-5pm Closed Thurs

AOR
AR -1500
Hand-held. Covers 500kHz to

1300MHz receiving NFM,

WFM, AM and SSB. £299

AR -3000A
Multimode scanner -
covers

10041z-2036MHz.

Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM

£875

AR -2000
Hand-held wide band

scanning receiver 1000

memories. £279

5. ITV

Allelememei

Due to imminent price rises the above prices are held only while stocks last

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
DEWSBURY ELE ; h

Easy Reader DM-1000 P*414

D
D
D
D
D
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D
D
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MOLL*SIM.SAW
scam,
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r;olstar. ow. may
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aarr000loam
owe.

,amour amn coot

auto socao souca
kiwo.4. soup MX ecIr

a 16 re aorot alai
cd mope

MAZ111""''''':111"°;"*"(21:131

 On screen tuning indication
 New literal mode for ARQ

 Status line on screen
 Output to video monitor

Sin
Introducing the aline w 'Easy 47

Reader DPA-10001 decoder.
In our opinion "the most simple to

use decoder ever seen".

 SITOR/AMTOR
 FEC (NAVTEXT)
 RTTY Baudot
 CW morse 2-99 wpm
 RTTY ASCII
 Automatic or manual speed

selection
 Printer output (parallel/centronics)
 Options: UHF TV modulator

RS -232 interface
£226.00 inc. VAT Postage 1.6.00

S.A.E. for details: DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS,
176 LOWER HIGH STREET,

STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1TG
Tel: (0384) 390063 Fax: (0384) 371228

Stockists: Amateur Radio Communications, Martin Lynch, Ward Electronics,
ICW Communications, Alan Hooker and Lowe Electronics

Access

Alt&

S

S
S

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
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JIM PSU-101

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES

FOR SCANNING MONITOR RECEIVERS

I. JIM PSU-101 MkIV. A high
quality UK manufactured fully
regulated 220-240V AC power supply
with RADIO BASE HOLDER
combined. For use with FAIRMATE
HP-100E/200E/2000/1000AB.
AOR-1000/1500/2000. YUPITERU
MVT-5000/7000/I25, VT225.
REALISTIC PRO -35/38. ICOM-R1.
UNIDEN UBC5OXL. BC55XLT.
UBC7OXLT, ALINCO
UBCIOOXLT. New unique features
include 2 DC output sockets one for
radio and the other for accessories. A
bracket for BNC socket for antenna
connection. Separate DC leads
included. 9 volt version for Tandy, etc.
available. PRICE £29.95.
2. JIM BH-A3. Universal base stand
for handheld scanners -transceivers etc.
convenient, safe support of radio.
Adjustable front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. Bracket for BNC socket for
base antenna connection. PRICE f9.95.
3. JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for handheld scanners- transceivers
with BELT CLIP support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc. in car.
truck, boat etc. PRICE f7.00.
a. JIM BC -4H. Unique FAST Universal 4 hour + 14 hour Ni-cad charger.
"auto -switch -off' timer (no more guessing). Ideal Fairmate, AOR. Yupiteru
etc. Leads + 4 sizes of AA holders supplied. PRICE £19.50.
5. JIM SM-Al High quality S meter for scanners CB. PRICE £26.95.
6. JIM SM-A2 Signal meter for scanners CB. PRICE £16.00.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Prices include postage
Further information on SSE products. send A4 SAE to:

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (UK)
6 The Orchard. Bassett Green Village.
Southampton SO2 3NA

(0703) 769598

The satellite enthusiasts
and DXER's receiver, the

Echosphere SR -50

This is what the TVDX/satellite enthusiast has been waiting for, a fully manually
controlled receiver with communications facilities! I.F. looping; lully variable I.F. control

(12MHz - 26MHz) plus a secondary audio I.F. bandwidth control - these really dig that
signal out of the noise! No less than 8 front panel user controls and a signal level meter!

Video and audio output options; 14/18 volt LNB options; C/Ku switching! Two standard
5.5/6MHz system KA modulator. Two individual audio subcarrier tuning outputs for
stereo o' dual rnoncteingual signals! Plus of course the usual satellite receiver facilities.

AERIAL TECHNIQUES !rave enhanced the performance 01 this brilliant receiver for weak

signor n.r, -.creased nn, AFC tia,na bandwidth The customised SR -50 is
available in this version only fib- AERIAL TECHNIQUES. Write in with SAE for a leaflet

that shows how a totally rnaa.. -a! YOU control will help you with
weak signal reception

The basic Echosphere SR -50 (unmodified) £150

As above plus non AFC tuning plus wider
I.F. bandwidth (840 -1880MHz) etc £190

As option 2 but with switchable threshold extension £299
(All above . VAT CU 5%)

Overnight delivery avanatiir ti" mswau courier, please add f9 v VAT.

AERIAL TECHNIQUES is a total concept supplier, we offer complete systems.
decoders. transverters - NTSC - PAL - SECAM: hardware, cables, filters.

multi -standard VCRs and TVs. We stock a large range of equipment for all

types of aerial and Satellite installation. DXing and domestic. it's all listed in

our glossy 34 page catalog's priced at El, why not send for your copy
today. We are a RED HOT DUTCH agency and we supply world wide - AND

we are only a phone cal away.

11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole Dorset BH12 2F ,H
Tel: 0202 738232 Fax: 0202 716951

AIR SUPPLY
83B HIGH STREET, YEADON, LEEDS LS19 7TA. Tel: (0532) 509581 Fax: (0532) 500710
Shop just two minutes from Leeds Bradford Airport. Shop hours: 1000-1330: 1430-1700 (hours do vary) CLOSED WEDNESDAY

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
On hand to help you towards an interesting and rewarding pastime. Specialists in AIR BAND RADIOS AND

SCANNERS. Hand held, mobile or base - AOR, Signal, Yupiteru, Icom, Uniden, Sony, Nevada: HF receivers from
Sony, Icom, Lowe, Yaesu: wide range of accessories, aerials, plus CAA publications, maps, books, models from

IMC, Wooster, Schabak, souvenir products from British Airways and British Midland Airways. Large range of pilots
products. Agents for Transair. AFE and Airtour. Plus lots more.

If you would like our info pack send large SAE and stamps to value of 50p.

Ames.,

At& `Seasons Greetings To Alf Our Customers" v4

THE BRITISH SCANNER GUIDE
Packed full of interesting information more than 8000
spot frequencies listed from 27M1 -1z to 2000M_Hz.
Covers emergency and rescue services, utilities, marine
and air band [civil and military] ports, airports, taxis,
couriers, paging and networks. Save hours of searching;
this guide delivers those spot frequencies you have been
looking for.

Price £10.95
including UK postage, overseas add £1.70.

N.E. SYSTEMS
n 9 McNair Close, Lower Earley, Reading RG6 2YY

Telephone: 0734 75 66 61 .16

ENTERPRISE
FrADIO

5 Clarendon Court
Winwick Quay
Warrington

A PPLICATIONS WA2 8QP

LTD. Tel: (0925) 573118

RS232/CENTRONIC CONVERTER
Now you can print from a microreader using any
standard parallel printer. Fully automatic baud
rate. No power supply needed. 48 character
buffer. Complete with 2mtr lead.

£38.00
INCLUDES VAT & POSTAGE

VISA
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Amateur Radio
Communications Ltd

OUR CUSTOMERS TELL
US WE GIVE A

SERVICE THAT IS 1000/0
SATISFACTORY

We stock most items advertised in this magazine. So, for
competitive prices and a service guaranteed, find out for

yourself and phone today.

New from Yaesu!! FRG -100

At last. a rival to the Lowe
HF-225, the NEW FRG -100 all

mode RX with loads of features.

ICOM IC -R7100
Superb All mode Receiver from
ICOM, with wideband coverage,
window dual scan, large display

and HF option available.

AR -1500 MVT-7000 AR -2000jell ft
Fast selling Very popular handheld

handheld with SSB,
1000 memories

plus auto write scan.

Easy to use Scanner,
200 memories, rotary

tuning, AM/FMW.

plus tree accessories.
1000 memories,

selectable steps.

PRICE £299.00 PRICE £319.00 PRICE £279.00

AR -3000A

Great value for money!
Nearly every possible facility

available in this small receiver -
AM/FM,FM-W/USBILSB/CW on all.

A MUST AT £829.00

Excellent all round performer'
1000 memories. SSB using B.F.0..

1 hour battery for portable use.
SPECIAL PRICE £425.00

DRAKE R -8Eor
Fully fitted, easy to 'pilot'

Communications Receiver. The
reviews say it all, its performance is

second to none, and what's more
the price is still under 1000.00!
Call in for your free demo now.

NRD-535
If you want the best this is the one

for you! This top of the range
shortwave receiver covers

0.1 - 30MHz plus all the right
options available.

ROBERTS RADIO'S
NOW IN STOCK

PHONE FOR DETAILS

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR:
* VAESU * ICOM * KENWOOD * ALINCO
* REVCO * DRAE * STAR MASTERKEY
WELZ * DATONG * I.C.S. * FAIRMATE *
YUPITERU G WHIP * AOR * TONNA *
JAVBEAM * STANDARD * SANDPIPER *
BNOS * AKD * REVEX * MFJ * ERA*

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE
SUBJECT TO STATUS.
Prices correct at time of going to
press. E&OE

Amateur Radio
Communications,
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown,
Newton -le -Willows,
Merseyside WA12 98A.

WE ARE
1 MILE FROM J23, M6 and

4', MILES OFF J9, M62

FACT
Because of the

unfortunate state of
the £ against other
major currencies,

prices have
at the rate of 10-15%,

and are, in fact.
rc_cumil ing to Lacrease.

So don't delay your
next purchase.

LARGE SELECTION OF ACCESSORIES

i.e. Datong Active Antennas from £59.95

Easy Reader £225

Discones from £69.95 incl. cable
Phone for further details.

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SECONDHAND &
COMMISSION ITEMS ON DISPLAY, ALL
THOROUGHLY CHECKED OUT BY OUR
ENGINEER. EITHER CALL IN OR PHONE US
FOR LATEST UPDATE.

Please send S.A.E for details on above or
if brochures on new equipment required.

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVED
BEFORE 4 O'CLOCK SAME
DAY DESPATCH
PROVIDING EX STOCK

Access

VISA

TEL:
(0925) 229881

FAX:
(0925) 229882

POOP INDEPENDENT

SUPPORT RETAILER

s fiftsry to

OUT NOW!

The Brand New Cirkit Electronic
Constructors Catalogue

Winter 92/93
 192 pages
 £££'s worth discount vouchers
 100s new products

Books - the latest titles.
Capacitors - new range ceramic discs, extended ranges
electrolytic and polyester types.
Computers - new CAD PCB layout software.
Connectors - extended ranges of BNC, Jacks, XLR and
PCB types.
Filters - new narrow band ceramic and low pass TV filters.
Hardware - additions include new range control knobs,
cabinet hardware and heatsinks.
Inductors - more additions to our already extensive
range.

Kits - new additions to the Velleman range.
Rigs - handheld 'CB' transceiver, wavemeters and
scanning receiver accessories.
Semis - new linear ICs, transistors and a complete new
range of LEDs including blue types.
Speakers - new radio mic systems.
Test Equipment - new hand-held frequency meter and
satellite TV dish alignment system.
And much more besides

 Available at larger
newsagents, from 6th
November, or directly
from Cirkit.

CICIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD

I ff
'10 8LP30P P

Cirkit ,
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 ENO

Telephone (0992) 444111  Fax (0992) 464457
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NEW
FAX and WEATHER SATELLITES

Full resolution charts and greyscale pictures from any
SPECTRUM computer to a dot matrix printer. Basic system
£40 plus interface for FAX £40 or WX SATS £59.

APT -1 WEATHER SATELLITE MODULE
Enables all weather satellite signals to be displayed on any
FAX system. Plugs into RX-8 system direct. £59 or £39 if
ordered with RX-8.

RX-8 8 -MODE RECEIVE
Every possible feature and performance to receive FAX, HF
& VHF PACKET, COLOUR SSTV, RTTY, CW, AMTOR,
UoSAT and ASCII on any BBC computer. Reviews Oct. 89
Ham Radio Today and July 91 Rad Comm. Complete system
of EPROM, interface, instructions, leads and demo cassette
£259.

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE
Performance. features and ease of use make this still a best
seller. Needs TIF1 interface. BBC, CBM64 tape £25, disk
£27. VIC20 tape £25. SPECTRUM tape £40, + 3 disk £42 inc
adaptor board (needs TIF1 also) or software -only version
£25. TIF1 INTERFACE has 4 -pole filtering and computer
noise isolation for excellent HF and VHF performance. Kit
£30. ready-made, boxed with all connections £40. Available
only with software.

Also MORSE TUTOR £8. LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £8
for BBC, CBM64, VIC20 and SPECTRUM. BBC LOCATOR
with UK, Europe. World maps £10. Disk £2 extra for all.
Lots of information available about everything, please ask.
Prices include VAT and p&p by return.

MM.
VISA technical software (swm)

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF
Tel: (0286) 881886

JAVI AT I ON
THE AIRBAND SPECIALISTS

The Finningley Air Show back in September saw the publication
of our updated and 2nd edition combined VHF/UHF frequency
guide, whilst our UHF only supplements continue to be updated
approximately every 4 weeks or so. New editions will probably
be produced mid October.

NEW 2nd EDITION VHF/UHF LIST: £7.50 including p&p

UHF ONLY LISTING: £4.00 including p&p

From the comments we receive I would like to think that our
guides are the most comprehensive and accurate listings
available, if you are not familiar with them then please give
them a try, we are sure you will find them both informative &
interesting. They include airfield, en -route ATCC centres,
Range, Ops, Display and other frequencies whilst also giving
Stud/channel tie ups.

LEATHER CARRY CASES
We have real, yes real leather carry cases available for
the Yupiteru VT -225, MVT-5000 and AOR/Fairmate
AR1000/2000 series.

All the same price
£14.99 each.

If you don't like the smell of leather please don't buy
one as we have had one returned by the purchaser as
it smelt too much like leather!!

Javiation, Carlton Works, Carlton Street,
BRADFORD, West Yorkshire, BD7 1DA

Telephone: 0274-732146 Facsimile: 0274-722627

FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
Visit Europe's biggest radio show for just £249.75
Our first coach trip to Friedrichshafen last year was so successful that we are repeating it
again this year. Now you can take part and enjoy four nights at the best hotel in
Friedrichshafen, a 3 day ticket to the show and free excursions to the Black Forest.

Every year Friedrichshafen hosts Europe's largest amateur radio show and our reasonably priced trip will
let you to travel there in comfort on a luxury coach (equipped with toilet, coffee machine and video), stay
in a quality hotel and visit the Black Forest. We'll pick up passengers from Victoria Coach Station early in
the morning on Thursday the 24th of June and then drive to Dover and catch one of the first ferries
across. We'll arrive in Friedrichshafen late that evening (no overnight travel!) and then spend 4 nights at
the Buchorner hof Hotel. It is worth mentioning that the rooms in this hotel are doubles, that is really doubles not
twins - they have double beds. This means that ours trip is more suitable for couples, so to encourage wives
and/or girlfriends to come along there are a couple of day excursions on the Friday and Saturday.

The complete trip - coach travel,
ferries, all tolls, 4 nights

accommodation (with breakfast and
evening meal) and excursions - costs

£249.75 (based on two people sharing)
and there will be a few single rooms

available for a supplement.
practical It will help me with booking rooms if you can let me know as soon as possible if you are

seriously interested in going as so few places are available and last year we had a waiting
list. If you want to know more you can usually contact me on 071 731 6222 during
office hours or by writing to me, Roger Hall, at P.O. Box 948 London SW6 2DS.
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KENWOOD DIRECT S ICOM ALINCO  AOR LOWE DRAKE  YUPITERU

-}j "NEW FOR 93" @ HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
"QUALITY ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS FROM A RELIABLE SOURCE"

LC -T.606

All this for

"No shack
should be

without
one"

£29.95
free car r

World Times
Alarm Clock

Radio/Calculator
* Clock Display (12/24 Hour/Mins/Secs)
* 13 Different Main Country Tmes
* 10 Summertime Clock Display
* 8 Digit Calculator
* 380° Special Rotary Antenna
* FM Sensitive Radio Receiver
* Daily Alarm Preset
* Calendar/Month, Date, Day of Week
* Folds away to 108(w)x33(h)x58(D)mm
* Includes Earphone Socket

NI) F \VOl
H F-225
"Its nearest competitor

* - - is over £1,000" "Looks
are often deceiving"

* Includes Free Long Wire Antenna

AOR-3000A
0.1 2.03GHz All mode
"The best selling Scanner
today" "Its S.W. is
brilliant"

NR D-535
"For those who really
must have the best"

AC -100
10 Band Portable
World

SW/LW/MW/FM
185(w)x118(m)
x40(d)mm "It's brilliant"

MVT-7000
UK's Most Popular
Scanner. 0.1-0300MHz

AR -1500
The first handheld with SSB

that really works

OPT -2300
That's not a Scanner" you're saying!
No - you're right. But every scanner

enthusiast should have one. 1MHz->2.46Hz
includes Nicad/Charger + Antenna

Now in stock - UK Scanning Directory £14.95 free carr.

SONY ICF-2001 D
Should cost £339 Yours for £269
150kHz-30MHz +FM Broadcast
SSB/LSB/CW/AM/(SYNC)/FM +
YES - Airband. Supplied with 240V
PSU + freq. guide.

SW-55...Reviewed last month.
Mike Richards words "There can be
little doubt that the SW -55 is an
impressive Receiver" & he's right.
While stocks last £245

SW -77 £339
SW -7600 £139
AN -1 (Active Ant) £49
MLB Magnetic Balun £38.95

DATONG
FL -3 Auto Notch Filter £145
AD -370 0.1-+ 100MHz Active
.Intoina I ndoorlOudoor E70

Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *Sales/service:- (Phone/Fax) - 081-951 5782.
Open:- Mon -Sat 10-6pm

132 High Street, Edgware, London HA8 TEL
Just around the corner from Edgware underground (Northern Line). Close to Mt, M25 A406 * FREE PARKING *

A
E

M
0

T
S

H

R

B
R

T

N
D
S

GOLD SEAL

BP GARAGE

0
LC

EDWARDS RD

SHOP OPEN
MON-SAT 9.30-5.30

''SNORTWAVEI>
,..1\11-1=11E
NORWICH

7_7

6 men \ mmi

Do you need a scanner or receiver
Do you need amateur radio equipment

"Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Alinco, Yupiter, Aor etc"
But most of all do you need equipment serviced?
We have up to date test equipment, fully equipped
workshop for all types of radio equipment.
Second Hand Equipment Available, Part Exchange Welcome.

TEL: OR FAX: 0603 788281
Prop: P Gunther G4XBT 95 Colindeep Lane. Sprowston, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 8EQ. VAT No. 595 1239 21

ol? "PHONE
US NOW FOR

+ BEST PRICES"
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SWM BOOK SERVICE V/SA

0202 665524
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest
to our readers. They are supplied from our editorial address
direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

NEW TEL No.
AND ADDRESS
FROM JAN 16.
SEE EDITORIAL
ON PAGE 2 FOR
FULL DETAILS.

HOW TO ORDER
POST AND PACKING; add f1.00 for one book, f2.00 for two or more books, orders over f40 post and packing free, (overseas readers add £1.75 for one book, £3.50
for two or more for surface mail postage) and send a postal order, cheque or international money with your order (quoting book titles and quantities) to PW Publishing Limited,
FREEPOST, Ene1co House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. Please make your cheques payable to Short Wave Magazine, payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard
or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to Poole (0202) 665524. Books are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time
of going to press. Please note all payments must be made in Sterling.

LISTENING GUIDES

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK (4th Edition)
David J. Smith
Listen to conversations between aircraft and
ground control. The author, an air traffic control-
ler, explains more about this listening hobby.
190 pages. £7.99

David J Smith

IA Dr ')C

Extensively revised and updated

.
4441515,01'

AIR TRAFFIC RADIO (8th Edition 1992)
Compiled by Ken Davies Completely revisedto make
this one of the most comprehensive guides to the UK

airband communications. Frequencies and abbrevia-
tions used in UK air traffic control. Where to listen for
tower, ground and radar control in civilian and other
airports. Includes a section on off -shore oil related use.

72pages. 0.50

DIAL SEARCH 7th Edition
George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to European
broadcasting. Of special interest to the medium
wave listener in Europe. Covers m.w., I.w., v.h.f.
and s.w., including two special maps, all updated
in July 1992. 46 pages. 0.25

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY UST
Compiled by Geoff Halligey Completely revised,
much larger and spirally bound Now covers 1.6-28MHz

covered in great depth, with new reverse frequency
listing. Who's using what frequency and mode. what's

that callsign? A very comprehensive book. 390 pages.
£17.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1992

T.T. Williams
Identifies airline flights, schedule, charter, cargo and
mail, to and from the UK and Eire and overflights
between Europe and America 124 pages £5.75

GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS
20th Edition. Philip Darrington
Frequency and station data, receivers, antennas,
Latin American DXing, reporting, computers in
radio, etc. 240 pages. E10.95

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS 11th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This manual is the basic reference book for eve-
ryone interested in FAX. Frequency, callsign, sta 
von name, ITU country/geographical symbol,
technical parameters of the emission are all listed.
All frequencies have been measured to the near-
est 100Hz 408 pages 0680

GUIDE TO FORMER UTILITY TRANSMISSIONS
3rd Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss
Built on continuous monitoring of the radio spec-
trum from the sixties until the recent past. A

useful summary of the former activities of utility
stations providing information for the classifica-
tion and identification of radio signals. 126 pages.
0.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS
10th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short wave range from

3 to 30MHz together with the adjacent frequency
bands from 0 to 150kHz and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It

includes details on all types of utility stations including
FAX and RTTY. There are 15802 entries in the fre-
quency list and 3123 in the alphabetical callsign list
plus press services and meteorological stations. 534
pages. £21.00

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND COMMUNICATIONS
3rd Edition. Bill Laver
HF aircraft channels byfrequency and band, main
ground radio stations, European R/T networks
and North Atlantic control frequencies.
31 pages. E3.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE
(BP2551

New revision by Peter Shore
As in. 'Broadcast Roundup , his column in PW. Peter
Shore has laid this book out in world areas. There are

sections covering English language transmissions, pro-

grammes for OXers and s w 1 s. Along with sections on

European m. w. and UK f.m. stations. 266 pages. £5.95

MARINE UK RADIO FREQUENCY GUIDE
Bill Laver
A complete guide to the UK s.w. and v.h.f. marine
radio networks. Useful information, frequency
listings and the World Marine Coastal Phone Sta-
tions. 62 pages. E4.95

NEWNES SHORTWAVE LISTENING HAND BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UQW
A technical guide for all short wave listeners.
Covers construction and use of sets for the s.w.l.
who wants to explore the bands up to 30MHz.
288pages. E14.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO
1993
The Worlds best selling short wave guide is now
available for 1993. It contains sections on How to
Listen, A Buyer's Guide, Hour -by -Hour programme
highlights, country-by-countryEnglish broadcasts,
Addresses and the, now -famous, Blue Pages -
everything that's on at a glance. £14.50

RADIO LISTENER'S GUIDE 1992
Clive Woodyear
This is the fourthedition of the essential radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps and charts
show the frequencies for all the radio stations in
the UK. When travelling or at home, the guide
gives you all the frequencies you'll ever need.
56 pages. £2.95

SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY LIST

Bill Laver
Covering the services and transmission modes
that can be heard on the bands between 1.635 and
29.7MHz. E8.95

THE COMPLETE VHF/UHF FREQUENCY GUIDE
1991 Edition.
This book gives details of frequencies from 26-
2250MHz with no gaps and who uses what. Re-
cently updated, there are chapters on equipment
requirements as well as antennas, etc.
88 pages. E5.95

THE INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
7th Edition. Julian Baldwin G3UHK and Kris Par-
tridge GBAUU
The latest edrtion of this useful book gives concise
details of repeaters and beacons worldwide plus
coverage maps and further information on UK
repeaters. 79 pages. 085

THE POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX STATIONS
Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and FAX
stations,together with modes and other essential
information. The listing is in ascending frequency
order, from 1.6 to 27.1MHz. 60 pages. £3.95

0/P = Out of print, 0/S = Out of stock.

VHF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE
Fourth Edition
A complete guide to the airband frequencies, civil
and military, including how to receive these sig-
nals, the frequencies and services, VOLMET and
much more aboutthe interesting subject of airband
radio. 124 pages £6.95

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1992
Country -by -country listings of I.w.,m.w.& s.w.
broadcast and TV stations. Receiver test reports.
English language broadcasts. The s.w.l.'s 'bible'.
576 pages. E18.95

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS
DWilliam I. Orr W6SAI and Stuart D. Cowan W2LX
The quad antenna came into being, and popular-
ity, over 50 years ago. This book shows you howto
design build and 'feed' this versatile antenna. If
you just want to build one then, there are ready -
to -go designs for bands between 7 and 50MHz.
122 pages. E6.75

THE ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'SGUIDE
Peter Dodd G3L00
Although written for Radio Amateurs, this book
will be of interest to anyone who enjoys experi-
menting with antennas. You only need a very
basic knowledge of radio & electronics to getthe
most from this book. 207 pages. (1190

AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY
(13P198)

H. C. Wright
This book deals with the basic concepts relevant
to receiving and transmitting antennas. Lots of
diagrams reduce the amount of mathematics in-
volved. 86 pages. 0.95

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING
Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna to a
transmission line is of concern to antenna engi-
neers and to every radio amateur. A properly
matched antenna as the termination for a line
minimises feed -line losses. Power can be fed to
such a line without the need for a matching net-
work at the line input. There is no mystique in-
volved in designing even the most complex multi -
element metworks for broadband coverage. Logi-
cal step-by-step procedure is followed in this
book to help the radio amateur with this task. 192
pages . £11.95

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION IRSGBI
Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
This book contains a collection of useful and
interesting h.f. antenna articles, first published in
Radio Communication magazine between 1968
and 1989, along with other useful information for
the antenna builder. 133 pages £9.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK (USA)
W. I . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and installation
of h f beam antennas 198 pages. E7.50

NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw WIFE
Another book from the pen of W1FB, this time
offering "new ideas for beginning hams". All the
drawings are large and clear and each chapter
ends with a glossary of terms. 130 pages. £6.95

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RA-
DIO AMATEURS (USA)
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m, including
'invisible" antennas for difficult station locations.
797 pages. £7.50

THE ARRL ANTENNA BOOK (USA)16th Edition
A station is only as effective as its antenna
system. This book covers propagation,
practical constructional details of almost every
type of antenna, test equipment and formulas
and programs for beam heading calculations.
£14.50

THE ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (USA)
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished material.
Among the topics discussed are quads and
loops, log periodic arrays, beam and multi -
band antennas, verticals and reduced size
antennas.
175 pages. £9.50

THE ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (USA)
Volume Two
Because antennas are a topic of great interest
among radio amateurs, ARRL HQ continues to
receive many more papers on the subject than
can possibly be published in OST. Those papers
are collected in this volume. 208 pages f9.50

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
William I. Orr W6SAI & Stuart. D. Cowan W2LX
Yagi, quad, quagi, I -p, vertical, horizontal and
sloper antennas are all covered. Also deals
with towers. grounds and rotators.
190 pages. E6.75

W1F6'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book provides lots of designs. in simple
and easy to read terms, for simple antennas
made from wire and tubing. All the drawings
are large and clear, so making construction
much easier. 124 pages. E6.95

WIRES & WAVES
Collected Antenna Articl es from PW 1980-1984
Antenna and propagation theory, including NBS
Yagi design data. Practical designs for
antennas from medium waves to microwaves,
plus accessories such as a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and
power meters and a noise bridge. Dealing with
TVI. 160 pages. E3.00

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN
Dr James L Lawson W2PV
This book is a polished and expanded version
of a series of articles first published in Ham
Radio following on from a series of lectures by
the author, who was well-known as the expert
on Yagi design. Includes practical designs. 270
pages. E10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS (BP125)
E. M. Noll
Howto build 25 simple and inexpensive aerials,
from a simple dipole through beam and triangle
designs to a mini -rhombic. Dimensions for
specific spat frequencies including the WARC
bands
80 pages. E1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
(BP136)

E. M. Noll Designs for people who live in flats
or have no gardens, etc., giving surprisingly
good results considering their limited dimen-
sions. 64 pages. E1.75

25 SIMPLE SHORTWAVE BROADCAST BAND
AERIALS (BP132)
E. M. Noll Designs for 25 different aerials,
from a simple dipole through helical designs to
a multi -band umbrella. 80 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS
IBP1451

E. M. Noll Simple and inexpensive aerials for
the broadcast bands from medium wave to
49m 64 pages. E1.75
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DATA REFERENCE

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
GUIDE (BP851

A. Michaels
Possible substitutes for a popular selection of
European, American and Japanese transistors.
320 pages. £3.95

NEWNES AUDIO & HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK

Vivian Capel
This is a concise collection of practical and rel-
evant data for anyone working on sound systems.
The topics covered include microphones,
gramaphones and CDs to name a few.
190 pages. Hardback £10.95

NEWNESCOMPUTERENGINEER'S POCKETBOOK
This is an invaluable compendium of facts,
figures, circuits and data and is indispen-
sable to the designer, student, service en-
gineer and all those interested in computer
and microprocessor systems. 203 pages.
Hardback E12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK
5th Edition
Presenting all aspects of electronics in a read-
able and largely non -mathematical form for both
the enthusiast and the professional engineer.
315 pages. Hardback E10.95

NEWNES RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S
POCKET BOOK

Steve Money G3FZX
This book is a collection of useful and intriguing
data for the traditional and modern amateur s well
as the s.w.l.Topics such as AMTOR, packet radio,
SSTV, computer communications and Irldritillle
communications are all covered. 160 pages. E10.95

NEWNES RADIO AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
18th Edition. Keith Brindley
Useful data covering math, abbreviations, codes,
symbols, frequency bands/allocations, UK broad-
casting stations, semi -conductors, components,
etc. 325 pages. Hardback E9.95

POWER SELECTOR GUIDE (EIP235)
J. C. J. Van de Ven
This guide has the information on all kinds of

the usual alpha numeric sort) such as voltage and
power properties making selection of replace-
ments easier. 160 pages. £4.95

THEORY

FUTHER PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE IBP1441
F.A. Wilson
Contains sections about electrical basics, elec-
trostatics, electromagnetism, mathematics, sig-
nal processing and generation, amplifiers, noise
distortion and reliability. On the radio front there
are sections about electromagnetic waves, spec-
trum matters, receivers, antennas and transmis-
sion line calculations. Finally, general formulae
and conversion factors are given, with a short
history of electronics. 450 pages. E4.95

REFLECTIONS Transmission Lines & Antennas
M.Walter Maxwell W2DU Thiswill help dispel the
half-truths and outright myths that many people
believe aretrue abouttransmission lines, standing
waves, antenna matching, reflected power and
antenna tuners. 323 pages. E14.50

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS (BP285)
R.A. Penfold

SHORT WAVE
COMMUNICATIONS

This book covers a wide range of modern compo-
nents. The basic functions of the components are
described, but this is not a book on electronic
theory and does not assume the reader has an in-
depth knowledge of electronics. It is concerned
with practical aspects such as colour codes, deci-
phering code numbers and the suitability.
164 pages. £3.95

AUDIO (Elements of electronics - book 6)
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and exam-
inesthe operation of microphones, loudspeakers,
amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk and mag-
netic recording. Intended to give the reader a
good understanding of the subjectwithout getting
involved in the more complicated theory and
mathmetics. 320 pages. E3.95

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Mike Tooley BA
This book is an invaluable source of information of
everyday relevance in the world of electronics. It
contains not only sections which deal with the
essential theory of electronic circuits, but it also
deal with a wide range of practical electronic
applications. 250 pages. E8.95

FILTER HANDBOOK A practical design guide
Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical book, describing the design process
as applied to filters of all types. Includes practical
examples and BASIC programs. t95 pages. E25.00

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES
F.A.Wilson
Explains in simple terms the absolute fundamen-
tals behind electricity and electronics.
244pages. E3.50

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE (13P531
F. A. Wilson
This has been written as a workshop manual for
the electronics enthusiast. There is a strong
practical bias and higher mathematics have been
avoided where possible. 249 pages. E3.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Les Hayward VV7Z01 and Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A revised and
corrected edition of this useful reference book
covering all aspects of solid-state design
256 pages. £10.95

THE ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely revised and
expanded, this is a handy reference book for the
r.t. designer, technician, amateur and experi-
menter.
260 pages £8.95

TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMERS
Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this book, which
covers a most intriguing and confusing area of the
hobby. It should enable anyone with a modicum of
skill to make a balun, etc. 270 pages. £13.50

AMATEUR RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO (USA)
W.I. Orr W6SAI
VHF/UHF propagation, including moonbounce and
satellites, equipment and antennas.
172 pages £9.50.

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK IRSGB)

1993 Edition
Now incorporates a 122 -page section of useful
information for amateur radio enthusiasts. 429
pages £9.50

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS

Peter Rouse GM DKD

A new book from the word -processor
of this best-selling author. Covers a
very wide area and so provides an
ideal introduction to the hobby of radio
communications. International
frequency listings for aviation, marine,

military, space launches, search and
rescue, etc. Chapters on basic radio
propagation, how to work your radio
and what the controls do, antennas
and band plans. 187 pages. £8.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICA-
TIONS SATELLITES BP290
A. Pickard
This book describes several currently available
systems, their connection to an appropriate com-
puter and howthey can be operated with suitable
software. 102 pages. E3.95

AMATEUR RADIO SATELLITES the first 25 years
Arthur C. Gee G2UK
This souvenir publication is mainly a pictorial ac-
count of the pattern of developments which have
occurred over the last 25 years in amateur radio
satellite operations. 34 pages. £225

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO IBP2571

I. D. Poole
This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive
and easy to understand guide through amateur
radio. Topics include operating procedures, jar-
gon, propagation and setting up a station.
150 pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGA-
TION (BP293)
J.G. LEE

How does the sun and sunspots affect the propa-
gation of the radio waves which are the basis of
our hobby? They affect the ionosphere, but differ-
ing frequencies are treated differently. Find out
how to use charts to predict frequencies that will
be the most profitable. What effect will noise have
on the signal? Find out with this book.
116 pages. £3.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO
AMATEURS IBP2131)

I.D. Poole An excellent book to go with the new
Novice or full callsign. Nine chapters and an ap-
pendix deal with all aspects and frequencies from
50 to 1300MHz. 96 pages. E3.50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David
Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the
pages of QSTmagazine. 152 pages. E4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS'

EXAMINATION IFISGEI)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice exams and
how to study for them with sample RAE papers for
practice plus maths revision. 88 pages. E6.70

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Reprinted from PW 1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by thou-
sands of successful RAE candidates in their stud-
ies. Plus other useful articles for RAE students.
96 pages. E1.50

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN
THE UK Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Completely revised and updated, this book intro-
duces the concept of packet radio tothe beginner.
Problem areas are discussed and suggestions
made for solutions to minimise them. Deals with
the technical aspects of packet taking the reader
through setting up and provides a comprehensive
guideto essential reference material. The helpfiles
are the latest the author has managed to obtain
and there is a reproduction of the UK Packet Map
141pages £7.95

QRP CLASSICS

Edited by Bob Schetgen KU7G Operating QRP is
fun. This book increases the enjoyment by show-
ing you howto build itemsthatyou can be proud of.
They can hold their own against the Kenyaecom'
rig, and come much cheaper too. Extracts from
QST and the ARRL handbook, superbly packed in.
274 pages E9.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL
LISTINGS 1992 70th Edition
The only publication listing licensed radio
amateurs throughout the world. Also includes
DXCC Countries list, standard time chart,
beacon lists and much more.
Over 1400 pages.O/S

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH
AMERICAN LISTINGS 1992 70th Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii). Also
contains standard time chart, census of
amateur licences of the world, world-wide QSL
bureau and much more. Over 1400 pages. E19.50

THE ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY
The bestfrom the Amateur Satellite News column
and articles out of 31 issues of QST have been
gathered together in this book. The latest infor-
mation on OSCARS 9 through 13 as well as the RS
satellites is included. Operation on Phase 3 satel-
lites (OSCAR 10 & 13) is covered in detail.
97 pages. £5.95

JUST IN
THE ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS
1993

The 1992 edition of this exremely useful reference
book contains much new material. Packed with
information, its one of the most useful books
available for the modern radio amateur. Approx
1000 pages. £17.95

THE ARRL OPERATING MANUAL
Another very useful ARRL book. Although written
forthe American amateur,this book will also be of
use and interest to the UK amateur. 684 pages
£12.95

THE ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S
MANUAL
Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen microwave
enthusiast and for the budding 'microwaver'.With
contributions from over 20 specialist authors.
Chapters covering techniques, theory, projects,
methods and mathematics. 446 pages E14.50

THE COMPLETE DX'ER
Bob Locher W9KNI
Now back in print, this book covers equipment
and operating techniques for the DX chaser, from
beginner to advanced. 187 pages £7.95

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS & ANSWER
REFERENCE MANUAL 4th Edition.
R. E. G. Petri G8CCJ
This book has been compiled especially for stu-
dents of the City and Guilds of London Institute
RAE. It is structured with carefully selected mul-
tiple choice questions, to progress with any rec-
ognised course of instruction, although is is not
intended as a text book. 280 pages. £7.95

THE RAE MANUAL (RSGB)
G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid to studying
for the Radio Amateurs' Examination. Updated to

revisions to the syllabus.
132 pages E6.70

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMAW W1FB This book is aimed at the
non -technical amateur who wants to build simple
projects and obtain a basic understanding of ama-
teur electronics. 195 pages E8.50

WIER'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS
Doug DeMawW1FB This book covers everything
from getting acquainted with new equipment to
constructing antennas, station layout, interfer-
ence and operating problems to on -the -air con-
duct and procedures. 155 pages. £6.95

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Stan Horzepa WAILOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses does
it have for the average amateur? What are
protocols? where, why, when? Lots of the most
asked questions are answered in this useful book.
It includes details of networking and space com-
munications using packet 278 pages. E8.95

SOUNDS EASY

Compiled by Ken Davies A complete guide to the
numerouslocalradio stabonsintheUK. Invaluable
4 you travel a lot . Itemised by areas, it makes
finding your kind of sounds easy. 52 pages.

C)11,1E1-11

0310.1...ed
ONLY £1.50
INC. P&P

(NORMAL PRICEE2.95
+n.00 P&P.)

This is only a small selection of our Book Service,
selected as being of particular interest to SWM
readers. See last month's issue for further titles.
Our sister publication, Practical Wireless, carries
titles of particular interest to the radio amateur.
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YUPITERU FAIRMATE AOR
BEARCAT REALISTIC ALINCO

MODULATIONS COMMUNICATIONS
62 Wootton Road, Abingdon, Oxon. Tel: & Fax: (0235) 521400

MVT7000 Fairmate HP2000 AOR 1500

£319 £269 £299
"Mk

AUTHORISED AUTHORISED
DEALERS DEALERS

OEVRDR ALSO
CB RADIO
STOCKISTS

  - -

Os IR La CS as

MI   MI MI

Realistic PRO -2006 Special Price

for One Month Onl £199.95

VISA
Part exchange welcome/Mail order

Call John G1FEK or Val G1HOB

Professional WEATHER MONITORING at low cost

FEATURES (depending on model)
 WIND DIRECTION  OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
 WIND SPEED  MIN -MAX TEMPERATURE
 GUST ALARM  RELATIVE HUMIDITY
 GUST SPEED  BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
 RAINFALL  WOODEN CABINET
 SUNSHINE  MAINS & 12-24V DC

* * All main readings at a glance * *
SEND FOR
COLOUR
BROCHURE
Prices from
only

£189
inc. VAT

0 00 371

R&D ELECTRONICS, PERCY AVENUE, KINGS GATE, BROADSTAIRS,

KENT CT10 3LB. TEL: (0843) 866662 FAX (0843) 866663

Access

AI&

YUPITERU VT -125 MkII
 Excellent reception  108-142MHz
 30 memory channels
 Illuminated LCD display! 25, 150 or 100kHz steps
 Search, scan or direct frequency entry
 Keylock  Keyboard beep tone  LCD signal meter
ONLY £144.53 inc VAT
Complete with 3 AA size n i-cad batteries, 240V
mains adaptor 12V d.c. cigar plug & carry strap

MAC/WIN 108
 Compact  108-142.975MHz  LCD display
 Search, scan or direct frequency entry  Key lock

 Priority channel
1.11 ONLY £112.80 Inc

VAT

YUPITERU
MVT-7000
1MHz-1300MHz
 AM-NBFM-WBFM  Multiple steps
 Better than 0.5uV  200 memories  Rotary dial
 S -meter  Fast scan speed  Lockout/priority
 Ni-cads  Charger/AC PSU  12V lead
The MVT-7000 is the latest from Yupiteru and provides
unbroken coverage throughout the spectrum. Each one is
carefully tested by us and supplied with a unique power
supply that will not only recharge the ni-cads, but also run
the set directly from the mains. It's beautifully styled lines
and superb engineering make it the best buy for the
customer who wants the widest frequency range possible.
£264.38 inc VAT

The Flying Shop, Biggin Hill Airport,
Westerhain, Kent TN 16 3BN

Tel: (0959) 576370 0900 - 18.00 (Mon -Sun)
(0959) 572352 0700-0900 & 1800-2000

Fax: (0959) 576711 24 Hour.

ALL THE ENTHUSIAST NEEDS
Main Stockists of receivers by:

SONY: com KENWOOD Aft
YUPITERU UNIDEN SIGNAL WIN

LOWE FAIRMATE
Comprehensive range of accessories, aerials, books, aero-charts etc.

FLIGHTDECK
THE AIRBAND SHOP
192 Wilmslow Rd., Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH

Telephone:061-4999350 Fax:061-4999349

Opening hours: 9:30am-5,30pm (CLOSED WEDNESDAYS)
We are located on the A34 (Wilmslow Road).

2 miles South from the M63 Junction 10. just 3 miles from
Manchester International Amport

Send 50p for illustrated catalogue from dept. SWM4

©THE SCANNER SALE
PRO 2006 - SAVE £130 - LIMITED STOCKS

25MHz-520MHz and 760MHz-1300MHz AM/FM
240v/12v, 400 memories

ONLY £199.95 (List £329.95)
PRO41 £89.95 10 CH hand-held (List £99.95)
PRO 35 £159.95 100 CH hand-held (List £179.95)
PRO 2022 £179.95 200 CH base/mobile (List £199.95)
PR037 £179.95 200 CH hand-held (List £199.95)
PR043 £229.95 200 CH 68-88 118.174 220-512 806-999 AM/FM

All scanners include FREE p8p in the UK 12 months warranty

Link Electronics
Alk 228 Lincoln Road. Peterborough PEI 2NE (0733-345731) W--71.

Send large S A E for details

ALYNTRONI CS
129 CHILLINGHAM ROAD, HEATON,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NE6 5XL TEL: 091-2761002

THE ONLY AUTHORISED DEALER IN THE NORTH-EAST FOR

Tcom & YAESU
WE ALSO STOCK MANY OTHER ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT FROM

MFJ * BUTTERNUT * CUSHCRAFT TONNA * DIAMOND * AOR
BEARCAT * FAIRMATE * JUPITER * LOWE * TEAM

MIDLAND * NEVADA * CTE * WELZ

E31
* REVEX * BOOKS & MAPS *

LICENSED CREDIT BROKER

OPEN 10am - 5.45pm TEES - FRI 10am - 4.45pm SAT

PACTOR
Why pay over 5200 to join in the fun of the latest HF digital mode?
This user friendly system includes all the unique PACTOR features
like data compression, Memory-ARQ and automatic 100/200 Baud
operation. Pactor is much better on HF than Packet Radio.
Complete RX & TX system for IBM PC/AT (286 or faster)

AMTOR + PACTOR + RITY
Modem and G4BMK software: ONLY S129

Add PACTOR to your existing BMK-MULTY: ONLY S35

State callsign, disk size, and 9 or 25 pin RS232
Also available: CW, FAX, SSTV, TUNER

Send SAE for full details

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (SWM)
2 Beacon Close, SEAFORD, East Sussex,

BN25 2JZ. Tel: (0323) 893378

PX welcome.
nance available
,erwei to slates,
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LLF1PID tag iTiogi
Fill in the order form on page 76 in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your
address - and send it, together with your payment of E2.35, to Trading Post, Short Wave Magazine, Enefco
House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. If you do not wish to cut your copy of SWM, or do not wish to use
the order form provided, you must still send the coupon at the bottom of the contents page of this issue, or
your subscription number, as proof of purchase of the magazine. Advertisements from traders, or for
equipment which it is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK will not be accepted.

FOR SALE

AOR AR -1000 hand-held scanner, all
accessories, boxed, v.g.c., £170
o.n.o. Tel: (0706) 352335 Rochdale.

AOR AR -2000 scanner with indoor
antenna, excellent condition, £195
o.n.o. Mark. Tel: (0533) 881144 after
7pm weekdays.

AOR AR3000 scanner, under a year
old with power supply, whip antenna,
12V cable, manual, frequency lists,
reason for sale going deaf, £500. Tel:
(0344) 303360 Bracknell.

AR AOR-3000 ultimate scanner, mint
condition, little used, 100kHz to
2036MHz, boxed, frequency manuals
available, the best all mode scanner
available, £575. Tel: (0209) 843217.

BBC issue 7, Watford DFS replay
Mk2, Cumana disk drive 40/80, Morse
tuition, basic electronics, some
games. £120 o.v.n.o. Tel: (0327)
842971 after 6pm.

Datong AD370 active antenna, as
new, £35. No cheques. Mr Field. 19
Lanelay Park, Talbot Green, Mid
Glamorgan CF7 8RA.

Drake R7 updated R7A, 5 filters, n/b,
excellent condition, £650. Sony
CRF320 v.g.c., cost £800 sale, £350.
Grundig Inter 650 unmarked, £230.
Zenith Trans Oceanic 3000, good
condition, offers. Collins 390A v.g.c.,
excellent performance, £375. Tel:
081-813 9193, Southall M4.

Dressler D2000S and D70 v.h.f./u.h.f.
linear amplifiers. Also pre -amps and
interface only used for a few hours,
mint condition, £1500. Ray. Tel: (0993)
843344 Oxfordshire.

Fairmate HP -100E and accessories,
£159. Yaesu FRG -7 with s.s.b. filter,
£120. Fidelity 1000 f.m.c.b., £25. Fisher
tuner double cassette deck
separates, £30. All v.g.c. brand new,
compact headphones, boxed, £10.
Russ GORRL. Tel: 081-308 1128.

Grundig 700 brand new, unwanted
gift, save £100, sale £250. Panasonic
3100 Digital, full coverage, £100.
Collins 390A v.g.c., 3375. Grundig 650
Inter, like new, £230. Drake R7, 5
filters n/b p.b.t. updated to R7A cost
over £1200, bargain, £650. Tel: 081-
813 9193 London M4.

Grundig Satellit 1400 m.w., I.w., f.m.,
six short wave bands, s.s.b., b.f.o.,
manual, good condition, good reason
for sale, £75 o.n.o. Ted. Tel: (0493)
858831 evenings, Norfolk.

Grundig Satellit International 650,
manual, original packing, perfect
working order, no mods, £290.

Carriage extra. Seon Smyth, 20 Talbot
Drive, Glasgow G13 3RR. Tel: 041-959
7466.

Heath HW32A TX/RX, p.s.u., £50.
HW101 TX/RX, £100. Marconi
Atalanta, superb RX, £80. AR88LF
working, but needs attention, £35.
Seavoice 12 -channel marine v.h.f.,
£45. ATU, new, £40. Other items.
G3DVF. Tel: 106651 602487 evenings.

Heathkit SB400TX, SB300RX, £200.
Heathkit SB401TX, SB303RX, £250.
Telequipment storage scope, £100.
Signal Generator F model 2, £30.
Marconi power meter, £30. Valve volt
meter, £25. Avo 7 leather case, £60.
FT -101E, £300. Silent key sale. Mr
Richardson. Common Crest, Drapery
Common, Glemsford, Suffolk C010
7RW. Tel: (0787) 280259.

Icom IC -R1 hand-held receiver, 1.5-
1300MHz continuous, a.m., f.m.,
w.f.m., 100 memories, including
charger and car power lead, 12
months old, boxed, very little use,
£235 o.n.o. Tel: (0207) 590924 after
5pm, Co. Durham.

Icom IC -R1 receiver, boxed, six
months old, with a.c. charger, mint
condition, £200. Send s.a.e. for reply.
John Robinson. 58 Deansburn House,
Aikman Avenue, New Parks Estate,
Leicester LE3 9JR.

Icom IC -R7000, absolute mint
condition with Dressler ARA1500, all
boxed, no time wasters, no offers,
£800. Cash buyer collects. Mr
Kerridge. Tel: (02551 222560 Clacton -
on -Sea.

ICS FAX -1 weather map decoder, see
page 45 October 1992 SWM for full
details and present retail price,
complete with all leads, £250 post
paid. G3RDG. Tel: 081-455 8831 any
time, QTHR.

JRC NRD-525 receiver & PK232MBX
packet TNC, software for IBM PCs
and Atarist including FAX receive
program. Both mint condition with all
manuals and cables, £850. Tel: (0226)
294913 after 6pm, Barnsley, South Yorks

Ken multi -video enhancer, £12.
Maplin i.c. tester for PC including
software and manual, £16. Linnet 1200
V21N22N23 Hayes compatible
modem, £16. SVGA card 800 x 600 for
Windows 3.1, £13 inc P&P. Tel: 081-
452 3524 evenings.

Kenwood R-2000 communications
receiver, with v.h.f. converter fitted,
absolutely perfect condition as only 4
months old. Includes service and
instruction manuals and original
packing, etc., £560. Going h.f. TX.
John GW8IQC. Tel: (0633) 894708,
Newport, Gwent, QTHR.

Kenwood R-2000 complete with v.h.f.
converter and operators manual,
very good condition, £350. Would
consider exchange for good hi-fi
stack system. Tel: (0706) 43117
Rochdale.

Kenwood R-2000 with v.h.f.
converter, £450. Realistic PRO -2006
scanner, £175. ERA Microreader,
£75. Diamond D707 active aerial, £45.
Lake Electronics TU1 a.t.u., £20. All
boxed in mint condition. Tel: (0422)
345173 after 5.30pm, Halifax.

Kenwood R-5000, good condition,
crystal filters fitted. Also v.h.f.
converter complete with manuals,
£650 o.n.o. Tel: (0793) 820139
Swindon, Wilts.

Kenwood R2000, 150kHz-30MHz plus
118-174MHz v.h.f. fitted, 500Hz filter,
DCK-1 12V kit, handbook, perfect
working order, reason for sale
upgrading. Possible exchange for
AOR3000, cash adjustment. Geoff.
Tel: 10285) 885725 anytime, Glos.

Kenwood TS -140S transceiver, mint,
£550. Kenwood TM -241E 2m
transceiver, mint, £225. SX400
scanner , £175. EP925 3-15V 25A
p.s.u., £75. HS5 headphones, £25.
MC43S, £15. Wavemeter AKD h.f.,
£35. John G4YDM, QTHR. Tel: 091-416
2606.

Lafayette HA230, 0.55-30MHz, new
valves, speaker, handbook, £35. Tel:
(03441775694.

Lowe HF-225 a.m./f.m. synchronous
detector keypad and whip antenna,
still within guarantee period, £390.
Tel: (0745) 570454.

Lowe SX30 communications
receiver, 500kHz-30MHz a.m., u.s.b.,
I.s.b., 240/12V, good condition, £110.
Yupiteru MVT-5000 scanner a.m./f.m.
25-550MHz, 800-1300MHz, little used,
£150. Storno 600 24 -channel 2m f.m.
ideal voice or packet i.o.w., £55.
Tony G6SHU. Tel: (0952) 825679
Telford.

Maintenance instruction booklets,
ITT/Creed models 7, 8, 54
teleprinters. The 54 is 1st edition
dated November 1954, v.g.c. Offers
near £15 the lot. Burton. Tel: (0734)
787457 Wokingham.

Maplin weather satellite receiver
and decoder for BBC or Amstrad 464.
Receiver, £45 o.n.o. Decoder, £55
o.n.o. Also Amstrad 464 with green
monitor and games, £80 o.n.o. Mr J
Booth. Tel: 107051 754849 after 6pm,
Portsmouth.

Memory unit for Yaesu FRG -7700
perfect working order, as new, £85.
Tel: (0432) 263295.

Normende Galaxy 25 DXTV, boxed
with remote, etc., £235. Also D100
DXTV unit with manual, f55. Would
consider exchange, w.h.y? Tel: (03861
421231 between 7 and 9pm only,
Evesham.

Numark 1975 digital sampling mixer,
4 second sampler, delay echo
system, Eq crossfader, mint
condition, boxed, £1200. Also Fossex
X28 multi -track recorder, mint
condition, £320. Tel: 071-407 6770
after 6pm, London SE1.

Passport to World Band Radio 1992,
mint condition, £5 plus £1P&P. Mr
A.G. Breckon, 76 Prince Street,
Dalton in Furness, Cumbria LA15 8ET.

Ramsey 80m ORB transmitter, Howes
20/30m receiver with v.f.o., single
dipole aerial, Amstrad multi -band
radio. All items are mint condition.
Will sell lot or separate. Reasonable
offers welcome. Stephen Holmes.
Tel: (0603) 401139 anytime, Norwich.

Realistic PRO -2005 400 -channel
receiver excellent condition in
original box, £175 o.v.n.o. or part
exchange for AOR AR -1500 plus
cash. Tel: (02331641523.

Realistic PRO -2006 scanner, 400
memories, a.,m., n.f.m., w.f.m., as
new, little use, new £330, will accept
£200. Mr R. Parmenter, 14 Tees Road,
Springfield, Chelmsford CM1 5QH.

Realistic PRO -2006 scanning
receiver with discone antenna plus
mag-mount/mobile antenna, 12V car
supply lead, headphones,instruction,
v.g.c., £250. Would exchange for
MVT-7000 hand-held in good
condition. Tel: (0733) 68721 after 5pm,
Peterboro".

Realistic PRO -2024 60 -channel
scanner, PC HF FAX v6, as new,
including manuals, boxes, £90 each.
Would exchange for R600, R1000,
FRG -7700 RX. Tel: (0443) 432681.

Roberts R818 all band digital RX,
s.s.b., f.m., 45 pre-sets, stereo
cassette, reviewed July SWM. Plus
latest Yashica compact auto focus
camera T4. Greaves. 42 Mitchell
Close, Wilmington, Dartford, Kent
DA1 1PJ.

Saisho SW5000 (same as Sangean
ATS-803A) full coverage s.s.b.,
memories, digital display, £65.
Grundig Satellit 6000 I.w., m.w., 9 s.w.
bands, s.s.b., built-in p.s.u., £55. Both
excellent performance. Tel: 10892)
653154 Crowborough, East Sussex.

More Trading Post on page 76...
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FOR SALE: 4CX250B and 4CX350A EIMAC and STC refurbished and fully tested at high
power ten -equipment) £25 plus VAT, post paid. Discount for 10 or morel
FOR SALE: Sockets for 4CX250B by AEI UK. ex -equipment but working and clean at £17 each.
discounts for larger quantities. Ceramic circular chimney tor same at £8 each.
WANTED VALVES: KT66, KT77. KT88. PX4. PX25 valve collections, klystrons. magnetrons.
transistors. Please post us list of what you have. Quick replies. cash waiting.

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS: Unit 1E, Gilmans Industrial Estate,
Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EY. Tel: (0403) 784961, Fax: (0403) 783519

Callers by appointment only. Minimum order £50 + VAT (UK export)

SRBI ASTRA/PAL UPGRADE
* Upgrade your old BSB equipment to PAL - retaining digital capabilities
* Full LED indication of analogue/digital and horizontal/vertical settings
* Provides full LNB voltage switching * Board £20 * D2 MacEprom £12
* Ready made, fully tested, easily fitted * Astra LNBS from £22
* Fixed 6.5MHz Sound Carrier * Dishes/SRB1 Spares

FFWD PO BOX 55 Phone for details

SERVICES LUTON, LU1 1XG ialoH Info & C/Card Orders (0582) 423885

£38.50

FREE INTO

DE510$5.00 plus

3250

rn- Maenad -
Ardsa  *yen Oren

Computer control of Your Radio with SCANCAT
* One program total -01s 111 radius * (.,rate thlabases at popular
* Unlimited frequency disk files frequenriet
* Create sour own presto * load Memones
* Scan between an, frequencies in * Kellwood 11-51100 and others

att, Int trim -Ill * Yarm FRC-Sheet And others

* JRL NRE1-525

* AOR-81100 with Speorun
kriahwis

* konis VI. R-72. R 7) t
Imo* others)

Requires PC compatible with 1 strut pon - Interface for Radio
Once you use SCANCAT with your radio sou will resit sae sour radio again widscsaiSCANCAr

Order now and get FREE U.K. VHF frequenn

J & J Enterprises - 4001 Parkway Dr: ossier City, IA, USA 71112
PH. 318-683 251811200-2100 GbiTi or FA.\ 318-686 07 74 124 bowel

'kw

AVAILABLE IN THE U.K.

horn

EASTERN
COMMUNICATIONS

CAVENDISH HOUSE
HAPPISBURGH

NORFOLK

0692-650077
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR WHO DEMANDS QUALITY

37 A.O.R, YUPITERU, ALINCO
DIAMOND, HUSTLER, & E.R.A.

Products from Stock
Plus MANY MORE

Tel: 0270 - 588440 Fax: 0270 588440
15 MIDDLEWICH STREET.

CREWE CW1 4BS VISA

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (0592) 610451

Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5: Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

SUPERTECHCommunication Specialists
YUPITERU I AOR PARIA SONY

* Official Nevada and Kernow Stockists
* Full range of CB's, Scanners

and Accessories in stock
* Branches throughout the North East
* Mail order available

32 Russell Way, Gateshead Metro Centre,
Tyne & Wear, NE1-I 9YZ

Open: Mon -Fri 10am-8pm Sat 9am-7pm Thurs late night 10am-9pm

TEL & FAX: (091) 4932316
Near the UCI Cinema

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

Access

Atk

Guaranteed complete to the last nut!

COMPACT 80m CW QRP Tx/Rx
DTR3 Kit - E87.513 P&P E3.00 Reedy Built - E140.00

* Stable VFO *Sidelong * Audio Filler
*Requires 12/14 VOC *Vero detailed

instrudions * Black steel cam
* Primed panel

40m & TOP BAND VERSIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
TU1 Kit - E41.25 Ready Built - E57.50
TU2 Kit - E51.00 Ready Built - E72.130

P&P E3.00
* Large dia. coil * High grade capacitor * Built in balun * Circuits to match
your antenna * Up to 30 Watts of CW * TU2 has sensitive ORP/SWR meter

* TU1 is ideal for SWL

QRP SWR METER
* Specially designed for ORP * HF 1-30MHz

* Can be set down to 1,2 watt for FSD
* Ideal for milliwatting * Low insertion loss 0.2dB

TUA1 Kit - complete with case & meter £18.00 P&P E1.00

CARLTON (Receiver)

80-40-20m Dc Rx
* Receives USB. LSB and CW * Very sensitive
and selective * Simple modular construction
* 12-14 volt battery operated * Printed facia

Kit complete with case - E69.50 P&P E3.00

PSU 15 REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY

* Ready built * Mains Input * 13.8V 152 1.5A
output * Ideal for DTR3 & 'Carlton' * Fully

protected
Supplied ready built - 152.00 P&P E4.00

Send SAE for brochure or call Alan G4DVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX

(callers by appointment only)

1116.410.

RSG

' -U

THE UK
SCANNING DIRECTORY

Me FM - Mersa. Ikled 111101*
No DI BIEN
Aneenats Os NW MOOR Re***

THE UK SCANNING

DIRECTORY
The success and popularity of this

book has demanded a second edition

to accommodate the wealth of new
information. Now over 7000 spot
frequencies are listed in the 30MHz to

1GHz range, filling in the parts that other

books leave blank. As well as covering the

popular VHF Maritime Service and Civil and

Military Aviation, "The UK Scanning

Directory" also includes the new military
frequencies, Emergency Services, Army,

Royal Navy, RAF ground services,

Eye -in -the -Sky Links, Personal Paging Systems, News Networks, Taxi Services,

Courier Services, details of callsigns, duplex frequency splits and channel

numbers, and much, much more.

Price 114.95 Incl. UK postage. Overseas post add El airmail worldwide

THE INTERNATIONAL

CALLSIGN DIRECTORY
After years of preparation this massive 250

page book lists worldwide internationally

registered callsigns and their users from

maritime stations, embassies, merchant

marine, aviation, NASA, military, Interpol and

many more. It has the most comprehensive

list of tactical callsigns and their identifications

ever published for US Air Force, Navy,

Customs, Marine Corps and foreign military.

For utilities buffs, this book is a must.

Price 118.50 including UK post. Overseas post £2.50 or airmail £5.50

INTERPRODUCTS
5193, 8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel & Fax: 0738-441199
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RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!

Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service

RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one
which guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest

possible time. Only The Rapid Results College offers you all
these advantages:

A qualified personal tutor

El Study material prepared by specialists

111 Completely self-contained courses

Handy pocket-size booklets

ID Personal study programme

[71 Regular marked tetiLS

Courses regularly updated

E 48 hour despatch

Free advice before you enrol

El Telephone Helpline

E Free 'How to Study' Guide

E] Instalment Plan

Free Postage on course material

Worldwide Airmail Service

Extra tuition free if you don't pass first time

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE
RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTUS
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address

Postcode

ACCROM

21: The Rapid Results College re---FlE-6R Dept.1 V 110. Tuition House. London SR' 19 4DS. FREE ADVICE 081 947 7272 19arn-Sprro

PROSPECTUS: 081 940 1102124 hour Recordacall Semce quoting Dept. No. above).

THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE
1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING.

BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

BIRMINGHA QJ

Telghone: 021 782 21 or 782 6560

OPEN 7

Why not pay us a visit and watch the aeroplanes at the
same time. We have two shops, one on the first floor by
Mag-Lev (have a free ride to BR station and back) and
one in the Airport's Viewing Gallery (Viewing Gallery open
everyday - Admission 50p).

Airband Radios from £9.95 and Scanners from £169.00
plus a variable selection of good secondhand and part
exchange models usually available.

We stock radios by Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Uniden,
Steepletone, Texet etc., Models and Prices to suit you.

Come and see the finest range of books on Aircraft and
associated subjects there is, by publishers such as Ian
Allan, Airlife, Putnam, PSL, Haynes, MCP and many more.
Air Maps, Frequency Charts, Books on ATC, even books
on how to fly a Cessna or a Jumbo Jet, we stock 'em all.
Books for the Student Pilot and PPL, Checklists, Flight
Cases, current Topo Charts always in stock, Nay -Flight
Computers and much more. We also stock aviation
postcards, posters and badges (callers only). Can't visit?
Then send £1 for our mail order catalogue or telephone
us on:

021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423
We accept all major Credit Cards and Cheques with Bankers

Card Number (up to £500 for Personal Callers with I.D.)

JUST STARTING OUT? Why Not Try: -
Our most popular Multi -band Radio with a 'rubber duck' aerial -

Airband - FM - PSB, batteries included,
12 months guarantee - £24.95 POST FREE!

PLEASE MENTION
SHORT WAVE WHEN REPLYING

TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

IT'S FAST, IT'S EASY, IT'S HERE!!
' VHF/UHF & HF PC SCANNING DIRECTORY PROGRAMS

, VHF/UHF E19.95, HF E29.9.5 inclusive of p&p.
Send SAE for price lists -0 for demo disk

allow 28 days for delivery
Nape /454/`00/1( ®

17 Hale Low Road, Hale, Attrinchom, Cheshire. WA IS 8BD. TeVFox (06 I ) 980 5506
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Sandpiper S/S1300 wideband
discone 25-1300MHz, £35. Revco
Radac v.h.f./u.h.f. antenna. Revco
Radac v.h.f./u.h.f. antenna, airband
version. Nest of dipoles 108-135MHz,
220-400MHz, £35. Both brand new.
Will sell separately. Tel: (0372)
378307 (Surrey).

Sangean ATS-803 receiver, all
waveband including s.s.b., little used,
excellent condition, £85. JIM M75
scanner pre -amp, nearly new, £55.
Yamaha PS270 electronic organ, 100
voices, good condition, manual,
boxed, £45. Tel: (0924) 260682 West
Yorkshire.

Shack clearance. Pye Fenman II, 11
valve, 4 speakers v.h.f. a.m./f.m.,
service sheets, 60 valves unused,
boxed, Phillips valve reel-to-reel tape
recorder, radio mags, old
telephones, valve radios need
attention, 1927 BBC Brandes
headphones, even a cats whisker.
Offers or w.h.y? Tel: (0507) 477805
Lincolnshire.

Sony 2001D excellent condition with
handbook, etc., and all accessories,
as supplied, plus service manual,
£175. Sony AN1 active antenna, as
new, £35. Both boxed. Brian. Tel/FAX:
(0493) 657797 evenings (answer
phone daytime), Yarmouth.

Sony AIR -7 as new, boxed,
instructions. Sony 7600DS, good
condition. Grundig Satellit 2000, good
condition. For sale or would
exchange for Yaesu 9600, Signals
R535, VT -225, w.h.y? Brown. Tel:
(0482) 53192 evenings.

Sony ICF-7700 with accessories,
excellent condition, light -weight,
compact and easy -to -use, £85. Tel:
(0252) 722113.

Swan 350 amateur bands s.s.b.

transceiver, 10-80m, 400W p.e.p.
and power supply in good clean
condition, recently re -valved and
re -aligned, £175. Tel: 10323) 720059
Eastbourne.

Tono 7000E RTTY/CW, AMTOR TX/
RX, AMT1, Star printer DP4080E, all
manuals, instructions, the lot, £350
o.n.o. G3SQV. Tel: (0509) 814762,
QTHR.

Top prices paid for your German
gear for WWII vintage. Looking for
receivers, transmitters,
accessories. Will collect. Lissok,
Rue M. Peodts 9, B-1160 Brussels,
Belgium. Tel: 010-322-6737115.

Trio R2000 with v.h.i. converter,
good condition, little used, manual,
original packing, £450 o.n.o. Sony
SW -7600 as new, instruction book
and full kit of parts, £100 o.n.o. Tel:
(0222) 709456 pm only, Cardiff.

Trio TS-530SP 160-10m
transceiver, perfect condition with
MC -35S mic, £440. Yaesu FRG -7700
communications receiver, 100kHz-
30MHz, good condition, £235. 13.8V,
25A, p.s.u., £28. Gary. Tel: 021-711
1553.

WIN -108 airband scanner, 6
months old, as new, boxed, plus
belt clip and 6V mains adaptor. VT -
225 purchase forces sale, £85
o.v.n.o. Tel (0792) 897542 Swansea.

WS36, No. 12 sender, Pilot BT530,
Cossor 488B, C42, McMichael 371,
BC312, Ultra Panther Radiocraft
1932, aircraft receivers DZ1, RV16,
RT-7-APN-1. Many other radios
and valves. Exchange considered.
Tel: (0562) 823674.

Yaesu FRG -7700, FRT-7700, FF5,
perfect condition, Yaesu serviced,
original box and manual, £270 o.n.o.

May part/ex for small portable
receiver. Tel: (0532) 740300.

Yaesu FRG -8800 with FRV-8800 and
FRA-8800 active antenna. All boxed
with instructions, perfect condition,
£450, complete. Paul G7KAE. Tel:
(0494) 449986 evenings & weekends.

Yaesu FT -102 FM, £550 o.n.o. FRG-
7000FM, £210 o.n.o. RA17 product
detector as SWM October, £150
o.n.o. 1C-R71E v.g.c., £450 o.n.o. plus
postage. G3R00. Tel: (0304) 821588.

Yaesu FT -726R, 2m 70cm satellite
unit (hi. modules fitted from 21 to
30MHz), s.s.b., s.c., f.m., a very nice
home base in mint condition, manual
and boxed, £600. Tel: (0553) 766166.

Yaesu FT -ONE transceiver, f.m.
board, etc. Yaesu YM-38 desk mic
with up/down buttons, professionally
built, separate p.s.u., operating and
technical manuals, £650. G3RDG.
Tel: 081-455 8831, QTHR.

Yaesu hand-held transceivers, FT-
209RH 2m, I.c.d., 5W, front keypad,
speaker/mic, car adapter charger,
spare NiCad, mobile bracket, as
new, £150. FT -703R, 70cm, speaker/
mic, car adaptor charger, £130.
Tel: (0926) 54556 Kenilworth.

Yupiteru MTV -7000 hand-held
scanner, 1-1300MHz, n.f.m., a.m.,
w.b.f.m., case, boxed, mint condition,
£210 o.n.o. Rob. Tel: (0222) 625314
Cardiff.

Yupiteru MVT-7000 scanner 8-
1300MHz complete with NiCads,
charger, 12V lead, manual, boxed as
new plus Sky Scan magmount aerial,
protective carry case, v.h.f./u.h.f.
guide, complete guarantee, £295.
Tel: (0908) 569418 Milton Keynes.

Yupiteru VT -225 hand-held scanner

covers civil/military airband, 100
memories in 10 banks. This receiver
and all accessories for just, £190. Tel:
061-436 7224 after 6pm Manchester
22.

Yupiteru VT -225, £149. Trio TS -830S,
£599. R-600, £199. Shack 10 x 8,
cedar, lined, insulated, £449. All v.g.c.
May accept offers. Kawai X430
organ, £699 v.g.c. No offers. G3XLL.
Tel: (0379) 652043 Norfolk.

WANTED

Ex -RAF Morse key type 'D' with
Bakelite cover (if possible). Jack.
Tel: 061-483 7250 Stockport.

Grundig with s.s.b., Sony ICF-2001D.
Greaves. 42 Mitchell Close,
Wilmington, Dartford, Kent DA1 1 PJ.

SEM Z -Match or KW E -Z Match or
KW107 or KW207 or KW109, cash
settlement by return. Richard. Tel:
(03986) 215.

Sony ICF-2001D in mint condition
with antenna and instructions or
Sony ICE -77. Tel: (0494) 874153
Beaconsfield, Bucks.

Sony SW -55 or 77 or similar. Mr R.
Parmenter, 14 Tees Road,
Springfield, Chelmsford CM1 5QH.

Urgent. Instruction book on how to
use Yaesu FR -101D receiver or
photocopy for OAP. All expenses
paid. Tel: 091-526 6230 after 6pm,
Tyne & Wear.

EXCHANGE

Eddystone 640 in good order for
Eddystone 556, 659, 670, 710, 820, 830,
870, 870A or e.c.r. Also willing to buy.
Tel: (0226) 288718 South Yorkshire.

TRADING POST ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Short Wave Magazine.
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ 1E2.351.

FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to
Short Wave Magazine).

Name

Address

Signature Expiry date of card

(30)

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words

A photocopy of this form is acceptable,
but you must still send in the corner

flash below, as proof of purchase.

(12)
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uniden Bacutera Scanners
by oarELECTRONICS EUROPE
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For the very best in Communications Receivers
Look to Lowe

LOWE HF RECEIVERS DO IT AGAIN!
HF-225 voted "RECEIVER OF THE YEAR" in 1990 by W.R.T.H.
HF-225 "FINLANDIA" voted "BEST DX RECEIVER 1992" at
the EDXC Convention in Finland. Final choice was from
HF-225, NRD-535 and IC-R72E.

ONCE
AGAIN
THE BEST IS
BRITISH!

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

LOWE

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone: (0629) 580800 Fax: (0629) 580020

BRANCH ADDRESSES:
London (Middlesex): 223 Field End Road, Eastcote. Tel: 081-429 3256

London (Heathrow): 6 Cherwell Close, Langley. Tel: (0753) 545255
Newcastle: Newcastle International Airport. Tel: (0661) 860418
Cumbernauld: Cumbernauld Airport Foyer. Tel: (0236) 721 004

Bristol: 6 Ferry Steps Industrial Estate. Tel: (0272) 771770
Cambridge: 162 High Street, Chesterton. Tel: (0223) 311230

Bournemouth: 27 Gillam Road, Northbourne. Tel: (0202) 577760
Leeds: 34 New Briggate, Leeds. Tel: (0532) 452657

LOWE


